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ABSTRACT
The Organizatiou for Economic Co-operaticd and

Development (OECD) repOrt consists of a colleCtion of essays
concerned with the relationship between earnings and education, One
of its purposes was to collect the diverse sources of earnings

\classified by education in OECD countries. hat the more important
..purpose was methodological. Thus, the major part of the volume is
devoted tp a review of four aspects of the .relationthip between°

earnipgs differentials and level of schooling: (1) he
studeht ability, (2) 'the role ,of schbol quality in determining
earnings:,-(3) -the'exteit of monopoly elements ik earnings 'by 'level' of-

'0* 0 education, and (4) fiinge benefits by educational level. In
particular the OECD report disuses tissues and pOssible analyses

eralated to education and earnings, analyses the above-mentioned four.,
speCial topics arssociated with- the interptetation of earnings by
educational level, documents the sources and presents in summary form
whatever data are available on earnings b'y education in OECD
countries, and points at some areas offutpre, research. An appendix
gives more detailed tabulations of earnings by education and
documents-the sources of such dafi in a number of countries. The
document concludes with afour-page bibliography. (Author/BP)
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. . .
The Organisatioq for Economic Co-operation and Pow'.

ment f OECD) was set up under a Convention signed\
Paris on 14th December, 1960, which provides Ma: qw

ECD shall promote policies designed : \\...
to achieve the highest sustainable economic voss:1:
and employment and` a rising valor., of .wing .n
Member countries, while maintaining financial stu-

n bility, and thus to contribute to the develoonsent of
the world economy;

...- to contributsoto sound economic expansion in Member
as well as non-member countries in the process of
economic development;

... to contribute to the expansion of world trade on a
..., multilaterdA non-fliscrinsinatory basis in accordance

. with international obligations.
The Members of OECD are Australia, Austria, 411gium,

Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, the Federal RcPublic of
Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, holy, Japan, Lukembourg,
the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain,
Sweden, witierland, TUrkey, the United Kin doin and the
United States. $ .
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C Organtsationlqi Economic Co-operation and Development,1975.
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INTRODUCTION

ie

The O.E.C.D. has had a long interest in education. Thus far, the

Organisation's work relating to education has mostly been concentrated

on numbers of the population, labour force or students classified by

educational level. Quality and price considerations have been limited to

the cost side of producing education. This study complements earlier

0.E.C.D. work by focusing on the value of the benefits of education as

reflected in the labour market for qualified manpower. Simultaneous

consideration Of price and quality should permit better umlerstamitngof

the eocioeconomicrole of education.

There is already a substantial body of statistics on earnings and

education around the world. One of the purposes of this volume is to collect

the diverse sources on earnings classified by education in O.R.C.D. countries.

But the more important purpose is methodological. The major part of this

volume is devoted to a review of four aspects of the relationship between

earnings differentials and level of schooling. These aspects are, firstly

the role of student ability, secondly of school quality in determining

earnings,

education

To pm

and f

he extent of monopoly elements in earnings by level of

hly fringe henefita educational level.

it differently, this volume naists,of
*
a collection of essays

on the came theme. The theme is the re tionehip between Orninge ani.

education. The essays range from then ical considerations on viky this

relatioijhip is important, to sources sarnings-byedUcetion detain

04S.C.D. countries. In particular, we

"t
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a. ayscuss the issues and possible analyses related to

.oducatiOn and earnings,

b. anblyse the above-mentioned tour special topics associated

with the interpr4ation of earnings by educational leVel,;

c. docuisent the sources and present in a summary form whatever

data are available on earnings by educatione0.E.C.D.

countries, and

d. Point at some areas of future research.

The next chapter gives the rationale why one should look at

earnings by education and how these data cien be used for the formulation

of Policy. The discussion proceeds in terms or efficiency-equity-

unemployment headings, although there °sista considerable overlap bet4een

classifications.

. The following four chapters (3,4,5 and 6) consider an equal number

of special topics one &Auld be aware of when using crude earnings

differentials. These topics were chosen according to a normative Judgment

of what are some key op :priority issues in this field. Chapter 3 looks at

the ability dimension of education. ',To what extent are earnings differentials

' by educational level due to education itself, relative to superior ability

of those with higher educational, level? Chapter 4 dears with the quality

dimension of education. This is another area of recent research activity.

The question we ask in that
.0
Chatter is how much better school quality is

worth in terms of extra earnings.. Chapter 5 deals with the subject of

monoPoly incomes. Observed earnings differentials might be due to monoPoly

power enjoyed by a part of employed persons rather than to the education they

have received. To what extent'Is this true? The wage or salary element

is only part of the economicsreward derived from employment. In addition,

'11
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5

there are pings benefits. Chapter 6 assembles the data Which exist on

fringe benefits classified by educational level.

Once the above methodological and special topics have b88n discussed;

we examine in'ch.apter 7 saw aggregate relationships between earnings.and

n2)

education in 0.E.C.D. countries. Two ki of patterns are Presented;

firstly, cross-sectional between countries and, secondly, 'over time.within

countries. In the'ilast chapter (8) we attempt to summarise the state of

car knowledge in thil field, and suggest some areas that should receive

increased research attention.

The Appefkimztos4ter 7 given more detailed tabulations of earnings

by education and documents toe sources of such data in a number of countrieo.

Lastly, this volume contains a large.bibliography not only on the sources

of earnings data by couAtry,-but also classified by each of the special

topics.
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Chapter 2

WHY EXAMINE EARNINGS DIFFERENTIAIS7

11

As mentioned earlier-the theme of this volume is the reiptionship

between earnings and education. In thiatChapter we give the rationale'fof
.4

examining this particular reletionahip.
6

Tfte study of the wage structure is a classic subject in labour economics.

Traditionally. interest has been concentrated on co piarisons of earnings in

different industries, regions and occupations as well.as variations due to

sex and race differences. Once an earnings differential is established it

becodeSkan "allocative signal". Higher earnings in one regiop relative to'

another may induce migration of lowerpaid labour, unless thej are simply a

. compensation for higher living cosh in that region.

Interest in wage variations by level of education is fairly new
1

but is equally interesting, analytically. Below we describe some possible

uses of data on earnings differentials by level of education.

Efficiency,

One of the first uses of earnings differentials by educational level

was in studies of the efficiency with which resources are allocated in

5.

education: This is done by comparing benefi s and costs of 'given levels

of educition.
C.

Let us take the case of higher education as an example. If graduates

earn %3,000 per year on average more than nongraduates this can be accepted as,

a first approximation of the extra annual social product of one higher educatiih

1For some earlier attempts see Fisher (1932) and GOrseline (1932).

9
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graduate to the economy. This figure could then (after appropriate discount

and cumulation over the individual',e'lifetime) be/Compared to the average .

cost of providing a uniVeraity place. The resulting net present value,

or cost-benefit ratio, or rate of return to investment in higher education

can then be compared to the profitability of investment at the secondary

lelrel or even to.theryield on non-educational investment prdjects. If the

.eturn to higher education is superior to that on secondary education, th;

relative emphasis in the allocation of the educational budget 'Mould be pla4d

on higher education. Similarly, if one can arrive at a single profitability

measure of investment in education. as a whole, this could be compared to

the returfi to physical capitals In this case, social policy could take the

form of allocating mpre or less to the ed4cation sector relative to the rest

of the economy. In other words, there exists two tat4c kinds of efficiency

considerttions in education. Firitly,an allocation deCision between education

and the rest of the economy, and secondly,'an allocation decision within

educat'ion itself. The fatter could take the form of choice among different

specialities within, say, higher education, or even between vocational and

general secondary education.!

0

1

One important distinction we should drag, at this point is between

\----,4*

Ak.,

ate and social efficiency. measures. A private efficiencllneaFpr ure is _......"----"1

v .

calculated from the individual's point of view, namely earnings, are after tax

and directcosta include only what the individual pays out'of his pocket.

A social efficiency measure is calculated from the societal'point of view,

namely earnings are gross of tax and costs include the sourldevoted

to education. To the extent that education is usual subsidise by the

State, divergences arise between the two efficiency m asures," the ivate

Lfor a review of the existing profitability estimates in education around
the world, see Paachatopoolos (1973).

10
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reburns heist higher than th 'social. Of Course, for formulation of

social policy one 'shoo*, sea on sdtIal,e4riciency measures. But,

private returns are also helpful in studying the behaviour of individuals
. .

in their choice of, fOr example, i;:peCT;icties within higher education.

Substitution
.1

This isn anelySlA closely related to the.efficiencyvpect discussed

earlier. Kssume that the product' n relationships in the economy are very

rigid4khd there exists only a uP clue mix of educated labour ( one,

university graduate, and two stEaaii9i-WEVASST'graduatea)0 that Can produce

$1:66010 worth of manufacturing products. We will describe this c

zero substitution case; there as no room for alterin? the combination 8f

educated labour in order to produce the same amount of output. Assume,,also

that the ratio of the existing mecondary to hither education graduates in the
0

economy is 2:1 and that the level of ecohomic activity is such so that there

is no surplus or shOrtage of labour of any kind. The quantity balance

described in the first chapter is observed.

Now assume we wish to expand output in this hypotheticalwpconomy and
eik

that the relative earnings of university to secoadary school graduates are,

say, in ble ratio of 1.3 to 1. Thei6lue of an extra higher education

graduate (equal to 130apec cent of the iarnangs of a secondary school graduate)
V

does not enter into the policy maker's consideration operating in this rigid

world. Richer education aed:iedondiry education shoqld expand at the ratio

Of 2:1, if output is to expand. Ir labour supply is not inli itely elastic,

a shortage or surplus of educated perSoniwill result. 7

Bbt irf the production relationships are not rigid and substitution can

take place then one should plan, the output of the different levels of education

according to the cogs and benefits associated with them.' rhesearnifiks

b

to
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differential between graduates and non-graduates should now be taken into

account and the higher education activity carried to the point where the

yield to it equals the Yield of alternative investments. Note that

in this case a ratio of other than 2:1 of amcondarY to highei education

O

graduates might result. Bet there would- not bye unemployment or shortage

of graduates of anykind as the economy is assumed to be flexible and whatever

relative quantities of educated labourere produced will be ab &orbed.

In .fact, OrailabilitY of relative quantities of educated labour ond

- their relative earninrs can tell kis whether the,economy is flexible or not.

For f1exibil4y means relative wages responding to relative quantities of

labour. For example() the way all available labour of W given kind is

absorbed, is through movements of its remuneration. If too much of one

kind of labour is available, its wage falls relative to other kinds:Of labour"

an vice versa. To put it in other words, economies in which relative wages

move as a function of relative quantities of labour are "fle4ible" for our

purposes.

. '4...

It is also' in this sense that statistics on earnings by ebatational
. -,4t,

,-,. ....,,

level complement traditional statistics on relatieeeplantttieb of educated

Y'l
labouras the degree of substitution in production can biCesSeased.

1
Once

-

the degree of subettutipn is assessed one can then employ the appropriate

methodology for educational planning, for if the degree ofeublstitution is
kg.,,

low, then the relative Ohntities of labour are important and hue should plan

according to the manpower requirements approach. If, on the other hand, the

degree of substitution is high one should p an the education sector according

to the social efficiency measure described ear ier.
2

. r
las A example of such exarciCt, see Bowles (1969).

2For an elaboration on this topic see Blaug (1967).

a
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.
It is a statistical fact that more educated persons earn more than

% .

less educated persons. Therefore, education has something to do with the

, size distribution of income in our society. ' Homer, the way educati

influences income'diavributiob is not very clear. Pddit is not

relative earnings that matte *{, but ithi'numbers of people' who recei h

'.different educational qualifications as well. For exa on of

higher lducation to a small segpent oflas population ncome

distribution, whereas raising theAminimum schooling age (and thus affecting

a larger number of individuals) might make income distribution more equal.

There exist econometric techniques which permit the study of the

variance in incomes in relation tathe variance of the level of schooling

and other.characteristics of the individpal.k Therasuli of work in this

area is as yet very inconclusive. In a recent study JenSks (1972) cfaimp

littlethat schooling has very little to do with income distribution in America.
'.-

Jenclue r ults are discussed and c ticised lat r in this book

(chapter 4) It is sufficient to stste to-this point that data on earnings/6
i 0 ' ,.1-.

by education are useful in analysing the role of schools in incoakdistribution.
a

es

Labour quality and growth accounting

One ofhe early. uses o0f earnings by educational level was to provide

weights for different categories of labour in order to derive aggregate labour

inputs either for growth accounting purposes or for assessing over time

' changes in ttie quality orTaboUr.2

Note that disaggregation of, labour by educatiopal category is not enough.

This refers to the quantity aspect discussed earlier. .The,quantity breakdown

1
e.g. see Mincer (1974) and Becker (1971).

4
2For a good discussion and empirical construction of an aggregate labqur input
see Dougherty ,(1972).

A
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of labours mast be linked to a price measure for assessing the true flow
1.

servite.of labour. A.typicalexample of this approach is Denison'sranalysis

discussed in chapter 3 below.
.

Note also that the use of the numbei'of years of schooling ,a6 weights

is deficient. The reason is that years of schooling completed is just another

quantity measure. Any quality,,differencee either between countries or

levels of schooling within countries are masked. An earnings weighting
el 4

ichemig however, takes into account quality differences. As an example

consider the,followine,three schemes for weighting a set/Of disaggregated

labour inputs by education (1, 2 and 3 subscripts) into a single labOur
t

aggregate:

(a) L L2 4.1.3 .4% 6

This 4 the naive unweighted fission and is ruled out, as giving equal weight

to all inp9

(h)
6%

L Ly Si L2 S, L7 S3
. -

v
This i =q years of schooling weighting scheme which fails to take into

acciun uality variations. / i
.

(

(c) ,L c 4. Yi L2 Y3.4. L3 Y3.

This is the earnings weighting spyre which is judged as being superior to
. .

(a) and (b),above. Yet this Last schema is far from perfect. For there

vista a large considerable variance in productivity within educational levels.

Nevertheless, earnings by educe0on data contribute significantly towards the

construction of a true index ef.labour services in the economy.

Unemployment and Job search

The educati7nal system affedts people's propensity towards unemployment.

Casual observation suggests that more educated persons.are less prone to

experience unemployment than less educated persona.' However, this is not

1

a

At'

TO.
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universally true. Recent evidence in less developed countries suggests

1 that it is secondary school graduates who experience the highest level of

unemployment.
1

Furthermore, graduptes in many advanced countries are

recently experiencing unemployment.

The wage structure is crucial in studying the questio^ of unemployment.

At the lower educational spectrum minimum wages might be responsible^forit.

At the higher spectrum graduated might search for a long time before accepting

a job. so as not to commit themselves to a lower escalator.-

Supply response

iymentioned earlier, the profitability of investment in education can

be seen from two points of view; One is the point of view of society as

a'whole, and the relevant measure 2S used for allocating resources to education

The other is the private point of view and, the relevae measure can be used

-by the individual as a signal for demanding more or leas education of a given

kind. search has recently shown that, at. least in developed countries,

students are highly sensitive to relative wages (e.g. see Free4n 1971).

Therefore, .data on earnings by education are userul in anticipatigg the so-

called "social demand" for 'education. Alternatively, an incomes policy

Tight be used to shape the desired demand for education by individWals as to

implement the targets of an educational plan.

Costs of education

Datakon earnings by education are also useful in assessing thtt'true costs

co: education. The reason is that the earnings of, smiy, secondary school

2
At least when the latter is defined according to conventional definitions.

See Turnham and Jaeger (1971) and I,L.C. (1972T report on World Employment
Programme mission to Kenya.

2 See--1311aug et al. (1969) and Metcalf (1973).

15
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graduat4s reptesent e indirect co s for foregone,earnings) of higher

educatiob graduates Because of t e lack of earninrs data many educational

plans to doote have been based on /partial cost picture of the true resources

.devoted tomducat on.

The re-cent/availabilty of yearnings by,education data has corrected the

above distOrted picture with 7be result that new investment priorities have

emerged.

§EC2201
74,

11 et".

Earnings by education data can alb* be helpful in testing the so-called

,

screening (,or certification. or filter) hypothesis. According to the extreme

version of this hypothesis schooling does not have a productive role per se.

All it dbes is select individuals according to'their ability for filling the

higher paid jobs. Since this selection could have. taken place by leder'

expensive_ Sts (than, say, a four-year university cycle). resources are wasted,
.4 .

The early "test" of this hypothesis consisted in observing the overtime

4hinge in the41ducational attainment of labour perforMing a given jOb (e.g.

a-
Berg 1971). This was contrasted to somepormative educational requirements

for that kind of Sob:' For e/ample, assume that the typist's functiadia requires

12 years of schooling. if in a 10 year period typists are observed tObave

an educational attainment of 16 years of schooling, this id judged as

educational upgrading (or inflation),The extra 4 years of schooling were not

really required for the typist to perform her functions and therefore (ad '

the screeningsagument goes) they represent a sort of social waste. Although

they were. privately profitable for the typist to find her job (as employers

look at certificates as a proxy for ability), they were not socially profitable

(in the sense that the typist selection gould have Laken place by means of

a less expensive test):

1 6
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The availability of age-earnings profiles by educational level has

permitted a more r,igorpus testing of the screening,Opothesia. For example.

one prediction of the filter hypothesia is that the returns to-completed

educational levels eland be higher than the returns to dropouts of the same

level. the reason fof this prediction is that employers would be willing
"11-/

to pay a°(Misjakebly) high premium to certificates alone. But, this

does not seem to be the case when one copstrasts the returns to completed

levela versus the returns to dropouts. However, it should be noted that

the screening hypothesis is still being debated in the literature and that

earnings by eciacapon data constitute the necessary raw material ftlritkiting it.

How good are crude earninga differentials?

"The above are but a few Ohalrea one can conduct by using earnings

data by education. However. one question that has often been raised in

connection with such analyses ust.how well do earnings dtfferentials measure

the economic value of education?

The economic value of educaVn is genorally assumed to be due to

higher produotivitSt of more educated persons in the labour force. In view

of the difficulties in measuring productivity, the practice has been to

- apProximaa,kt ty the earnings of labour claasified by educational level.

However, it is only in an'ideal, perfectly competitive economy that opserved

market earnings would correspond to marginal labour prbductivity. If

narket diatortiona prevent a wage equilibrating mechanism from operating then

crude earnings statistics would be of little use fqr the analyses presented

above (unless distOrtions are profortibnnte or uncorrelated with marginal'

Products).
8

or empirical teats of the screening hypothesis see Layard and Psacharopoulos
(974).°

4
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In the following four chapters we look deeper into the concept of

"earnings differential" by taking into account common criticism of it.

For example, we examine to what extent an earnings differential is due to

differential education rather than differential ability. 1The answer to this

q cation would be important in order to ecipst crude earnings differentials

fo fferentfnbility.

In chapter.O4 we look at the effect of the quality of schooling on earnings

differentials. Most of the analysis in'the economics of education has been

'conducted byusing the'quantity of schooling as the instrumental variable.

We now ask the question whether, and how MIA, schooling quality matters.

It has been often argued that earnings differentials might reflect the

monopoly power of organised labour ratter than differences in educational

attainment. In chapter 5 we ask the question as to what extent this

allegation is .true.
.

Another way in which earnings differentials (as commonly Used) might not

give an accurate pictbre of real productivity differenceM, is to the extent.

that fringe labour benefits are neglected. In chapter 6 we attempt to assess

the importance of neglecting the fringe benefits component in wage statistics.

The analysis in the folloAng four chapters proceeds in terms of a
.

straightforward review of the literature. However, a number of methodological

pint are dickussed when they naturally occur in connection with the

different w6rka under review.''

Ode mathodolOgical point that should be made explicit at the outset

is that we have'concentrated on the amalitical tool of the "earnings function".

This relates the earnings of one individual to different characteristics of

the same individual like his age, ability, quality of school he attended, etc.1

ee

1The concept of the earnings function is explained in detail in the following
chapter.

1 . 8
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a

But some ability measures (e.g. the individual's verbal score) can be

Belated to a variety of inputs (like the teacher/student ratio, his socio-

economic backgrethnd etn.) that determine thi level of measured ability.

This last relationship is known in the literature as an "educational

production function" oil is outside the scope of this volume.1 Since our,

main concern here is titemtudI of earnings we limited ourselves to the

direct route (namely, how doss ability relate to earnings) rather than the

indi'Act one (namely, how deniffer'nt school inputs affect student

achievement which in-turn affects earnings later in life)c

6

400

1For typical examples in the vasi'litsrature on educational production
functions see Bowles (1970) and Hanushek (1971).

19
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Chat: 3

ABILITY ADJUSTMENTS'

Ever since the establishment of human capital as a separate field in

economics the question remaims of' how m b of

between various levels of education is due

Assume that a typical higher education aduate earns Y
h

$12,000 per

year and a typical secondary school graduate e Ye = $9,000 per year.

.Are we allowed to conclude that the $3,000 differential (Ca) is due to'

higher education? Obviously not. The typical higher education graduate

may differ in many respects other than educatiOn from the typical secondary

school graduate. For example. if university graduates are on the average

more clever than secondary school graduates at least part of the earnings

" differential (AY Yh Ys) must be attributed to narive intelligence rather

than education.

Differential intelligence or innate ability is but One factor in which

people with more education may differ froe people with less educntion.

One could add differential student motivation. Cr even different educational

background of parents, the more educated ones pushing their childrenr

acquire at least as much education as themselves. Or diffeiential income

of parents that permits the finance of lengthier studies. Or simply

different family apvIronment 'do;ti)cive to study. And of course one could

go on adding similar factors which differentiate given educational attainment

groups in our society.

The literature oh the economics of education-recognised very early

these differences in attributes (other than education) between people with

different amounts of schooling. Therefame, the observed earnings differentials

were lowered by an adjustment factor in order to arrive at a net differential,

now strictly due to education.

21

the observed earninge differential

f
o the extra education received.
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ThLeAlObtrent factor has been known in the liskiVae as the alpha

coerficieltik, *rid showe the Proportion of earnings differentials

attributed.tomagication alone. The quantity (1 -a) show° the proportion of

earnings difacentials due to factor! other than education.

Alt

In whit4Allows we shall trlet enrninga differentials by level of

education a° jY eonstant throughemt-the working life of an indivtduak.

Phis not only a necessary aimplificaLlen, for illuatrative purposes, but it

&leo refers to..much of the empirical material reviewed later in.this book.

It should be no however. that earnings differ not only by educational

level, but b age and occupatiod as well. The effects of 'schooling on earnings

are closely linkel (if not identical) to Bifferechial career paths

(Bowman 19'73). 9

Bearing in mind the above quolification the net earnings differential

(AY') is defined as

AY' =c2AY =a( Yh - Ys)

Since d assumes values less than unity the adjusted differential is of course

lower than the crude differential.

Al(tfiough a imIe mnemonic for "ability" it should be streseed that the

alpba coefficient, as utod in the literature,.is a catch-till factor for

everythinethat causes earnings to differ, other' than fled' ation. Therefore,

the alpha coefficient usually includes adjuatmenta for ity, socio-

economic background and Bo on.

Alpha adjustments have been crucial in mainly two streams of analysia

in the economics of education: rate of return computations and growth

accounting.

The crude rate of return to investment in, say, higher education is

found by the following, formutii, where Ch 'stands for direct cost's:

22
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The correction would involve multiplying the numerator of this expression

by o and .therefore lowering the rate of return.

In growth accounting the contribution of educ tion is found by correcting
o

the numbers of people employed over time by a labour quality index. The

latter is based on marginal productivity weights. Once atain, the a

coefficient is used to reduce the spread of this weighting factortdue to

\.....attributes other than education.

The purpose of this chapter is to review evidence on the empiric

value of a, with particular emphasis on the "ability" component. Firstly,

we analyse the methodology for making estimates of a. Secondly, a critical

review is presented of empirical studies which either coptain an estimate of

or from which a value of a can be deduced. The last section of this chapter

attempts a synthesis of the surveyed results.

Methodology
4.

There have been two major approaches in estimatinr empirical values

of :alpha: (s) by means of tabulation studies, and (b) by means of

repression analysis. ,_The latter category could b. subdivided into three

sets:

(i) using, indivichial data

(ii) using grouped data, and

(iii) using matched data.

By "individUll data" we mean that the different observations that.
enter into t*e rePreision refer to individuals. "lrouped data" means that

averages over a group of individuals enter into the regression. Finally,
170.-

" matched daps" implies not only grouping of individuals, but also that the

different observations are taken from diffe)ent samples which the

23
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investigator hak matched in some way.

The majority of studies reviewed in this chapter have used methods (a)

and (b)i. As it will be argued later, method (a) is statistically

primitive and refers to early alpha calculations. Methodo(b)i is more

recent and fibre respectable. The following sections present illustrative

examples of the Awm major techniques.

Tabulation method

Assume that the following cross-tabulationeare available frame' sample

of earnings by level of education and /Q.

Educatiohal Mean Mean
level Earnings .IQ

Secondary 09.000 90

_ Higher 12,000 110

The earnings of higher education graduates by 14 are distributed as

follows:

Groups of
individuals

1

Mean
Earnings

Mean

-Ii_

90

110

130

110

A

B

C

011,000

12,000

13,000

Overall mean 12,000

From the first tabulation we get that thegross differential is

DY 12,000 - 9,000 a $3,000. The question now is; how such would a

higher education graduate earn if he were of an equal ability of a secondary

school graduate2 In order to answer this questionthe second tabulation

can be utilised. If secondary school graduates hive a typical 14 of 90,

then the $11,000 can be taken as the earnings of a colltge giaduate

standardised for ability. in this case the adjusted differential would

21
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.141

have been 8Y' 11,000 9,000 . 02,000 and the value of alpha equal o 79'f

.
'

.67, as OY' 2,000
,

AY 3,000

4.

The methodology of tabulation studies consists in obtaining an esti

Of earnings of a graduate of a given educational level but with a diegrent

level of ability or factors other than education (r). Then the alpha is

fdland by the following formula

Tr' -
Yh a Net differential

cf. = 4,

.Gross differentAl ?
Yh 7 Ye

t

The tabulation method deacribed above has manOlitationst

(a) One is never sure of the statistical signi/iGhnce °nth, results.

X.
Statements about alpha are based on differences betweln average.qtrantities

and the statistical aignificance of_these averages cannot be estlOished.

When working with averages, the variance of the individual observations

disappears and therefore no rigorous hypothesis testing can take place.

(b) dhen(More than niv.aeiustment is seeded (for example, not only for

but for motiVation, p qntal.status, etc.) the st,mple should be

_subdivided into smaller and suiller oups in order to acquire the necessary

cross-tabWations." tabulation studies have never used large samples and

this procedure quicklx leads ho empty table cella. What is even worse is
0

that inferences about the papillaeion as'a whole are made from cells containing

very few observations. (e.g. Denison 1q64),

(c) When earninrs standardisation takes place for gore t,-an ore effect

(e.g, for ability, parental status, etc.) tabulation studies cannot take

into account the Joint effect of 4-the varieties one wants to control for.

Isolated influences of single variables can pcsa!bly be discerned through tabu.-

lation studies. But the Joint effect of all variables together might not be

9 P"
1.61
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additive due to the fact that all eMLnings determining factors are closely

related OP,each other. I

(8) The data in the different cross-tabulations are usually obtained

' from different sources and therefore refer to different populations. For

example, the gross earnings differential is usually taken from Census data

whereas the adjusted differential is based on a particular sample ina /Oven

city or.even firm and therefore can be hardly generalisedPto the population

as a whole. (e.g. see Weil:21'0 and Marpoff 1968). .

The only posaible advent:Ire or tatulation studies is that one could

detect interaction effects not caueht by an ":naraction term" in usual

regression analysis. The reason is that tabulaiion studies do not impose
*.

linearity of any kind, 41,01 Ielhat squareregresaions usually do.

Regnession analysis

Regresslop analysis provides an alternative to tatulation studies in

standardising earnings-for effects other then education. This kind of

analysis, however, 'is more data demanding than tabulation studies. Individusl

observations are reluired on earnings, IQ, age and all other factors one wants

to control for. Such individual observations have not been available until

. recently and this explains the early tome of tabulation studies.

Regression analysis refers to the statistical technique used. However,,

the standardisation procedure by regression analysis is more.commonly known

aa "fitting earnines functions". An earning, function relates the earnings

of an individual (Y) to a battery of characIeriatics'of the same individual,

like his age, years of school'ng (S), ability (A), father's occupation (F) and P

so 4: Y = f(S, A, F, Age, )
.;

Once such indivildu 1 data ar available the function can be specified (e:g.

in a linear or a log-lineag 1014), fitted and thus provide a quantitative
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relationship between earnIngs and a4,st of other variables assiiiatd

with earnings. This empirical relationship osn then be Used to isolate

the effect of single vailibles on earnings (like education) contro

for the effect oflother Variables (like

Let us consider the following example. Assume that the earnings
tam

function is fitted using only age and achoolinr as independent variables,

the result being)
1

Y = - 1137 + 60 Age + 667 S (1)

where S is measured in years of schooling completed. Equation (1) says

thr the-partial effect of education on earnings, control]ing for age, is $667.

Namely, one extra ye gr f schooling generates to thl typicglindividual

$667 extra earninghper year. 4.;

If the function is now fitted including the ability variable A (measured

in IQ points), the result may look as follows:
1

Y = 100 + 50 Age + 500 S + 10 A (2)

The coefficient of schooling in the regrgssieft was reduced from $667 to $500.

The season is that since ability affects earnings its inclusion in the

regression has "atoled" some of the effect of education on earnings. To

put it in other words, the $500 effect of education on earnings is stand ised

for ability, whereas the 0667 was not.

The implicit alpha coefficient in this particular example is

-4.75

To put it.. in mdre general terms, an m coefficient can be computed from

an earnings function in the billowing way. As a ?first step let the function

blhis hypothetical example was constructed `so as to correspond to the following
sample means)

Y 0 0.600, 7114040 years, A = 100 I@ points and g= 11 years.
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be fitted without the variables one wants to control for, e.g.

Y a b S.

As a second step; one adds the variables he wants to standardise for and

observe the difference in the regression coefficient of schooling, e.g.

1 Y * a' + b' S+ c (Other variables)

Then the alpha coefficient can be found as the ratio of the two schooling

coefficients, i.e.

It should be noted at this Point that when an earnings function is

available the estimation of alpha might be superfluous. The reason one wants

the alpha.statistic is to adjust earnings differentials and this is exactly

what en earnings function does. 'This is illustrated below.

Aaaume that the problem ii to find the net earnings differential betneen

higher and secondary education graduates, and that equation (2) is available.

Then
*
by setting ability and age at their mean values (100 and 40, respectively)

and S equal to 12 years and 16 years in succession (to correspond to secondary

and higher education, respectively), the following adjusted earnings are

obtained

ilk 130 + 50(40). 500 (16) 10(100 . $11,100

Y
s

= 100 + 50(40) + 500 (12) 10(100).= 9,100

Therefore, the net,differenti* is 11,100 - 9,100 a 2,000 a OY'. Note

that if regression (1) were used (,thet is, without standardisation) the

gross differential would have been hY 2,668. Hencep the implicit alpha

from this procedure is

2 000
' 1 .75

,111.4ff
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Althougg"estimation of alpha is not necessary when regression results

art available, in this chapter we do estimate such alphas. The reason is

simply that our purpose is to try to answer the Question of how much of the

earni,n,sdtfferential is due to education relative to ability and other

factors. Moreover, alphas estimated through regression analysis could be

used to clieck the adjustment factors resulting from earlier tabula ion

shdles. And of.course if one manages to arrive at a generalise value of

alpha, one could apply it (heroically) lo cases where regression esults are-
,

,not available.
c

. Earninga\functlons do not suffer from the above mentioned defects

regarding tabulation studies. In particularo the statistical significance

of the results can be established by observing the standard error of the

regression coefficients. Moreover, interaction effects of more than one

variable can be studied by introducing multiplicatiVe terms in the regression

es*P

(e.g. Hause 1972).

The procedure described above refers to category (b)i, above. In

some instances, where individual data are not available it is possible to

.run regressions on grouped data. For example, if a number of observations

is availsble on the average eirninrs by the average years of school completed

, and by the average It, it is still possible to run a regression with these
O

averages. (e.g. Oriliches 1970). However, thO disadvantage of this

lirocedure is that most of the variation of the individual variables is removed

through averaging, before the data enter in the regression.

The third variantleiS regression analysis is the "matched data" technique.

This technique not only uses averages as described above but also the different

observations are obtained from different populations. For example, the

the earnings data may come from the Census while the ability data may. come

from a special survey. (e.g. ConliskA971).
.

1434,'
el.
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Of course this technique suffers from the defects mentioned in

connection with the tabulation studies (in- complete matching of populations)

and the grouped data studies (removal of variation through averaging).

Further methodological Pointe

.

Which ability? In thhabove we have used the term "ability" in a

rather loose fashion. We now consider what measure of ability should enter

in an earnings function.

Researchers have traditionally used the following measures for ability:

- Clasp rank

- School grade*

- Military service qualification test scores::

The ability measure should have the following attributes:

(a) It 'should relate to the ability to earn income, and

(b) It 'should not be influenced by education

All ability measures mentioned in the previous parrapb are defective

in one or both of ability attributes. The.IQ measure depends on'when it has

been recorded. Paychologiste claim that if it has been measured after the

age of 6, it is a less than perfect measure of innate ability as it would

have been influenced by the family environment and education. Therefore,

what appears ea a return to ability may in fact be a return to education

itself. Clare rank and school grades are notoriously known as not correlating

very well with later success in life and earnings in particular./ Of course

one could use earnings itaelf as a measure of ability (Becker 1964,'p.61)

but this cannot carry us very far analytically. Finally, Alliiary teat

scores are recorded too late in the individual's life to reflect innate

ability. (Grilichea and Mason 1972 is an exception in this respect as they

related the military test score to schooling obtained after military service).

30
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In Short, the ability measures used concentrated on "academic" ri6ther

than "economic" ability, let alone creativity? i.e. Schultz (l 74) notes

that a person's ability can be decomposed 5nto ability to learn, bility

to work, ability to consume and ability to cope with changes in his

environment. He calls the latter "ability to deal with economic die-
s

equilibria". Although this ability concept sight be more uaeful for our

.purposee. the question in how one measures it? He notes that so far no

s
taste have been designed to predict eqonomic/performance.

Differential alphas? In the early days of earnings adjustments the

ozenvenient simplification was made tat alpha had the same value between all .

educational levels. The net differential between primary school bud

illiterates, and between.higher and secondary school graduates was found by

apOying,a unique value of to both differentials (e.g. Denison's famous .6).

Web, however. thia proved to be an over-simplification. Thei.e is no reason

why factors other than education would act in exactly the same way as between

lower and between higher levels of education.

--\
To illuetrats.this point let us follow a typical individual through

the school system-4 consider only two components of alpha: ability and

socioeconomic background. Although.both factors are positively correlated

with education and earnings, their relative importance might differ according

to the level of schooling.

For a child to graduate from primary school, ability may not count

1

as much as social. background. If, for example. the child comes from a [;;;IF"'

family environment he may never reach the higher educational levels because

of the 1mnortanc4 foregone earnings or simply because of inadequate
p,

coaching at home Once, however, the child has ovsrcome this barrier and

reached seconder school, the social background ma" not be as important as

differential ability id orderl obtain a place at the university.

81
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Empirical evidence reviewed below shows that the net outcome of these '

two adjustments (ability and socioeconomic background) is not conclusive ss

to determine differential alpha valpes for different leirels of schooling.

Another point refers to the value of alpha across countries. In the

early days of earnings adjustments Denison's .6 value for the U.S. was used

for other countries as well. tut of course there is no reason for the

f proportion of the earnings differential explained by educatidn to be the same

in lndia-and in the United States. For example Blaug (1965) pointed out

that alpha should be higher in less developed countries, as in those countries

. educated people are scarce and thirefore command a premium.1

A review of the evidence

//-After the above methodologio remarks we now turn to examine the

empirical values.or alpha. The presentation will follow a mix of chrono..

logical, author and methodology order. Therefore, we start with the early

tabulation atudiea and Denison's analPhes (past and present) and finish with

the matched data technique.

ti

For each study we will. try to list, whenever possible, the methodology

used, the sample size and reference, and the value of alpha or alphas. With

respect to the latter we will try to list, whenever possible, where the

adjustment refers to (i.e.,to ability only, or to ability and other factors?),

and to what educational level the coefficient refers to (i.e., is it the same

for all levels, or does it refer to Witter versus secondary education graduates

only?). Whenever appropriate we w' I also try to list particular methodological

points of the study and didcuss its strong or weak points. .9

1For a discussion of differential alphas across countries see also Carnoy

(1971).
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A birds-eye view or'olPha adjustments is given below:

L962 Denison assumed that o .6 . This adjustment

included rectors other than ability and

universal for all educational levils.

1962 The first earnings functions including ability as

an independent variable were run by Aunt on the one

bind and by Horgan et.al. on the other. Their results

revealed that ability was not an important determinant

of earnings.

1963 Morgan and David published results in such a form that an

t
alpha could be computed. This ranged from a low of .40

in the case of primary schools to a high of 1.00 for

graduate study.

1964 Denison defended his 1962 o a .60 assumption by using

cross'-tabulations from the Wolfle and Smith survey.

The alpha coefficient turned out to be equal to .67 .

But in view of the similarity to .60 he did not change

his original assumption. Denison neglected the work

of Hunt and Morgan et.al.

1964 Becker reviews the ability adjustments from Wolfle and

2" Smith. Morgan and David, and Hunt. Moreover he elaborated
A

some new evidence on the earnings of employees of the

Bell Telephone Company and on a previous st'idy on the

earnings of brothers by Gorseline.

1965 Rlaug wrote the first explicit discussion on the alpha

coefficient. But he attempted no estimate's of alpha.

Thereafter earnings functions flourished and so does the mix of

results presented below.
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Denison

Denison (1962) wanted to find the contribution of different factors

to the economic growth of the United States. For this purpose he had to

Adjust the crude labour headcount for quality. As mentionedin the

previous chapter, this adjustment requires a set of weights in order to

combine individuals with different aunts of schooling. The relative

earnings of labour classified by leve of schooling provided'auch weights

(as a proxy for labour productivity). owever, he had to narrow the

observed earnings differentials in orde to adjust for factdre other than

Later, while presenting aga n his results on the sources of economic

growth in the United States at an D. Conference (Denison 1964) he

. included an appendix inn support of his earlier .60 86U tion'. The evidence

on alpha was based on cross-tabulations of salary, education, rank in high

schdol class, IQ and father's socioeconomic status supplied by Wolfle and

Smith (1956). The sample consisted of 2,889 high school graduides between

1935 and 1938 in Illinois, Minnesota and New York. Their salary was

recorded 20 yearn later. Using the tabulation method described above,

Denison came up with an empirical value of alpha equal to .67 And in

view of the similarity between .66 and he did not alter his original

figure.

In a later expansion of his work to other countries (Denison 1967) he

0

used the same alpha . .60 adjustment factor.

Denison's analysis until 1967 suffered from the folldwing weaknesses:

(a) The tabulation method was used in order to establish alpha. As

mentioned earlier this is a very Crude technique, for one is never sure of

the atatistical significance of the results and the interaction between

' different variables.

34
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(b) The Wolfle and Smith sample refers only to secondary school graduates,

college dropouts and college graduates. Of course it is not valid to

project a value of alpha based on this evidence to the lower levels of

education.

(c) The Wolf le and Smith sample refers to superior high school graduates.

The Illinois and Minnesota graduates were in thetop 60 per cent of their

class. The'New York graduates were in the top 20 per cent. Therefore.

a value of alpha based on this evidence cannot be generalised to the US

labour force as a whole.

(el) The sample size is rather small to be generalised to the U.S. as a

whole. And of course it is not valid to apply the same value of alpha

to other countries.

(e) The alpha coefficient in Denison's work in a catchall factor for

ability, socioeconomic background and everything that may determine earnings

other than education. Of course this aggregation is not very helpful

analytically.

Let usInow jump the chronologiCal sequence in order to concentrate on

the same author. Denison (1974) reconsiders the Wale and Smith data along

with additional evidence from Rogers (1969), Weisbrod and Karpoff (1968)

and Outright (unpublished) in order to estimate new education weights.

\ The alpha coefficients implicit in Denison's new work are shown in Table 3.1,

below. It should be noted that the alpha coefficient now declines as the

educational level rises. However, when the alphas between ompleted

educational levels are considered, they are al4 equal to .88

This recent Denison study corrects some of the deficienciers mentioned

above rega;d4ng his earlier work. /In particular he considers explicitly

evidence (fromspogeria..1 Outright) on the value of.alpha for lower educational

j.evels.

A



Table 3.1

Gross and adjusted earnings differentials for ability and other factors

Educational
level

Index of gross
earningsa" (8 years
of education r
100)

_

Y

Gross
increment

AY

.

Index of

net earnings

1'

N Net
b.

increment
.

AY'

Apba

AY'

tY

(1) M- --. (3) .(4J- (5) . 16)

s

None

Elem.l -4

5-7

8
_ ____.--

S11,?..1-3.

4

Co11.1-3

4

5

,

.

,

71.6

28.4

14.9

9.0

4.5

12.6

14.7

.

26.6

47.4

62.9

I

22

89

97

100

111

324

147

le
2.9

a.
,

24

i2

14

8

3

11

13

23

4e

30

\

.94

.89

.67

.87

.88

.86

.89

.48

.88

1§

.88

86.5

-95.5

100.0

22L2112.6

ELI
153.9

. 201.3

74.0

264.2

Source: .Based on Denison (19741, Tables 1.4 and 1.14.

a. 1959 earnings of males already adjusted for farm/n5,011-farm .attacbsent. colour and region.

b. Adjusted for ability and socioeconomic backgroundCb

Underlined figures refer to completed educational levels.
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Becker

Ahereas Denison'S concern was alpha adjustmen
4
ts for'growth accounting,

Becker (198) wanted to narrow the observed earninfa differentials for estimating

a rate of return to investment in education, net of ability and other factors.

For this purpose he sprveytiZive existing studiA'at the time:

(a) The Bell Telephdne Company data,

(b) The Wolfle and Smith survej,

(c) The Horgan and David study,

(d) The 1orseline didence on the earnings of (1u-others, and

(e) The Hunt study.

A'study on the earnings of college graduate:: employed by the Bell

Company yielded the following result:

Rank in
c0.1ege

Index of earnings 15 years
after'graduation

Top two-fifths 120

Bottom two fifths 100

7
In other words employees who Were in the top of their class were earning

10 per cent more than employees in the bottom of thec]ass.

RBI usi4' the tabulation method described earlier, Becker found an

alpha coefficient equal to .80 . this applied to the differential betwe,

college and high school graduates and the adjustment rete.ence is for class rank

only. The eventual effect of this adjustment was to reduce the rate of return

to college graduates by about 1,, per cent.

Using the Wolfle and Smith data described earlier and the tabulation

method, Becker.found an alpha between high school and college equal to .80

when class rank was used as a proxy for ability. When I. was used as a proxy

for ability. the alpha ranged between .80 and .85 . The combined effect of
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the ability plus background adjustment (as measured by fathef's occupation,

education and earnings) was an alpha equal to IQ. This figure is not

very different from Dqnison's an they both used the same body of data..

Becker used the Morgan and David (r963) results to compdte values of

alpha. (Thin is one of the earliest earnings functions and it is reviewed

below in this paper). Beckeea alphas from this study (averages for the

aged 18-74) were .52 for the secondary - primary school differential and

.74 for the college-secondary differential. These adjustment factors include

not" only ability but socioeconomic backgrodnd as well.

Becker utilised the data found in an early study by Oorseline (1932)

)"'

to compute alphas between dif rent educational levels. Since the Goreeline

data on earnings referred to rothers, the alphas contain algo a standardisa-

tion for socioeconomic background. These alphas were equal to .73 and .81.

between secondary and primary school, and between college and secondary school,

respectively. (The alphas corrected for under-reporting of earnings were

about ten percentage points lower).

Becker joint hints at the study by Hunt (1963). This study is reviewed

v
below.

Becker's attempt to estimate alpha has been more exhaustive than

i7

Denison's in that the former has examined all the available evidence at the

time. However, the studies on which his results are based had little

generalisation value. Consider the followinj example.

On the basis of the followink-tabulation Becker concluded that the

ability adjustment is more important at the lower educational levels.

q
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Table 3.2,

, IQ by educational level

Educational level IQ
..

(1) (2) (3)

..8 years 84.9

/High school dropout 98.0

High school graduatea. 4 "liZtg...tertoo- ,

High school graduates' 106.8

. College dropout
.

106.2

College graduate 120.5
.

.

Source:, ,CP112, Becker .19 , p.125

C01.3,1 Becker (1964 , p.80

. The difference in the two 1Q scores is due

to the fan tha the two, columns are taken

fpom diff nt studies.

In other words, Becker established a differentttial alpha for ability

only, that would rise with the level of education. But as seen below,

Hause (1972) using more representetive sample and more sophisticated

statistical technlquee came to the opposite conclusion. Namely, the

ability adjustment was 'found to be more important at the higher levels of

education.

Early regression studies

Morgan, Davad, Cohen and Brazer (1962) used data on the 1959 earnings

of 3,000 heads of households and a battery of explanatory variables in order

1 ,

)c,

a

3 9

O
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to run an earnings function in the United Statea. Two measures of ability

werecried: (a) rank and procress in school, and (b) the interviewer's
Po

assessment of the individual's ability to communicate. Table 3.3, bells

shown the relative importance of selected variables in determining earnings.

Table 3.3

Relative importance of selected variables in determining
earnings

11.

Charaieristice of
head of household

Relative importance

(beta coefficient) a.

Education and age .234

Se*
a

.220

Occupation .205

Attitude towards hard work .067

Race .066

Ability to communicate .061

Physical Condition .056

Rank,and Progress in achoOl .027

Source: Morgan et.al. (1962), p.48

The beta coefficient is. a standardised ordinary regression

coefficient fin the units in which the variables are ex-

pressed. Therefore, its size shows tre reigtive importance

of different'independent variables in explaining the

dependant.

Beta = Regression
Stand.dev.of indep.variable

coeff. x
Stand.dev.of dep.varia$e

Therefore, this s.udy has shown that ability is not as important as

education in determining earnings. However, it is impossible from the

40
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lu

6, published results to distinguish the effect of age relative to the effect )

of e catith and therefore arri-e at estimates for alpha. $

.....37,,.. .

Before we present the caveats associated with this study, let us

examine another presentation of the same results.

Morgan and David (1963).have later published gross and adjusted"

age-earnings profiles for different educational levels. It was from these

profiles that Becker estimated the alphas reported earlier.

Concentr in at the age group 35-44 the following implied alP1as can

be computed:

N
Table 3.4

The proportion of earnings due to education, bx_sdaseational
level ap "

Edueational
level

Alpha
- '

1-8 grades
.40 ,

12 gigolos At

.88

B.A.
1.00

.:4raddete study

1

. Source: Based on Morgan and David (1963), p.433.

As shown in this table, the alpha rises by educational level.' In

fact, the unitary alpha between a first degree and graduate study means

that no adjustment of the earnings differential is needed between these

two educational level's. however, one should be cautious with respect to

this result.

Although Morgan and David's study is superior on many counts relative

to the tabulation studies examined earlier, it suffers from a major defect.

41
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Q It halp overstandardised earnings and therefore the values of alpha reported
A a

above should be treated as lower limits. The alphas reported above are -

standardised for oupation. However, occupation is one factor one should
6

.

not standardise for as kt is the vehicle through which the effect of education

on earnings takes place. To put it in Hecker's terms

." ... when standardising ... one must be careful not to go too far.
For education has little direct effect on earnings; it operates
primarily indirectly ,ough the effect on knowledge and skills.
Consequently, by star dicing for enough measures for knowledge
and skill, such as' occupation or ability to communicate, one can
eliminate the entire triA effect of education on earnings".
(Becker 1964, p.86).

But ittoildCbe noted that even in the presence of an adjustment for
c

occupation, the alphas assume very high values between the higher educational

levels.

Hunt (1963) Used a 190 survey of Time magazine on the incomes of allege

graduates to run an ehnings function. The total number of observations

was 2,625. Hunt used a host of explanatory variables like ability, years

or graduate study, parents college attendance, occupation, region and so on.

The measure of ability was the test score in college, adjusted for variations

in the grading standards among different fields within the same g011ege.

The way Hunt's results a4e presehted make it impossible to estimate a

value of alpha. However, the e of return to college education,-when

adjusted for all.the above variables was reduced by about 50 per cent.

Hunt's studY suffers from a'rather small sample size, used income

rather than earni1 cs. used occupation in the set of explanatory variables

(and thus overstandardised earnings) andrefers to graduates only, But it

.laiddely quoted in the field Ss perhaps the first earnings function using

the ability variable.'

42
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Further earnilga functions

,

Carroll and Ihnen (1967) have used a sample of 87 high schook and
1

year post - secondary school graduatv to'study the reltdonahip lbetwe

'education, abilit and oiler variables." Ability was measured as a numer

litsik

grade average in hi,h school (AA, BS:C=2, D=1 Fz0).

After adjusting for a battery of variables (like"abilitY, age mot er's

education, reidence during lgh school and site f high school class) the

differential between the two'schoblinglroups gave an alphacoetficient

equal to )73
_

.
. /

But the limitation of this study irllatit dealt only with technical

educatbn and that the sample size was very ;mall.
s'

Ashenfelter and Mooney (1968) used a group of male Woodrow Wilson

"14IP fellows elgibied between 195$ and 1960. -Since all fellows were of the

same age and sex, no adjustment was necessary for these two valiabies.

The dependent variable in the regression was the recorded salary in

1966. Explanatory variables included the field of graduate study,. the

number of years of graduate study, the highest degree held (B.A.., M.A.,

0 Ph.D.), profession, number of yea4s of work experience and ability.

. Asrenfelter and Mooney used several alternative measures of ability:

scores on scholastic aptitude tests, verbal aptituck, ?hi Beta Kappa member-
/

ship, and the average of verbal and m ems es aptitude. The different

experiments proved that only the mat em pt1tude related to earnings

and therefore it was kept in the regression. The mathematics aptitude

>arefieasured on a 200-800 scale. of 300 points produced a

difference of 0600 per year.

Comparing the coefficients of the years of graduate study variable,

before and after control for ability, this study yields an alpha coefficient

of .90 .

%ft
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It should be remembered, however, that this study was concerned with

superior graduate students (all elected fellows) and therefore may not be

rppresentativeof the alpha in the population. On the other hand,

methodologically, it is the beet study:reported thus far in terms of isolating

the effect of ability on the earnings differential,-

Weiebrod and Karpoff (1968) dealt with a sample of 7,000 male employees

p with university qualifications of the American Telephone and Telegraph

Company in 1956. Thevariablesnonsidered were monthly salary, years of

service with the cam pliay, rank in college graduation and quality of college.

Both the tabulatiod end regression metflods were used.

The tabulation metlie yielded the following distribution of earnings

by ability:

Table 3.5

a.
Index of earningo_by class rank in college

Clans Ank in
college

Index by earninge(100 =
sample- average)

Top 10 per cent 10.0

Rest 3 99.4.

Middle 3 94.4
1

Lowest 3 91.0

A

Source: Weisbrod and Karpoff (1968, p.493

a. In collegaeof average quality

The above index was used to adjust the earnings of a college graduate

for ability. Then the net differential was compared to the gross differential

from Census data and an alpha = .75 resulted. This refers to the college

4



to high school differential and adjusts for ability and college quality.

Moreover regressions were run within each college quality-rank group

in order to assess the eakct of differential ability on earnings. The

results were as follows: each additional year orservice yielded the

following extra value according to ability (in colleges of average quality).

de Table^3.6

Incremental income by class rank

Class Rank Extra Income

Top 1/10 $182

Rest of top 3 158
. .

Middle i P51 .

Bottom i 151.

Source: deisbrod and Karpoff (1968).

Namely, it was 'found that although ability (asimeasured by ran in

s), had an effect irlpthe very top of the class, it did not have much

effect for the majority of college faduates.

The above results, however, should be treated with caution as they

refer to malea only, to employees of one particulser company, to graduates .

. - .

oni-Y,-fula-mtr-tbaclap rank was the one reported by the employee himself.

Hansen, Weisbrod and Scan 970) used the cparatteriatics of 2,403

men who we rejected from military service 33r 1963 because they failed to

pass the AnT (Armed Force -ualification Test). e dependent variable

in their earnings function was annual earnings in 1962. Explanatory

variables included the number of years of schooling, and AFE4T score as a

proxy for ability, traininr outside school, age, colour, marital status,

family site and region.

415
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The earnings function when run without the ability variable gave

an extra income of $61.5 per year, per one extra year of schooling. The

inclusion of the ability variable lowered this value to $30.3, thus giving

an alpha coefficient for, ability only equal to .49

The results of this study can hardly be generalised to the population as"

a whole. 4 The reason is that they refer to "low achievers"; namely. it is

not surprising that differential ability is important among a group who \e

average ability is very low. Moreover the alpha adjustment centres around

an average level of schooling of 8.9 years. Therefore this value of alpha

cannot be applied to higher educational levels. (For a controversy on

this study seehiswick 1972, Masters and Ribich 1972 and Hansen, WeiSbrod

and Scanlon 1972).

Rogers (1969) studied
/

364 males who were in the 801 or 9th grade in
''

1935 in Connecticut and Massachusetts: Their earnings were recorded later

in 1955, 1960 and 11, 'Several earnings functions were run including

several alternptive proxies for ability: age, IQ, average mark at highest

level of schooling Auld the presence of mental or physical handicap.

In one set.of regressions IQ*Wasfound to have a non-statistically

significant effect on earnings, although fage and the presence of a handicap

affected earnings. In the final set of regressions the following alphas

are implied: .86 for the secondary level and .73 for the higher level

(Rogers 196?, p.112).

These alphas include not only an .bility adjuitment, but parental

class, religion, marital dtatua ;Ind:number of jobs changed. _Roger reports

that the IQ correction alone did not have any effec_t on the primate rate of

return to college education. This was equal to 9 per cent for both an 86

IQ man and as 121 man. (See his table 11).

PS.
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.6

Rogers' results should be treated with great caution because of.the

very small sample size and the fact that the observations are limited to

certain Eastern b.S. cities. But this study is widely quoted as for

the first time evidence on longitudinal earnings by educational level was

presented.

Grilichee (1970) attempted to conduct the nearly perfect controlled experi

sent to isolate the effect of ability on education, but unfortunately based
9

on very weak data. Grilichea uded for his earninasofunction tabulated date

of income reported by taxpayers in Sweden along with their years of schooling

and IQ. The eota number of observations were 19 table cells. The IQ

variable was measured at the age of 10 and was therefore free from most of

the effects of education.

The addition of the ability variable to the regression lowered the

years of schooling coefficient from ...03 to .051, thus implying an alpha

equal to .96. However, the fact that the data are averages from tabUlations

vand moreer they refer tIOncome as reported to the tax authorities reduces

the generalisation value,of-this study.

Griliches and Mason (1972)attempted to conduct another controlled

experiment in order to differentiate between the effects of ability and

education oil earnings. For that purpose they used a 1964 sample of 1454

'united States veterans and their ANT score as a measure of ability.

Giaiches and Mason worked with two different measures of schooling, schooling

before and after military service. The latter is not supposed to have

influenced the ANT score and was, therefore used in the regressions.

The coefficient of the schooling increment in the regression without

the ability variable is equal to .0528. The inclusion of the'ANT score

and socioeconomisibackground (as measured by father's statue and region before

44,
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schooling) lowers the schooling coefficient to .0462. This amounts to

an implicit alpha equal to .88 . In view of this finding Griliches and

Mason conclude:

" ...while the usual estimates of the contribution of education
may be biased upwards due to the omission of such variables
(ability and socioeconomic background) this bias does not appear
to be large and is much smaller than 4Q per cent originally
suggested by DenisoW.

This conclusion, however, has to be qualified by the fact that they

I oonsidered military veterans only and a measure of ability one might have

doubts about.

House (1971) concentrated on the problem oftcomplemeatarity between

ability and schooling. Earnings functions have usuallybeen fitted in an

additive form, namely

Y = a +bS + cA.

This means that Schooling and Ability are perfect substitutes; for if A

is increased, the effect of S on Y remains the. same.

A more realistic model, hbwever, would have been

Y = s' + h'S + c'A dSA

'where SA is the multiplicative "interaction term". Now, if k is raised,

the effect of S on Y changes as well. If the sign of the d coefficient

is positive, then ability and schooling are complements in deterMining

income. If d is negative, then A and S are substitutes. Beyond the si

of the d coefficient, another way to detect complementarity between S and

A is to run earnings functions within schooling levels and observing the

vs f the c coefficient.

Hause analysed evidence from three sources: new tabulations obtained

from the Rogers sample, the Project Talent date in the U.S. and the Husen data

for Sweden. When earnings functions were run using the Rogers data, within

schooling levels, the following results were obtained.
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Table 3.7

The affect of ability on earnings by educational level

Educational level Coefficient of IQ
(on log 65 earnings)

Mean IQ

High' school dropout .024 95.9

High school
. graduate .700 102.3

College dropout .360 107.8

B.A. .910 115.6

,

B.A. + 1.320 117.3

- Sources Hause (1971), pp.295, 291.

Since the effect of ability on earnings rises by the level of schooling,

House concluded that ability and schooling are complementa in determining

earnings.

The implicit alpha coefficient,mesulting from Hawse's work is.of the

order of .94 . This refers to the college level and strictly to the abilihy

adjustment.

The National Bureau of Economic Research - Thorndike samPt

Before we examine another work py Hause, let us open a parenthesis

and describe a sample known as °NBER-TH". Several earnings functions have

been bas'ed on this sample and the data are still being mined.

This sample is based on volunteers for Air Force pilot. navigator and

brbardier programmes in the United States in 1943. The candidates for auch.

416,
programmes had first to pass a preliminary-screening teat. The ones who

w

passed this test were then given an additional set of 17 tests to ateasPe

their different abilities. These tests were administered in 1943.

b° 4 9
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In 1955 Thorndike and Hagen sent a oueationnaire.to these volunteers,

including a question on earnings. This sample provided eventuakly 2,N6

observations of earnings and ability. In 1969 the National Bureau of

Economic Researeh sent out another questionnaire on earnings, and therefore

earnings data for thie sample are available for 1955 and 1969.

The sample's limitations are listed below so that we will not have to

qualify later the resultm of each study that utilised this sample.

(a) The data refer only to volunteers and therefore may not be

representative of the population an a whole.

(b) The data refer to bmales only.

(c) The data exclude persons in the lower spectrum of ability as

the Air Force candidates had to pass a preliminary screening

test.

(d) The ability variable wasmeasurid at an age at which it is likely to
e%

have been influenced by education.

Hause (1972) examined further evidence on the question of complementarity

etween schooling tnd ability. Using the NBER-TH sample descri above

4 a significant positive interaction term between ability)dhd schooling.
cular, he found that the difference in one deviation..5.f--EQ,(equal to

5 IQ 1,64 ) yielded the following difference* In earnings by educational

level: P t the high school level Ind goo at the B.A. level.

P The alph&nefficientsimplied in Reuse's work are .97 for the B.A.

degree and .89 fp further graduate ,atudy. These coefficients refer strictly

to ability. Using sample the, alpha coefficient for B.A. was equal

to .87 .

Although Halloo's work be easily criticised in terms of the data used,

he bas pioneered in Purging tha,alpha coefficient from socioeconomic background.
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His overall conclusgn,is that ability adjustments have practically no

effect at the lees tton high school 1401, and that alpha ranges between

.87 and .90 for the higher educational levels.

Gintia (1971) in an effort to discriminate between Whey* calls the

"cognitive" and,the "affective" models, compiled evidence on the effect

of the inclusion of ability on the regression coefficient of schooling.

In Gintie words,

"by cognitive characteristics we mean individual capacities to
Logically combine; analyse, interpret and apply informational
symbols. By affective characteristics we mean propensities
codified in the individual's personality structures, to respond%
in stable emotional and motivational patterns, to deminds made
upon him in concrete social eituations".

Consider again the two familiar relationships

Y s a hS (1)

Y a a' b'S cA (2)

Assume that in (1) the level of schooling is a proxy for cognitive achieve-

ment variables. If the cognitive model is correct, then b' in equation (2)

should be equal to or near zero. The reason 2a that the introduction of

explicit ability traits (A) in equation (2) has stolen all the explanatory

power of education. If, on'the other hand, b' dg b, then the affective

model is valid. Namely, education affects personality traits and therefore

earnings.

Gintia reviewed ninecase studies the result being that the introduction

of the ability variable did not change significantly the b coefficient of

the schooling variable. Therefore, the evidence backed the affective model.

Regardless of Gintis' interpretation,4the romans surveyed can be used

to compute alphas. This is done in Table 3.8 below. The value of alpha

ranges between .65 and .96 and it is much nearer to one, in most cases,

than Denison's .6'.

71"-*
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Table 3.8

Implied al2ha coefficients in 9 case studies

Author Alpha
coefficient

Hansen and Weisbrod (unpublished) .81

Conlisk (1968) over .90

Duncan (1968) .75-.90

Cutright (1969) .65-.78

Duncan et.al (1968) .80

Bajema (1969) .87

Grilichee and Mason (1972) .85-.88

Sewell et.al (1969) .93

Taubman and Wales (1969) .96

Source: Based on Gintis (1971). p.277

Alpha ceUals one minus reduction in the value

of the schooling coefficient.

At this point. we examine a study which* although has not considered.

.the ability variable explicitly)* is of some methodological interest.

Bowles, (1972) reversed the procedure described thus far* namely he first

inserted other variablesin the regression* like socioeconomic background,

and then education* i.e.

Y * a + b (BackgroUnd)

Y = a' + b' (background) + cS

)*And therefore is not included in the review table 3.9 beldw.
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The logic of thisprocedure is that socioeconomic background or ability

comes before schooling and therefore should be first inserted in the

regression. If the inclusion of does not change thg original b

coef`icient in the first equation above, then,it can be concluded that

education is not important in determining earnings. Ann this was in

fact Bowles' finding. The alpha coefficient corresponding to afiackground

adjustment was equal to .6 .

Becker (1972) critic1sed Bowles in dint one ohould study the effect

of education on'earnings by having all variables in the regression and- not

by introducing them sequentially. Cf course this criticism also applies

to the Griliches and Cintis experiments reported earlier as'they have first

introduced education in the regression and not education aqd ability

simultaneously.

ene wonders. however, what would be the result of an exercise where

ability is introduced first, and then education.ds Un(pttundtely, the literar

ture does not provide such experiment. (Unless One accepts Bowles' social

clads variable as a proxy' for ability). But given the fact (?) that income

correlates better with education than ability, the subsequent

introduction of the schooling variable may. change the regression coefficient

on the ability variable.1

In a related experiment, Morgenstern (103) hbe run first* the earnings

function with education and s loeconomic background in the set of explanatory

variables.and then re'oved the education, variable. The result was that the

explanatory power of the modil,(R
2
) dropped by over 60 Ott, cent. This

.

4

1From Griliches and Mason (197,), p.S83 we get the following simple carrels-
' tion coefficients: Cor(income, ability) 2 .235; Cor(income, schooling

increment) . .3?9.

5
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finding contradicts Bowlea.1

Taubman and Wales (1973) have run earnings functions in the United'

States using the 4 BER -TH sample. or veterans and a battery of 17 ability

scores. Only mathematical ability was found to be related to earnings,

thus confirming Ashenfelter and Mooney 4968). The alpha coefficiegi-

resulting from their work at the higher educational level is .65 .

However, this includes ability and socioeconomic background adjuatmente.
2. ,

Hauser. Lutterman and Sewell (1971), ae,reported by Salmon (1973),

analysed the earnings of 1,000 high school seniors in Wisconeip in 1957

who responded to a follow-up in 1964. Sin %e all respondents' fathers

were farmers in 1957, the earnings were already adjusted for socioeconomic

background/Z:lpha coefficient strictly for ability,waa equal to .81 .

It refers to unspecified years of Schooling.

Conliak (1971) conducted two experiments using the matched data

technique reported earlier. In the first experiment he used the results

of a longitudinal study on child development. The children were all born in

Berkeley, California and their lq was recorded from infancy to the age of 18.

Their terminal education and occupation was recorded at the age of 30.

However, no earnings were recorded. Conlisk matched the above children

with the Census tabulations of earnings by occupation. In this way 75

average observations were generated on earnings by schooling and IQ. The

result of the earnings function fittino.ses that the addition of IQ did not

1Bowles worked with data from a Censustirvey covering 20,000 males in 1962.
Morgernetern worked with data from the 1968 Urban Problems survey covering
2,700 heads of households irk 15 Northlrn U.S. cities. In both studies,
socioeconomic background is heaeured mainly by parents education.

2
For a critique of this study aee Ward and Paacharopoulos (1974).

1
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affect the sshooling coefficient.
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In fact,

^alpha equal_to 1.02 whep the IQ measure referred to the-age of 1-5. But

result should 64 treated with caution in view'of thb high

of the negative 3Q regressibn coefficient in'the regression.

this experiment yielded an

of course thi's

standard error

In the second experiment, Conlisk matched earnings and saooling

categories from the 1950 Census to Army admiral Classification Test as a

measure of ability. This procedure generated 117- average

the resulting alpha terfficient was equal to .40

The author himself'admits that his procedure is weak, and in view of

the.di4rse restilaib-we do not include this study in the review table 3.9

observations and

below. A

end this survey of the literature with a footnote on the work of

,Jencks (1972). Jencks used mainly da a rom the U.S. Census and the protect
-

on Equality of Educational Cppertun y on the earnings And other character-
/ .

istics of white non-farm males in the United States. The statistical

technique used is that of "path analysis". This is similar to regression

analysis with the difference 'the effects of one variable onto another

can. be studied in seviral successive."pathe. For example, father's

e
occupation affects the child's education, which in turn efforts the child's

occupation and which affects the child's eventual earnings..

Jencks' overall conclusioh,is that the main determinant ealAings

is luck. In fact, the combined Want of edubation, family` background,

abi ty and occup tion explains only 22.2 perer f income variance betweenvariance

individuals (pJ24 ).
.4

.finOin has created a

But the deficiencies in Jencks'

4

greationtroversy in the United States.

analysicare numerousi Firstly, the
4 .
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earnings of females are elxcluded. Secondly, the age distrpurdn of

larnings is,not considered. Thirdly, we do not know if the effects-of

education and other variables are statistically sig n his model.

Fourthly, the effects 011. education on earnings are and via the individual's

occupation. But as mentioned earlier, it is a conceptual mistake to

standardise for occupation as the effects of education on earnings are realised

by occupationel mobility. Jencks states that the direct effect of education

on income was found.to be.small but be does not state what is his criterion

of size. FUrthermore, Jencks mixes data from different sources in deriving

the final paths between variables, and this must have introduced unknown biases

in the 1-esultfl. (He also omits weeks and.bours worked).

Another reason whtJencks' results have raised acepttci M. is that they
Jo

Are in contrast with a host of other studies in the U.S. using special samples

and in which the statistical significance of the result's ib known. For

example, the explanatorv'power of mo-t of these studies is more than

that of Jencks'. model.
1

Were do we stand?

Once 5riliches wrote the following on the subject of ability adjustments:

"This is a very difficult topic with a large literature and
very little data" (GriAiches 1970, p.92).

This comment is entirely valid today. Although the literature has

grown still further, the data on which the analyses reported in this paper

are based leave much to be desired, All studies considered in this paper

suffer from one or more of the following defects:

double

1For,detai]ed critiques of Jencks' work see the February 1973 issue of
The Harvard Educational Review, and Psacharopoulos (1974).

5



(a) Tbe'sample used is not representative of the population as a

wltDlea /We Samples we have examined referred mainly to urban

,white males in particular regions of the United States.'

(b) The sample is usually too small to permit a rigorous statistical

analysis and consideration of interaction effect's.

(c) The ability variable has been usually measured at a late age

and therefore has already been affected by education.

The reader should have thd feeling that no single study reported above

could claim to have solved the perennial problem of ability adjustments.

Perhaps a study like tbm."Douglas children" in England could provide' a more

firm ansrer to the problem at hand. But until the results of this study

are available, we will have to live with the existing evidence.

Bearing in Mind the above qualifications we may attempt a synthesis

of the results reviewed thus far. :able 3.9 shows the value of alpha

coefficient from the various studies classified by two dimensions: the

educational level it refers to, and whether it refers to an ability adjustment

only, or to ability plus other factors. "Other factors" in this* case '

stands mainly for socioeconomic background.

Let us now consider some summary statistics resulting from this summary

table. The overall averare value of.alpha is equal to .77 . In other words,

regardless of the level of educatiofl or the' ability - plus other factors

distinction, education is responsible for over three-quarters of observed

earnings differentials. . This is a cotsiderably higher value than Denison's

"three-fifths" (a = .60) used almost universally thus far.

'his is a longitudinal follow-up study of 5,000 boys and girls born in 1946.
Teat scores have been record& since the age of 5, as well as their earningS
now that they are in the.). i r market. For a description of this study
see Douglas (1964) and Doug , Ross and Simpson (1968).

Ate
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When we concentrate on the ability adjustment only, then the value

ofalpha rises to .86 Therefore, a strict ability adjustment would reduce

observed earnings differentials by 14 per cent. This might not be judged,

as a terribly important adjiastment, in spite of what is intuitively thought.

Overall value of alpha

Correction fort - ability only .116

- ability plus other factors a = .77

Let us now consider the overall value of alpha by educational level

based of course on those studies that have been explicit on the level of

education.the adjustment refers to. Table 3.10 shows the value of alpha

foi ability only, and for ability plus other factors, by le4al of education.

a8
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Table 3.9

Proportion of earnings differentials due to education relative to ability
and other factors (U.S.A.)

a
..4

Level of schooling Adjustment reference a
_

Source

Higher education
%

Ability. other ' .e7 Deniaon (V084m

Primary

Secondary

B.A.

..r
Ability other

99 u o

.. ,,

.88

.88

.88

Denison (1974)4

One year graduate
study II tI .48

Higher Ability .80
b

Becker (1964)

Higher Ability + other .654

Higher Ability + other
.74d

Higher Ability + other .814

Secondary II " .52d°

Secondary '

u pr .73e
.. e

Secondary Ability" other .40 Morgan and r

B.A. u u .88
David (1963)

Graduate study u 1.00

Two years post 4 Carroll and
sec. technical . Ability other .73 /hnen (1967)

Graduate study Ability .90 Ashenfelter and
Mooney (1968)

m
Higher Ability other .75 Weisbrod and

Karpoff (1968)

Years of schooling Ability .49 Hansen, Weisbrod
and Scanlon
(1970)

Secondary Ability other .86 Rogers (1969)

Higher to
.73

1

. Years of schooling Ability
. .96 Griliches (1970)

Continued

5 9
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Table 3.9 - Continued

fr

Leid of schooling Adjustment reference a Source

Years of achoolik Ability + other .88 Griliches and
'titer mil.serv. e Mason (1972)

Higher education

-.
Ability .94 Hauae (1971)

Primary t Ability 1.00 Meuse (1972)

Higher n .978

B.A.
...

.1 .87h

Graduate idy .898

Years of schooling Mostly ability only .83 Gintis (1971)

INHigher
-.,-

Ability'. other. .65 Taubman and
Wales (1973)

Years of schooi.ing Abil;11fteftft
"%a

.81 Hauser et.al.
(1971)

Sources See text,

Notes: at Based on Table 3.1 above.

h. Using the Bell data or the Wolfle and Smith data

and class rank as a proxy for ability.

c. Using the Wolfle and Smith data.

d. Using the Morgan and David results; averages for

ages 1P-34 and 35-74.

e. Based on Gorseline; not corrected for under-

reporting of earnings.
I

f. Refers to the ages 35-44. QM

g. Using the NBER-TH sample.

h. Using the Rogers sample.

t. Overall average of the alphas ,implied in Gintis.

60
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Table 3.10

Proportion of earnings differentials due to education; by level
of education

Educational level AlEtEcoefficient
Ability only - Ability + other

Primary 1.00 .9

Secondary n.a. .68

Higher
.97a.

.79

Graduate study .89 ' .82

Source:- Based en Table 3.9

Notes; The "ability only" column is froarHause (1972).

a. Using the NBER.TH samPld

Unfortunately, the results are so mixed as to preclude any inference

on whether the alpha rises or falls by the level.of schooling. Hauae's

work seems to indicate that the alpha is falling by educational level when

only the ability fact?? is controlled for. But no one could generalise

this,statement as it is based on a single case study. On the other hand,

the value of alpha in general is so high that the question of whether it

falls or rises by educational level might be considered as trivial.

By way of summary, and subject to the qualifications mentioned earlier

our review supports two prepositions: Firstly, the greatest part of observed

earnings differentials by educatOnal level is due to eduestion. When all

available studies are taken intP account, this part is greater than it was

thought before. Secondly, wecannot be conclusive on whether the value of

.alpha rises or falls by educational level. ience, at this agnostic stage,

J
one may continue to use a'single value of alpha for all educational levels.

And of course this value would have to be' well above.the h0 per cent used

almost universally thus far.

k
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C ter

EFFECTS OF VARIATIONS IN SCHOOL QUALITY

In the previous chapter we examined evidence on the importance of student

ability relative to years of schooling, in determining earnings. The result

of our review was that in spite of intuitive claims, differential ability is

not an important factor in determining earnings differentials between graduates

of various school levels.

In this chapter we turn to examine the relaiee importance of another

possible determinant of earnings: school quality. The following section

explains the rationale behind this issue in terms of alternative policy

implioations. Then we take a closer look at the quaaii.ty dimension of educatio4,

bbth from the point of view of measurement and the theoretical *reasons why tt

might affect earnings. The review of the existing evidence on the relationship

between earnings and 'school quality forms the bulk of the chapter. The evidence

is Preceded by a few methodological points concerning the earnings-education-

quality relationship. The last section attempts to draw conclusioras from the

empirical review.

We will classify the rationale for studying the earninge-quality relation-

shiP under four headings:

a. for efficiency

b. for equity

c. for the allocation of etudentsamong existing schools ,cx.4

d. for the allocation
a dw44

of new schOols.among regions. 'It

Efficienc/. The immediate rationale for studying the earnings -se ool

quality relationship is for choosing between the extensive and the in naive

martin of investment in schooling. There are two ways in which the aliiY

of the labour force (as measured by labour earnings) can,be iipprgve4 either

by inoreasing the level of schooling of the population (exteft/sive 'in) or

6
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by improving,the quality of schools (intensive margin). Both activities

a

are oostlY. The problem is hte to choose between the two, or in what

proportions to use them both.? $

Consider the following earnings funct

Y + bS cQ dA (1)

where Y is the individual's earnings,
4' -C. 2...

is' the quantity of schooling he has received,

(e.g. the total number of years he attended school),

Q is a measure of the quality of schooling,

(e.g. the amount his community spends coeducation), land

A is a measure of his ability, (e.g. hie IQ level),

The b coefficient in this Function shows the strict effect of years of

schooling on. earnings, controlling ior the effect of other factors like school

quality (,)and ability (A). Similay1y, the c coefficient shows the strict

effect of quality on earnings.

By measuring the S and Q variables in appropriate units, or by transforming

them to refer to a common base, comparisons cep be made between the b and

c coefficients. This comparison can be very useful in formulating, educational

policy. For example, if b>c the quality of the labour force should be

increased by increasing the level of educational attainment of the population.

If, however, e>b the quality of the labour force should be increased by

providing better schools and not by increasing the number of years of schooling.

One possible transformation of the b and c coefficients is to relate them

to the cost of increasing S or improving Q. This would yield rates of return to

quantity (r3) veltus quality (ra) of schooling. Although there have been plenty

of r
s
estimates in the literature, evidence on r

Q.
is scanty. Whatever evidence

exiets on the returneto quality of schooling is reviewed later in this paper.

6
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12BLIy. Another use of equa114( ),ablvOs for

associated with income stistributi*Ixpedge of thi

distribution can be c- cts 'used for portrait. mill tiol,towarda-equality.

by taking viriancaa of both video of equation

inequality (measured by Var Y) as a function

of years of ochooiTiIg, quaLit%, and so on.

ng the factors

es,bf income

Per example,

inr can express income

Abe variance (aid Covariance)

rVar Or(var $, Var ,, oa

An income distribution policy could then feek the vartahle w BeivAriance

io mootly &emaciated with thivaftemod Weefnings4-.

3 vermin Qflo policy instruments. Lof,100p4iyi parenthesis at thig point

and examine the relationohip between theqqOhnl#TYand-qualiiY schoolint a&

. ;

policy inotrumento. Conoider two attributes or any policy instruments a. its

(2)

effectiveness relative to other inetrumento, and b. its lending to manipulation

by the poliqy maker.

Comparisonsbetween the b and. c coefficiente in the earnings function

presented earlier refer.to the firstattribuie, above. Prom this Compariman

we may conclude, say, that S ie more effective than Q., Yet when we come to

enrorce a poliCY sfincreasingS we may find that the 'variability of this

.iiietrkent 19. limited. Whereas Q could be easily used as an instrument (e.g.

by increisipg.publioexpenditure4on schools), a policy-of increasing S might

be AO more difficult to implement (other than at the minimum schooling

legislation' level).

This point can be made more explicit by considering the main determinants

of eerninge as possibl'e policy instrumento. Ai shown in Table 4.1 below;/the

ity of schooling is the most convenient public policy variable in terms

of im ementation. Therefore, regardless of the relative size of its

effectiv eve, the Q instrument is important in educational planning because

of its ease f implementation.
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Table 4.1

Polioy relegance of the determinants of *amine

Earnings determinant

.

Subject to alteration bi
public policy?

.

AO

Ear

Sex

Socio-economic background
...

Ability (genetic)

Quantity of ochoolinF(S)

Quality of schooling (Q)

D

.

,

.

No

No

)ko .

No (in present generation)

No

Tes'(for loW.14vel S)

Yas

Alvaa.mtUllIdtslen. 4 The.officiency issue discussed earlier rred to the

allocation of funds between S andQ. .The solution to this-problem wo lve

\creased capacity of some kind (either at the extensive or intensive.margin).

Now let us turn to another, short term, efficiency problem; The allocation

cf'students by ability to existing schools of differing quality. Depending
P.

on. whether the quality of Schooling is a complement of subetitute4to ability
. r

in determining earnings, one might follow a different policy of allocation

of students among schools. Fbr example, if more able students benefit more from

better quality schools (i.e. if Q and A are complements) one might advocate a

policy of encouraging good students to enrol in schoolof high quality. Or,

perhaps, should one advocate bussing of low A students to high Q schools?

The extent of complementarity of substitutability between Q and A can be

studied by introducing interaction terms in the earnings function, namely:

T b3 t cQ + pQA.

If e> o, then Q and A are oomplements in determining earnings. *Alternatively,

the same issue can be analysed by running an earnings function of the type:
RC,

T . a .p.hL-Is c4/2

61 6 3.
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within ability grolpso If c classified by ability rises, then'A and

ape complements..

4.!

Allocation of new schools. dhereas.the last issue referred to the

efficiency in,allocating students dam schools, this issue refers

to whither one shoulA build egh or6lew quality (read, cost) schools, and 1-'21
CP

where to locate them? More preciaelyi.ehould one build high quality schools

in urban areas or in rural areas? Is it discrimination that depresses the

earnings' of blacks o'r a low schooling quality? Should one, therefore,. build

high quality schools in the South of the United States?

The theory. .?

Tie ad Von reason for including a quality variable in an earrings function

is that Labour is. not homogen2tua. Controlling for q one can therefore' study

6 the effect of J on Y. Alternatively, one can fini4the effect of c. on0Y,

controlling for S. But why should there by an effect of q on T? Let us list

three theories hat have been put forward in this respect.

In the first place we have the marginal oroduCtivity theory. Better

quality means better'instruction and transnission of extra skills. Quality

improvement is an investment, th returns to Whicg appear A higher earangs

l the graduates of better school Once expenditures on quality 'improvements

are incepted as an investment, one cantalk.about tht social rate of return

hooling quality.

;:ert we nav the scrtmglit hypothesis which is in shara,contratt,to

the marginaI ppoductivity theory. Thb soreeninehypothesis days that. graduates

of betten schools earn more simply beCause employersA"preferathem fgr high

paying jobs, relative to graduates of poor quality schoolse, School quality

acts as a ecreening.device at the hiring point. Therefore, the extra eaY.Qi gs

r
-

of graduates of better schools do not necessarily represent increased pargihal.

productivity., If this theory is correct, one can no longer talk about the social;

0. 1

0

,
6 9 I
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return24to quality improvements. Better quality schools carry'a private

(transfer) value, but no socisal lalue.
J

The ;third theory could be summarieed as "quality is nothing more than

ability". It is a fact that the high quality schools are also very selectfitt

Therefore, what aPPears as a3 return to high quality might simply be a return

to ability. If this view is adopted, however, the quality issue is reduced
. -

t
to the ability issue diacussed in chapter 3, above.

' One could carry this argument a little further and claim Ora what

appears as a return td quality is, in fact, a return to the student's

socio economic background, motivation and the like.. The real challenge,

therefore, is to deviee testa for isolating the effect of quality. Ip the

context of our methodology it would mean introducing simultaneously into

tram earnings function 'measures of school qdality, studentikility, social

class and the like.

What quality?

In the above we have been talking loolsely about "quality" without trying

tb specify it fuq'ther. In this section we discussalternative measures of

-4 School quality.,

let us distinguioh three major groups of quality variableer

a'. by school expenditure

b. b' a non expenditure assessment of schools,

c. by student quality.
.'//

r

The variable Par excellence for measuring Achool quality has been the

ave&I,per pupil expenditure. (Hirsch and gelhorst 1965, Hunt 1963, Morgan

and Sirageldin 1968, Rogers 1969, Johnson an Stafford 1973, Morgenstern 1973

and Solmon 1973). The expenditure variable may refer to a Particular school or,

more coeonly, to the whale State where t4 school 18 located (if the

'Individuals providing the observations weje educated in different States).

O

t.

A-1 ,1
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Although convenient, this variable has several major sho4comingii.

Firstly, there is enormous school expenditure variation within States.

Secondly, it is not clear whether the school expenditure refer to

instructional costa only, or includes library and research cos 6.1. Thirdly,

a high expenditure does not necessarily 'Mean better quality. hat is, the

efficiency with which the school budget is used is not made exi:dicit..with
I

Finally private expenditure on schools is not captured.by Stale school finance

itdti ice. 1
-

d'

It is for the above reasons that some re rehave sorted to cost-

ai dependent measures of school quality. The include:

a. the teacher-pupil ratio (Welch 1966)

b. the class ise (Carroll and Ihnen 1967)

c. the sc ol's reputation, like being in the "top ten"
a

in the U.S. (Johnson and Stafford, 1974) or Oxbridge,

)1

in ngland (Metcalf 1974).

Lastly, some researchers have used a measure of the student ability as

a proxy for the institution's quality (Hunt 1963, ,iolvon 1973, Reed and

Miller 197C). However,.it should be noted that the ability variable is an

i average for the whole student body of,a particular school and does not vary
s

over particular individuals (as in the previoUs chapter). Svidently, the

right Procedure would be to introduce both a non - ability and an ability

/
variable in the regression in order to discriminate between the effects of Q

and A.

- There have been two popular quality indices used by some researchers.

(e.g. Link 1973, .R4mon 1973, Wales 1973). These are the Astin index and the

Cpurman index.

lAlthough :leach (1966) and 3olmon (1973) have dealt explicitly with

teachers' salaries.
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Rahn (1965) used factor analysis to summarise a host of student and

institution characteristics into a selectivity index and an intellectualism,

index. Selectivity refers not, only to the percentage of entrants relative

to applicants, but also taloa into account the institution's operating budget,

research funds, scholarship funds and library size. The intellectualism

index reflects mainly the students' high schooL grades. It should be noted

that the correlation coefficient between selectivity and intellectualism is

nearly .8.

The pourman (1967) index is used to rate the academic quality of unden-

graduate colleges based on fellowship granting foundations and industrial

opinion, staff publications, curriculum and student services. In short,

Gourman's index is based on a consensus of reliable academic and industrial

opinion about the institution's excellence.

A review of the evidence

ifIdeally, what we would like to deduce from the following revie* is the

importance of the quality variable in explaining the variance of earnings

(for people with the same amount of schoolinand similar further characteristics).

In order to arrive at this evidence, one should have either the partial coefficient

of determination between earnings and quality, controlling for other variables,

or the socalled "beta" coefficient, (see chapter 1, above).

Unfortunately, thee statistics cannot always be derived from published,

results. Different authors were interested in testing different hy theses

Ind, of course, they publish what th y consider releyant. Therefore, in our

review we will have to resort to sec nd "best statistics, like the increase of

the variance explained by adding the quality variable or the monetary cite&

of one ue*

r

of schooling relative to one unit of quality. Obviously, problems

of meas clot units arise, but we have improvised in each case so as to

arrive at some meaningful comparieone.
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H_ unt (1961) is pernape the first study that attempted teintroduce

a school quality variable in an earnings ruction. In analysing the incomes

of 2,625 college graduates as reported to a Time magazine survey in 1947,

Hunt tried two alternative measures of quality among his explanatory

variables;

qi college prestige as measured by the average

ability of the student body;

22 . college expenditure per pupil.

The coefficient on Ql proved not eignificantly different from zero in

the regression. Per pupil expenditure, however,.was found to have a
t

A
,significant effect on earnings. The total variance of earnings explained

with the inclusion of the Q variable was 22 per cent.

Hunt summalhsed the effect of q on lifetime earnings by estimating

rates of return to expenditures on improving schooling quality (r,). This

was found equal to 12 per cent and is higher than the returns

to years'ot Schooling Cr.) at the college level (equal to about

9 per cent in the U.S.). When student ability was introduced in the

regression, however, the returns to college quility were apOroximstely

halved. The following table presents the returns to college quality

classified by student ability.

7, .
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Table .2

Returns to College twenty by Student Ability

Ability levee.
b

r
Q

. (per cent)

. 4-

50 3.6

75 L2 / v

100 .0

125 5.6
. .

150 6.4

r. Source: Hunt (1963), p.350.

a. This refers to Hunt's own

ability- index and not to 1.Q.

Bib b. For the business field only.

This table gives us the first hint thit ability and quality clplement

each other. The returns to Q are double.for the more able - students relative

to the less able ones.

The limitations of Hunt's study, however, are that itlited'a rather small

sample, income instead of earnings, and dealt only with graduates. But it

gave the first clue as to the complementarity between Q and A, something note

even discussed by Hunt in the interpretation of his results.

Hirsch and Segelhorst (1965) analysed the incomes of 238 #eisOns.with

less than' college education. he independent Varipbte, in thefregression
W'It,: O

includek years of schooling, sex, occupation, age, family background and

school-qualitl. Quality was measured by per pupil expenditures. This is

one of the few Ani;es from which we can ihfer the relative importance of epch

independent variable in explaining income variance. Ttle ranking of selected

variables appears in Table 4.3.

Q4
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able .

Relative importance of selected variables

in ex_Elaininr earnings

independent
Variable

.1:xiLined income
variance (percentage)

Years of schooling

-.

7.8

Sex'
e

7.8

Occupation 6.8

Age 3.0

Quality of schooling 3-.4

Family background 1.2

Sources Hirsch and Segelhorst (1965), p.396.

The total explained variance by all Independent variables in this

study is 40 per cent. 'Education is the single major contributor (7.8 per

4.1 cent), followed by sex, occupation and age. The craality of schoolitg

explains about half of the Variance explained by the years of schooling

(3.4 per cent). When the earning' funclion was fitted separately for

males, years of schooling explained 11.6 per cent of the variance of income.

The results of this study should be treated with caution. Firstly,

income was used instead of earnings. Secondly, the sample size is extremely

small (U a 238) for the results to be generalised. Moreover, occupation

41.

was included in the set of explanatory variables. As noted in the Previous

chapter, one should not control for occupation in an earnings function. For

it is through occupational mobility that the returns to quantity and quality

of schooling could be realised. To put it in another way, the effects of

Q on Y in 'this study have been biased downward by controlling for occupation.
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Weigh (1966) investigated the relationship between the 1959 incomes

of rural males and two indices of school quality:

Qi = le 1 of teWohera salaries and

= the teacher -pupil ratio.

The observations refer to averages for 45 states.

Welcbse analysis is very aggregative and difficult to interpret.
.

What appease relevant for our review is that teacher salaries had a

positive, Affect on the quality of schooling whereas a high teacher -pupil

ratio had a negative effect on Q.

Carroll and Ehnen (1967) studied a sample of 45 graduates of post secondary
.

technical schools and 42 graduates of secondary schools as the control group.
.....

Independent variables included ability (see chapter 3, above), family

background, weeks worked, locality and school quality. The quality

variable was measured by the class size.

The coefficient of the Q variable in the regression was negative and

statistically significant. Each additional pupil in the class had the

JR?effect of reducing the monthly earnings of the rest by 8 cents. The

overall explained variance of earnings in this work is 55 per cent" But this

result should be qualified by the small sample size and the restricted range

\

of educational levels considered.

Normarl and Sireglildin (1968) were directly concerned with the effect of

schooling quality on earnings. For this purpose they Studied the earnings

of 1,525 heads of households who were not self employed or farmers.

Explanatory variables included age, sex, race, years of schooling, locality

and school quality. The last variable was measured by the average Per

pupil state expenditure on education.

7 6
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ttt
Morgan and Sirageldin followed a slightly different methodology

4

than the ones reported thus far. As a filet step they remove the variance

of earnings due to sex, age, race and years of schooling. Then they

regress the residual earnings- on the quIlity of schooling. The result

was as fellows for the Primary and secondary

Residual)
hourly )

level:

.0025Q , R2 . .07

)7)

In other words, tne quell y of education explains 7 per cent of the earnings

variance of those of the eame age: sex, race and years of schooling. 4s

figure is about double the one reportbd earlier by Hirsch and Segelhorst.

Morgan and used ediffereimeasure of quality for the

college level. This is a selectivity index developed by Cams and Birnbaum

(19C4). The Q measure reflects the perrentag4 entrants relative to

applicants and the average ability of the student body. The following

table shows gross and residual earnings by college quality. (fhe residual

earnings re oblqined Its-hubtracting expected earnings standardised for

sex, race, etc. frOm actual serntre%).

Table 4.4

Larnings by Colleka Quality

College quality Cross earnings Residual earnings

Most selective "115,200 /3,264

.elective 9,450 104
,

11On-selective 8,400 -745

4

,sources ::.organ and .lirageldin 1(468)

7 7
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As shown in this table the effect of colle

earnings

quality on earnings is

le

reduced when earnings are standardised for other factors like sex d race.

Morgan and Sirageldin also estimate the rate of return to exile ituxe

on improving schooling quality. This was found equal to 15 per ce and is

slightly higher than the one reported earlier by Hunt before git ordieation

for individual student ability. Of course, Morgan and Urageldin did not

standardise for etude? ( ability when considering thia quality variable.

Weisbrod and.Kas.poffss (1968) study is based on 7,000 emPloyees of the

American Telephone and Telegraph Company. All individuals are melee with

college degrees. Monthly earnings were analysed in conjunction with ability

(measured by college class rank), years of service with the company and

college quality. Quality was assessed by the Company's Personnel Officer,

and colleges were classified into four groups: best, above average, average

and below average. Weisbred and Karpoff used both'the tabulation method

and earnings func$ion analysis in studying the effect'of Q on Y.

When earnings were standardised'for age, the following cross tabulation

resulted:

Table 4.5

Barning2_ofcolleALAnduates_12:0911ege_SOalitv and student

ability (Selected dells)

Student
. ability (A)

College quality (Q)

Best Average Belt* average

Topa.

Middle

Lowestb'

119

104

97

101

94

91

101
e

94

90
..-0

source:

0

Weisbrod and Karpoff (1968), P.493.

a. Refers to top 10 per cent of the ability distribution

b. Refers to the lowest 4-

c. 100 = overall sample mean.
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Since we will meet similar croea -t ationa later in this Paper/some

explanation and caution on hew ;to interpret them is in order at this

(doge., One way of reading the tab is by conoentrating on horizontal or

vertical differences between figu

Q

1

1t9 103

A

located in the corneas:

Horizontal A .16

-

Horizontal A . 797 90

For example, the earnings gap by Q widens as we move from low A students

to toP-14-students (7 compared to 16). This might be interpreted as

evidence ofcomplemihearlAy between student ability and college quality. In

other words, more able studentsUneOt morefrom high quality colleges.

But this corner figure comparison should be, qualified immediately as

depending upon the distribution of the variables. This comparison would

only be valid if the top category and the bottom category referred to the

same pertentili. Clearly this is not-the case for't1le A variable(top 10

per cent compared to lowest 4), and the same applies to the arbitrary

distinction between "best" and below average" Q.

Another way of reading a table of this kind is to concentrate the

middle, off-diagonal/figures:

)\ 103

A 104 1 94
91

Horizontal 6 = 10

Vertical a . t2

Since these figures refer to the centre of the respective distributions, the

horizontal difference represents the effect of quality holding ability

constant (. tO in our case) while the vertical difference (-12) represents

the effect of ability holding quality cdhstant..

e.
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The comparison of these differences might be interpreted as the

effect of ability being stronger than the effect of quality. However*

this result should be further qualified by thsfact that these figures

are derived from a cross-tabulation and therefore one is unable to judge

their statistical significance.7

In another analysis earnings functions were fitted within Q and A

groups in order to assess the effect of Q on Y controlling for A and

vice versa. (Ti should be hoted that the level of schooling is already

controlled for as all individuals are college graduates). The earnings

functior of the following forms

Y - a b (Years of experience).

The b value in $ thbulated below by A and Q.

Table 4,6,

Value of one extra year of experience by college quality and

student ability (iri ),

Student
ability (A)

College quality (Q)

Best Average Below average

Top

Middle

Lowest

199

187

146

182

151

151

167

162

156

Source: :Ifeisbrod and Karpoff (1968), p.496.

This tabulation confirms, in some sense, the previous one. Years of service

become increasingly valuable for the more able graduates of good schools.

Concentrating on the cross-figures (as explained above) the effect of

ability (A . 31) appears to be higher than the effect of quality ( A . 25).

Alternatively, controlling for ability (i.e. reading the middle row) one

can isolate the effect of college quality.

St)



Finally, WOsbrod and Karpefforstirate that the difference between

the best and worst quality college means $14,200 over the lifetime earnings

of an individual of average ability (p.497, Table la)% For a top ability

student the corresponding difference would have been A21,500 and for a

low ability student 110,700. Once again, college quality matters more to

the none able Student.

Boaers (19,50) main concern was the effect of ability on earnings (see

chapter 3, above). However, in analysing the earnings of 364 males he

includod a school expenditur7 variable. Although this variable w-e included

in the regression as an alternative proxy for ability,it is in fact what

others have usei as a proxy for Achool quality. 4hatever interpretation ore

gives to the school expenditure variable it proved statistically insignificant.

(In fact it correlated negatively with earnings; R = -.19).

Daniere and r.echling (1)7C) used data from a special survez, by the
f

relational-3p between earnings, abilit and college quality. The tabulation

hethod was used taroughout this study.

The ability variable was measured by ttc otudentos verbal :ATI ore.

This defined five'ability classes (A1> 9n.5,', Az 10-71., A3 = 7C-90,

A4 . 25-7C and :,5< 25). College quality was e4sured institutiontz

Bureau of ,;ocial Science Research and 1):"0 Census dat:to study the

iw.truction cost per ratpil. In this ;la three (plant categories were

defined (Q1> of1?00, Z = 1000 - 1-29, '3< 100C).

Daniere and oresent results in terns of discounted

extra lifetime earnings of college graduates over high school grnduates.

(In the following cross-tJhu stion earnings been rounded to the

nearest X1000).

1
Zcholastic Aptitude Test, administered by the College :ntrance Examination

Board of Vey York.

4 81
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Table. 4,7

Lifetime earninna differential between college and high school

graduatea by C011ene iniality and student ability an i)

/

Ability

Quality

--

Top '0. Middle Bottom

Pop 1 65,000 53,000

,, 2
66,000 50,000 ' 38,000

Middle 3 57,000 37,000 30,0001

4 54,000 34,000. I!, 22,000 * ,
Bottom 5 30,000 14,000

Jource: Daniere and Nechling (197Q), p.56.

0pncentratingat the middleA, middleQ figures we see that the '

effect of quality (AT = ,127,000) is greater than the effect of ability

(or mA3,000). This is in contrast to the result obtained earlier by

Weisbiod and Karpoff (1968). Moreover, through similaecroestabulations

Daniere and I4echling confirmed the complemenUrity between student ability and

college quality. Taking into account th('coat of quality improvements the

authors reach the conclusion that additional college /places should goin

preference to students of higher ability; but these places uhouid be created

in low cost institutions.

Tfrre are several limitations in the above analysis: No earnings

function was used and, therefore, one cannot establish the statistical

significance of the results. No control is allowed for variables other

than A bnd Q. The verbal, 1AT score was used as a proxy for ability whereas

other studies have shown that only the mathematical score relates to

earnings (Astenfelter and Mooney 1968, Taubman and Hales 1973). Lastly,

a
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the instruction cost only mas taken as a proxy for college quality thus

negleptIg library and`reeearch wend/tures.
4--

Reed and Miller, (1970) used data from a special survey of the Bureau

of the Census conducted in 1967. The study group consisted of 2,559 males

with cells decreesha data referred to average weekly earnings, age,

"race, fa her a occupation, region, field of study and college quality.

QualifY easured b e average (verbal 101.mathepatical) aptitude

of freshmen in a given college. in other word., an average index of the

O

ability of the student body was used as a proxy for college quality.

As a first step, weekly ings were separately regressed against

each independent variable. As ehownIn the following table college twenty

was the next singlis important determinant of earnings for the B.A. level.

But foi higher degrees-it is the field of specialisation that

(7.2 per cent of earnings variance explained), :tile quality comes

in third place with 44 Per cent of the variance explained.

4 Table 4.8

Percentage explained variance of earnings by aingle

I
1 st

independent variables .
s

.".

3

Characteristic

0

Educational level

B.A. B.A.+
r

. .1
Age , 7.9 3.9

College 'quality 4.2 4.8,

Field of specialisation' 4.0 1.7.2

Colour .8 1.2

Father's occupation"' .4" 7
.. ..

4

4ou et Reed and Miller (1970), p.180,.
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In another part of the janaiysis the effect of College quality on

annual earnings has beenasifollowe (controlling for age, field of4..

specialisation end colour).
B.A.

, Gain in attending best school
relative to worst school. $4,400 6,100

Therefore, the effect of quality appear to be stronger at the higher

educational level.

The main limitation;of this study is that A was used as a proxy for Q.,

nstead of including both Al
1
and Q in the regression. Therefore, the effects

of quality reverted in this study are biaged upwards. And although the

dependent vartatae is treated throughout this study as "earnings", it includes
'

income t'Oi the operat of a farm or business.

ohnsomand Staff (1973) studied 1,039 white, denfarm male household

heads in order to arrive at social returns to quality as opposed to quantity

of schooling. Earnin were related to years of education, years of

experience, region an school-quality. Quality was measured by the per

pupil Statl expenditure on education.

When the earnings !Unction was'fittedexcloding the Q variable, the

coefficient on the Akers of schooling was as followst

Lag Y conat. + .0779-S

Inclusion of the quality Variable did not "steal" much of the effect of

the years of 'schooling, i4e.

hog Y const. 4 .07603 + .2 Log Q. '

,What this result means is that if we are interested in the effects of years

of soh ling on earnings, the siion of the Q variable would not bias

uPWard hecoeffioient an 3.: 2 coefficient of th4 quality variable can be

_

fliamely, an ability measure referring to each indiirittuatf student rather than

4. average A for the; whole studefit body.

8
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Interpreted as the elasticity of income with respect to expendit'ire on quality

impiovements. Ito size suggests positive but diminishing returns to improve-

menta in schOol quality.

Johnson and Starfori computed marginal social rates of return to quality

improvements for given educational levels. The quality margin was defiped as'

the last $25 of expenditure. '

Table 4.9

Returns to quality of schooling by educational level
(percentage)"

-.

Change in expenditure
per pupil (in ,$)

Educational Level
..-

Elementary '

,....

Secondary College

Prom 125 to 150 21.0 16.6 14.1

From 275 to SOO 17.3 11.6 11.9

From 400 to 425 - 16.3 , - A 13.4 11E
la. ,-...'

Sources Jo on d Stafford (1971), p.150.

Table 4:10,

Returnsts_quantity_of schoolingby level of quality
(percentage)

Educational . .
level

Quality level

X150 300 400

High chool ,

(lie. lementarY)

College
(vs. hie sch.4°.

11.5

8.5

'

.

10.9

8.8

10.5

9.0

Sources ,Johnson and Stafford (1973), P.149.

A



Table 4.9 reveals that although the relative im rt co of quality is small

in explaining the variance of earnings, expenditures on qudlity improvements

at the margin have a high rate of returns In fact, the returns to quality

improvements are higher than the returce to increasing the number of years

of schooling, as shown in Table 4.10. On the basis of these results,

Johnson and Stafford advocate reallocation of resources awe,yttom schoOling

quantity towards improving schooling quality.

Two limitations should.be mettioned regarding the analysis presented

above. Firstly, there was no control for student ability. Secondly, the

Q referred to average State expenditure per pupil and therefore conceals

expenditure variations between different schoole in'the samsStste.

Johnson and Stafford (1974) studied the earnings of another sample

referring to academic economists. The independent variablep'were years of

experience, sex and'graduate School quality. tpi'Q variable was defined

as...1 0-1 dummy depending on whether the ind

0%0.Socalled "big ten" U.S. universitie
0

The fact that one was a graduate ofsuch.0

I was a graduate of

arvard, Chicago, Yale, etc.).

as found to add 6 per cent to

his annual earnings, controlling for sex and experience. But this result can,

be qualified as being too specific tO:cne particular occupation (academic

economists) and to one partiOular educational level (Ph.D.).

Moraenetern (1973) analysed,the earnings of 1,624 bnuaehold heaiiaar 1968

in relation to years of schoolini, experience, socioeconomic background and

school qUality. The Q variable was measured by the average per jupil state

expenditure on education.
dt !

This work is of methodelogical importance as an attempt is made to distinguish

between the direct effect of Q on Y from the indirect one, namely Q --4 Y.

For thih purpose Morgens e following models:
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Y a f (5, Q, Background) (1)

S g (Q, Background) . (2)

Y = h(Q, Background) (3)

Model (1) revealed that school quality had a significant direct effect
t

only on the earnings of blacks. The rate of returnon quality expenditures

was equal to 10 per cent.

Model (2) revealed that quality is an important determinant of educational

attainment. More specifically, a 10 per cent increase of per Pupil expenditures

is associated with an additional .18 years of schooling for blacks andu.11

(
for whites.

Cy

Nadel (3) revealed that when S is withdrawn from the regression (relative

to model 1), the effect of Q on Y is approximately doubled. Moreover, the

earnings of whites are now significantly affected by'the quality variable.

The main conclusion of this study has been that although Q has a small.

direct effect ion earnings, it has a strong indirect effect by influencing the-

number of years of schooling attained.

i (1973) studied the earnings 0 ). 759 male chemical engineers in 1961.

The independent variables were years of schooling, degree heldiabilitY,

xperience and college quality. College quality was measured by the

,ac ditation of specific engineering departments by the langineers4 Council

for fessional Development. Astings indices of selectivity and intellectualism

were us as alternative student ability variables.

It is rth underlining that Link used as a student Ability, measure what

others have used as an institution quality measure (e.g. Morgan and Sirageldin,

Hunt, Reed and Miller,and 3oImon). Astinos indices are certainly not

appropriate as ability measures }as they do not vary between individual

graduates of the same inatitution,..."

ed.
87
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But Link's strong point is that he experiments with alternative
.

combinations of Q and A in the earnings function, likei

Y . f (S, Qtother variables) (1)
t

Y . g (S, A, other variables) (2)

Y .. h (5, Q, A, other variables) (3)

The first model yielded the result that being a graduate of an accredited depart

ment adds $759 to the individual's annual earnings. Addition of the intellectualism

index as a proxy for ability in model (3) lowered the above Q coefficient to

/468. This demonstrates the point made earlier that. unless both Q and A are

introduced simultaneously in the regression the effect of Q is biased upwards.

. Model (2) gave the result that one extra point lep.the Astinle selectivity scale'
)

(which tile a mean equal to 50) adds /47 to the individual's earnings. 4odel (2)

explainsp45.2 per cent of the variance of earnings. The addition of Q added .1

per cent to the model's explanatory power (as ged from the. R2 of model 3). Once

again, we get the result that Q alone

fora large

whe controlling for ?thee variables)

/(does not account fo largepari of the sidual variance of earninge.

This paragraph exploits evidence from Link (1973) regarding the value. of

the o( coefficient. The followingebra preeente earninge4differenti4ls by

educational level before and after adjustment for ability (i.e. by using Medals'

1 and 2, respectively).

Table 4.11

Crude vs, abflitYadiusted earninpe differentials

Educational levels Earnings differential
compared

Uncontr011ed
for ability

Controlled far
ability

Ph.D. (vs. Master's)

Carter's (vs. Bachelor's),

I

Baohelorle(ve. college
dropout)

X1,365

492

698

)4,364 .

428

748

SourdeAsed on Link (1973), p.244

11.
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This evidenci is in line with our conclusion in the previous chapter that

the empirical value of theue coefficidnt is nearer,to 1.0 than .'.

Taubman and Wales (1971) analysed thd earnings of 5,000 veterans in

relation'to years of schooling, ability and schooling quality. Wales (1973Y

using the same sample reported in greater Aetail the effects of quality.

College quality has been measured by Courman'e index. It was found that,

scaling the quality variable into fifths, only the two top fifths affected

earnings in a significant way. After controlling for ability, the addition of

the 'Q variable ;Ids 1 per cent to the explained variance of earnings.

Al4hough small in absolute size, this is the highest incremental R2 reported,

thus far.

Wales reports earnings differentials by years of schooling before and

after controlling fcr college quality, as in Table 4.12. This table clearly

.demonstrates that the crier of collegi quality is higher, 'the higher the

level of education.

-Table 4.12

Earnings differentials relative to high school graduates

by college OualitY,CDercentage1

Educational

level

Not controlling

for qualit?'

Controlling for quality

Low Q High c

College dropout

B.A., M.A.

Ph.D.

"i 17

IC,

G3 .

14

29

53

$
37

.

.39

98

Zourcet Wales (1973), p.314.

All figures...ire already controlled for
ability, religion, marital status, age ,
and background variables.

89
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alma (1973) used the same NEER,TH sample of veterans as Taubman and

Wales, in order to study in greater depth the role of college quality in
r

the determination of earnings. Solmon dealt only with those with 13+

years of schooling and, therefore, the sample size was reduced to 1',600.

The independent variables included years of schooling, student ability,

experiencoi and college quality.

Solmon exPerimented with six alternative Measures of quality: Faculty

salary, total school expenditure, school income, Courmants index, Astings

indices of intellectuality and selectivity and the average SAT score of the

student body. The percentage of explained earnings variance by all independent

variables is of the order of 8 per cent, being one o$ the lowest reported

R2'a. However, the incremental R
2
, by adding the quality variable, is as

high as .022 (i.e. adding 2.2 per cent to the explained variance).

Solmon was able to determine -the relative importance of the six

quality variables in explaining the variance of earnings. Judging' from we(
tratio of the corresponding regression coefficient or by the incremental

R2, the ranking of the alternative Q variables appears as f011oUs:

A
1st1 Faculty salary

2nd : SAT score

Last :,Xer student expenditure

Two propositions follow from this ranking: Firstly, there exist both

instructional (a; measured by faculty salary) and "peer" (as measured.

by SAT of the student body) effects of Q on'earnings.44Secondly, the most',
1

popular Q variable Used thus far; namely per student expendi4ture
1
is the

worst when compared with alternative measures.. Of course, thin finding raiges

doubts about the results obtained by.other researchers whose only Q variable

was the school expenditure.

90
4
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, Solmon also Provides evidence on the effect of controlling quality on

the rate of return to college education.,,Beckeria estimate of 13 per cent

drops to 9.7 per cent when college quality is controlled for. Solmonie

AS:3 estimate of 7 per gent for his particular sample drops to 3 per cent, and

the return to college education it the larger Taubman and dales sample is

lowered by 10 per cent when 'ut. i$ controlled for. Finally, .loolmon tests for

interaction between college quality and student ability. 'The reeult simply

.confirmed tne findings reported earlier that Q and A are complements in

determining earning'.

All the studies reported thus far have ssed data. Although there

exists a sizeable literature on earnings functions in other countries,

Practically tore has corsider:1 the quality aspect of schobling. The-only

exception is Metcalf (1)74) who analysed the salaries of 1i2511 university

lecturers in the C.X. The independent variables included age, sub)ect, degree

held and university of first ierree. The lasf variahle couli be interpreted ,;3

as reflectitr scsooling quality. The results sgrested that graduation from

a foreign university yids most to earrings, while rraluatior. from Oxbridge

had the highest effect among domestic institutions. The quality variable

explained orly .04 per cent of the residual variance of the earrires ar

university 'lecturers. However, toe total exnlaine varince (by all variables)

ir this stuay is the highest ever reported 2 . .69).

Flow imoortart is scnoolinr quality?

o It should be obvious that the prece,i *airy,* of existing results is

not enough to Provide firm answers to the policy questions listed ear4er

in tnil chapter. 11-e role of $chooling qunlity the process of enrnincs

4eterminAtion remains louSe4 for a numl,or of easonst draPle sizes mere

relatively small or too specific for Particular croups of peonle or

educational level?, and tre,statietical dicnificance of statements 41t))e

p
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effect of qualify cannot always be established. Moreover,"there seems

to be a fundamental confusion tithe literature as to whether one should,

introduce simultaneously in the earnings function independent measures oR 1

schooling quality and student abilit4 or simply use an average measure of

student ability as a proxy for institutional quality. Subject to the above

qualifioations, we attempt in this section to bring together the results

of several studies pn given topics. This would hopefully provide an

overview of the role of schooling quality at the present state of the arts.

On the question of what Quality measure should be used, it appears

that most studies, because of data availability, have used the wrong

measure (average school expenditure). The two major defects of this

measure is that it conceals individual variations within school districts

or States and has little to do with the effioiency with which instruction

takes place. As Solmon (1973) demonstrated, it is faculty salary rather

than overall school expenditure that determines schooling quality. Moreover,

faculty salary is superior as a measure of quality to the average ability

of the student body.

The issue is not as clear on whether one should use quality on12_,_pr

ability rolussnialitY variables in an earnings function. As demonstrated

in chapter 3 ability differences are not very important in determining the

earnings Oifferential between graduates and non graduates.' However, the

omission of the ability variable would bias upwards the effect of Schooling

quality on earnings. But if both A and Z variables are included in the

regreesion then one runs into problems of multicollinearity.
1

The best

way out of thie dilemma seems to be the use of a recursive model in which

ability and quality separately determine parts of the system. Although

1SOImom (1973) reports that the correlation between Gouitoanle quality index
and the students' SAT score ie .6.

9 2
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Morgenstern (1973) a recursive system, the choice of variables

and function specification a euch as to preclude any inference on this

issue.

Lgt us now turn to the variance of earniras explained by the qualit

variable, when other variables have been controlled for. As. demonstrated

in table 4.13 there seems to exist a consensus on this issue:

Table 4.11

Percentage variance of earnings explained by schooling

HMAlitr&_cOntrollina for other variables

Partial correlation
coefficient x 100 Source

re

3.4

7.0

4.2

1.4

.4

Hirsch and Segelhorst (1965)

Morgan and Sirageldin (1968)

Reed and Miller (1970)

Johnson and Jtafford (1973)

Metcalf (1974)

Altnouch there exists wide variation among the partial correlation coefficients

between the quAlity variable and earnings, the absolute size of the explained

variance is small.

An alternative way of looking at the importance of the quality variable

in explaining rninge is by comparing'the explanatory power of the whole

model before and a r the irxdusion of the quality variable.
9

rg
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Table 4.14

Incremental explained, variance of earnings by

!Ming the oualitY variable (percentage) .

.
Pt

Incremental R
2

x 100
,f

Sousse .x

.8 Johnson and Stafford (1973)

.1 Link (1973)

1.0 - Wales (1973)

.9 2.2
1

Solmon (1973)

m

1
Depending on whether school expenditure or faculty
salary, respectively, is used as a proxy for quality.

Table 4.14 siiaply confirms the previous statement that the marginal explana-

tory power of schooling quality is small.

For the sake of reference, the total explanatory power of all

I.

variables in the regressions is given in Table 4.15 below. This is,

of course, a more widely published statistic than the partial correlation

coefficient or the incremental R2 reported above.

lb
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Table 4.1't

Percentage variance of earnings explained

ball independent variables (including

schooling quality)

R2 x (100) . Zource.

....

'(1963)22 Hunt .

t .

40 Hirsch and Segelhorsf (1965)

° 55 Carroll and Ihnen (1967)

36 Rogers (1969)
..

18 Reed and Miper (1970)

36 Johnson and :Stafford (1973Y.

47 Johnson and gkaff40e0t4r
...

25 Morgenstern (1973)

45 Link (1973)
t

t
15 4a1731.442131,_

8 ..:olmon (1973)

69 Metcalf (1974)

___.

Although tits explanatoi5f power of quality is small, the ret as to

expenditure on quality improvenents"are not small. A better college

quality means %4,000 extra per year in the No;gsn and Ziragelain sample

or an extra 6 per cent of the annual salary in the Johnson and dfafford

samplo. In terms tc lifetime earnings, a better college neana A14,200

extra in the Welstrod and Karpoff sample orc''Ab7.000 in the Daniere and-

Hechling study.
i

1A11 figures quntei in this paragraph
-
.tre ret of ability-anti other factors.

-f
9 5.
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When such earnings differentials are related to the necessary expenditure

that can bring about the quality improvement, one arrives at the rate of

return to schooling quality. The four studies that c the returns to

,.;schooling quality found yields equal to or above the tunes

on increasing the number of Years of schooling (Table 4.16). However, the

evidence is st1.11 so scanty that one could not recommend reshnffling

educational expenditures from the extensive toward the intensive margin.

Table 4.16,

Raton of return to expenditures on

schooline qualktv (rercertage)

r
la

Source

5 - 12a Bunt (1963)

15 Morgan and Sirageldin,(1968)

12 rib Johnson and Stafford (1973)

p. Morgenstern (1973)

- a-

a. After and before ability adjustment; respectively.
. ,

b. Figures refer to elementary and college education,

respectively..

One issue on which there appears to exist consensus is that achoolini

I

.14.1*ILLtilikymtm_eamPlea.ent.a. At least five studies have

demonstrated the complementarity between Q and A (Hunt t963, Weisbrod and

Karpoff 1968, Daniere and Mechling 1970, eed and Hiller 1970 and Solmon 1973).

lTherefore, on strict economic befficiency unds,more able students should

enrol at "centers of excellence" whereas less able students should enrol at

low cost institutions. But note that in view of equity Consid rations; the

above policy prescription can be easily reversed.

I..

9
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Y

MONOPOLY ELEMENTS IN EARNINGS FROM EDUCATION

.0

To what extent are earnings differentials between mo and less

educated per:ions generated by monopoly power rather than educations

The reason we are intereeted in monopoly incomes is that i for example,

medical doctors earn more than other graduates, the extra 1parnings might

be attributed to restrictions of entry into medics: schools rather than to

medical training. Relaxing restrictions to entry would preeumably bring

a doctors' earnings in line with earnings in other occupations. In what

follows we first examine what is really meant by "monopoly income" and ways

to identify ite existence or non-existence. Then we examinArnings in

different occupations in many countries and try to assess whether they have

been generated by monopoly power.

Let us eta* by describing the procees by which monopdty incomes can

arise in a professional labour market. We will assume that the market is

initially in equilibrium. Figure. 5.1 depicts the suppl\and demand

conditions in a hypothetical market for medical doctors. The vertical

axis measure's the annual salary.of'the last doctor employed, while the

horixontalaxii mettsuree the number of doctors practising in this economy

or the equivalent in total physician services. The demand curve (D1) is

downward sloping as addition physician services will only be demanded at

a lower price. The initial pply curve (S ) is upward sloping as doctors

.
face rising costs for providing extra services. The supply and demand curves

intersect at point A, where 200,000 doctors are em ed in the economy and

their salary is*,15,000 per year. This salary is ged as "excessive" 4.lk
or se as "monopoly income" since people in similar professions (like dentists

or lawyers) tam about the e;me.

'99



Then assume that the local m4ical association decides to raise

8
professional standards. Doctore are now required to spend two extra years

in training before qualifying for practice. This would have the effect of

shitting the supply curve upwalds to :32,' as the cost of producing a

doctor has increased. The new supply curve intersects the demand curve at

point B which corresponds to a Number' of doctors equal to 180,000 and a

salary equal to $20,000. Alth she market is otill in equilibrium at

point B, the increased costa resulted in leas people entering the medical

prefeesien and thooe who enter (or who are already Prictiaing) receiving a'

higher salSry.

Doctore now earn )t5,000 more relative to other profeeeionst Are,we

allowed, to conclude that the medical Profession enjoys "monopoly incomes"?

ie clearly no. Although doctors already in,the Profeaoion earnThe answer

a. rent (as thsy qualified under lower costs} this rent is a short run

phenomenon and should disappear within a generation or so. To put it in the

economists,' jargon, it ie a "quasi-rent" rather than A monopoly profit. For

new entrants the extra 15,000 represents a compenaating differential to allow

for the cost of longer training. Therefore, our first conclusion is that

One can never assess whether a monopoly income exists or not by eisPlY

A
eomuaring ear:angel in different professions., The cost of training has also

to be taken into account.

Let us further assume that the local medical association decides now

to restrict the number of physician licences to 140,000. The alleged

reason for doing so might be to protect the consumer from badly trained over-

seas doctors flooding into the country. The real reason, however, might ,be

to secure higher incomes for its members. The result of this restriction

.would be a supply curve (SO rieing steeply after the 140,000 doctors mark:

S.

N.
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r

I

140 180 200 Number of
physicians
(thousands)

'Figure 5.1, Monopoly incomes and resource allocation.
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Whatever the Price, additional doctors cannot enter into the profession.

The associations members earn '30,000 per year.which can now be

characterised as a monopoly income. The reason is the GE discrepancy

between the demand price and the supply price. Therefore, in order to

establish the existence of a monopoly income one must document a'divergence

between the earrings in a profeRuion and"the cost of producing the last

Person who enters the profession. In our particular case, the difference

between the demand price and the oupply price is *0,000 and this

4
'represents a monopoly rent as long as the restridkion on the number of

doqors ie enforced.

Implicit-in the above discussien.(largely drawn from Hottenberg, 1962)

ip the distinction between "regulation" ani'"restriction". The shift of

the supply curve from 31 to S2 was due to regulation which is not associated

with monopoly incomes. However, the further shift of the supply curve from

4 2 to S
3

is due to restriction which gives rise to monopoly incomes. Zince

the supply and demand curves are not exactly known in p cep it ie very

difficult to distinguish ,between regulation and restriction- (Richardson, 1971)..
4

At this point we should also clear a common pitfall in monopoly income

discussions. Assume that_ths supply and demand curves in Figure 5.1 refer to

the social coat and the social value of medicine, respectively. The

existence of monopoly incomes dOee not mean that there exists a discrepancy

between the social marginal product of physician services and the wage rate.

The imposed restriction produces an'intersection on the marginal productivity

schere for doctors (point C). The lower labour input simply raised the

value marginal product of the last doctor employed (Bowen 193).

:. So, what is wrong with monopoly incomes? Let us classify our discussion

under the followingheadinges

1 02
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a. Resource allocation,

b. Income distribution* and

C. Returns to education.

Referring back to Figure 5.1, the restriction of practice to 140,000

dactorsresults to a sooial cost equal to the area CBE. The reason is that

there exists a "pret" associated with the Practice of the t40,001th

doctor equal to the CE disrepancy. In other words, althoughiit costs

sooiety $10,000 to produce his annual services, his services are worth

$30,000. Continuing in the same manner for the 140,002d to the 180,000th

doctors ?deli a resource misallocation cost equal to the shaded area CBE.

In our particular example the misallocation cost amounts to P00,000,000.

If the GNP in this (not so) hypothetical economy were $800 billions,

monopoly incomes of Jusl one Profession would amount to' .1 per cent of the GNP.

This cost is similar to that found in other monopoly areas in the economy

(see Haiberger, t959 and Leibenetein 1966).

Kieallocation of resources can be conceived as between different *coupe

tiOne within the same country (e.g. between doctors and lawyers), between

dlkferewk.regione within the same country (e.g. a Particular mate enforcing

its own medical examinations to restrict practice), or even between countries '

.o (e.g. via restriction of immigration of doctors from low producitivity to high

productivity countries). In all-cases, relaxation of the

restrictions would mean higher produ9t either within a country or on a world

wide scale. The extent of the resource misallocation coat depends upon the

elasticitY of the supply and demand curves. In Figure 5.1 these curves

hate been shown to be elaatic. But the more inelastic

the demand for Particular services, the higher would be the misallo Lion cost

M

involved.

J
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It should also be obvious that restriotive practices give rise to11%
pockets of high incomes in the economy relative to non-restricted,profeesione:

'Therefore, policies woirmerbstrictive practices would improve income

distribution.

The backbone of much of the analyses discussed in this volume is the

earnings differential between moreand less educated labour. If the

earnings of the more educated labour ago produced ty monopoly power, are

we allowed to attribute the earnings differeritial to education? Let us

again take medical education as an example. The earni1tgs differential between

a doctor and a high school graduate is P0,000. A pert of this differential

might have been produced by differential ability required. to enter the

'medical school lan issue we dealt with in chapter 3 of this book). Another

Part, however, might be due to the monopoly power xerciaed by the doctors

association rather than.due to medical training.

Note that the social rate of return to investment in education b;ased

on the crude differential would be oorrect. In other words, the restriction
,

of entry has the effect of raising the rate of return beyond what it would

otherwise-have been\The problem, however, is to disentan4gle how much:of the

extra return is due tithe restricted Practice.
.

Two further methodological points are in order before we present the

monopoly evidence. The first refers to the direction of the overtime

(dynamic) adjustment which sometimes might work towards equilibrium or away

from equilibrium. For example, a rise in th4 rates of return to medioal

education might suggest increasing restriction if those rates were high

relative lo alternativei. Otherwise, the rise of the rates of return would

represent a movement towards rather than away from equilibrium.

.14
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The second point refers to.monetary versus non-monetary measures of
4

restriction.
1

For example, profitability measures of different professions

-represent monetary measures. 'Queues and ratios of emissions to applicants

repreSent nonmonetary measures. In what follows we have concentrated heavily

or.
11

the former kind of meaauree The first reason for this treatment is data

availability. The secon4 rn:aor is that non-monetary measures have thaj.r

own defectse Por example, if it is well known that entry into the Talical

ochool id' restricted, applications would drop riot because of a leek of demand

for medical scrool places, but rather to avoid fruoitration. In this
.

case, admisaiono-to-applicanta ratios woulu be Clearly biased.'

The evaaence 4

In an' analysis that was to becoar 'a clasaie, Frielman xJ Kniretu

(1945) axon/nal the, .incomeu .in five nrofesuicem; in the United .states;

Physieians,'dentiota, lawyers, account4nta ani errinevre. Allhourh the

pertos to which tt.e data'refer (1)4!9-17) is a little rer.ote, we report

their aralysiJ in sone letnil az it contnins
0
has- imnortant :-ethodolocieel

points.

u first L.tep Frielm.tr Ant Xuznets n cutstartial lifferree

letweer tie level of income tr tFe above five profe.:otorn a.. n unole rted

intone ir otker activities. FrofepalarAn receive t ..' to tirmo the

averare income of otter workers. The first exnl-Lnatory f;etor they examine

is the relative variability or ince:lbs. 11: other wore:., : nrofeJaior. with a

rich transitory income corporent unli 11.10 comnan4 a niri-er aver-.re level

' ,of income as a premium gainst, vr.eertaint::. Altl.ou,-1. t at ,,:.,.:e/utel:-

4

co/ el,iziet:, '1e evidenre ::ufreaosi , rre .:ter v.- ri -.nee CI: ^rofe:...ier.al versus
. .

roll-erofersional inn.oroz. This i3 113o true ever. -at! in the troll^ of

4

1

For elatoation or tee consul; of ex1.7ez... all in?rt:rc, see Arrou
Ce. pro). (1 )5) anal Bowman. (11 1).

1 t1 J
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9. . . .

.

profesel.onals.. As shown in Table' 5'.11 doctors have a higher income than

i
dentists, and also doctors* incomes are more variable than dentists*

/. ,

incomes.

Table. 5.1

Level and variability of .incomes by occupation.

194

Occupation
Income
level

Coefficient
of variation

Doctor

Dentist

/

AO 3/ .

12,387

t
legi

.4

Zourcos Friedman and Xusnetp,(1945), 104,10(

Notes The roefficionririlnefrual to

the ntarlinri livilelk7 V40 mean.

.

Then the.). !,recoal to rx.srinr the offreta ef location, co profeseiorele'

live in urban area.) with tiOver ihOMPOU. Atm otaniartiaelfer comTunity

else, prefeoolonal incotoo °wool norProfeteional income° by up to 00

it

'per cent (in the watt e0==uW-7). Aerountipe for the htFhor training c"to

of prefeopionale reduced the rib*" earninco differential to 70 POI' cent.

Thia rennintm.dlfference to attributal to roatrictions to entry into prefeaoional

activitiorn. Friedman and Kumete identify two,u.saaetof oaCh_reetrictiones

a. lack of the necessary ability to become a professional, and

b. Loa of the neeeaciary funds to finance lengthy .training.

Therefore, the authors concluded that profeseional workers as a whole

constitute a "noncompeting group". N ely, by virtue'of talent 9nd

fUnds they are in a favourable pos i n relative to others. Or, eine° the

supply of talent and
fill is limite , others are exoluded fnxn entering the 7

profeamionale group.

4'
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After sorting out the overall differencee between professionals as 4

a whole and'other occupations, Priedinan and 1:.tznete concentrate on income

aifferehces within the group of proferoionals. In this way they standardise

for ability, as, say, doctors and dentists might be both of bqual intellectual

capacitgl. The average incomes aoCtors alui.dentists were as follows (in

their analysi4 s. But the hint hey give is very clears about,hakf of the

obsr;;ed 'earnings differenkia, betwden doctors and dentists represents a

1. monopoly income. The following tabulation shows- that the rate'of acceptance. .
k

into medical schools declined between 1926 and 1941 in the Unite States.

.

p.

the 1928 -34 period.): ;

Doctors $4,061

Dentists X3,081

Or, doctors earn 32.5 per cent its excess of dentists. Part of this

differential is, of course, a com nation for the fact that dOctorel training

is lengthier tnan that of dentist .'ITIUting into account difforonlial training

costs, the authors con4lude that a 17 no4 cent extra° earningo of doctor°

over dentiate woull be fair. However,4the lifter:Ince between tho oboorv414

3:.i per cent lifferortial aai the equilibri= 17., per cenliiifferonti:t1
0

.
. .

mud% be uttributo9 to roctrictionn to entry. Frio:4=n Kutneto identify

throe ouch popoible reatrictionst

a. Dectoro might 0%111 have a higher level of ability than

dentists, ,

There exists a lack of adequate medital school training facilities,

and e

There exists a deliberate policy of limiting-the total number of

physiciansin the U.J. economy.

' authors are very careful as not to jump to any harsh conclusion from

4' 44"

3 \
r

4*
1 6 7

, 4

4
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Table 5.2

Rate of acceptance into medical schools. U.S.A.

Year
students as'

/ percentage of applicants

1926

1941

I

Ai

64.2
.

. 57.2-

. .

16

Seummes Friedman and Kuznets (1945), p.14

The Friedman and Kuznets etwdy, although very important methodologioally,

deals with profecaional earnings at a Potnkin time too perticalarfor its

results to be generaliced.1 Therefore, lot uo proceed to mei., can;cratOrfiry

analysee that hig./o oxplicitty eatthated the roturT<1a to medical education.'

In another clapoic oth4yXlank andAiglar (f 57) analysed the earning°

of aevoral technological prefoaelone like °hesitate and anginsera. hltivx4.

1

their work is painataking, it io of little use to our pipobAem: The reason

is that they have mainly dealt with the relative Income waition of different

profession!, disregarding the production costs. Aa exp 4-earlier in this

raper, unlesa the earnings of a given profession araPrelated to the training

costs, core tlannok establish the existence of monopdly incomes.

EstNis:0964) criticised the use of doctor-to-popSlation ratios or the

"relative f.name position of doctors in assessing whetiti- 'there exists a

shortage or surplus in'the profeseion. For this pUrpose he went backrtethe

Friedman and Kuznets study and estimated rates of return to medical education.

If these returns rise over time this is evidence of shortage. Moreover,

if these returns are higher than the returns to alternative forms of investment
*. -

gr0

d/Por a critique of this study see Lewis (1963).
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a case of ioropoiy incomcs.1

o..

Using U.4. CensuTand.special survey data, he computed rates of,return

top physicians, de. ists and college graduafes in 1,39, 1949.Nd 195rs, Table

'05.1 snows the basic costs and IA:merits or which the rates of return are based.

rote that lthouIllaysiciams in 195( e recd ji19,130 a yeai this is not
. .

"excessive" relative'dolother prof ns when comparing it to the relative costs.

The,rites of return appearing in T a 5.4 are by no means "excessive" and, .

' in snite`of intuitive of support the existence of monopoly

, re "
oP imvestmen yieli hie:eV returns tman those appearing

in Itatle'5.4.

ofEat is more imnoOtant is tnat the ratea of return are declining ov tine

suggesting t.at exIstinf s-.otage or underinvestnent in melical education

is diminisming. 3ut tre differences in -lenitules are very srall in tie stuiy

and, therefore, i.e Flu' concludiot cu r.e reachei.

&den (1)45) l00%ed at a :articular a..pect or re.ource mi:.alloration by

e.

restrictive practice:.: Tne effect.; of state licenmirs- erraw ents iri me-ligre, V

aentiatry and law on interstatelabOW* nobility. If barrio to mobility exist

between different states, then professionals will-be rewerWedifrom working where

their value mafrginal product is niehest. Her figures show'that this applies to

doctors more tiara to dentists and lawye This is attributed to exclusionary

.practices of various state licensing b ards in dentistry. Korftver, states with

high average per capita incomes exribitViigl failure rates among applicants for

practice. The correlation coefficients between failure rates and state income arcs

law .73

dentistry .53

.surprisingly, there does not exist any statistical association between the two

i'",\ariabaed for medicine.

. .

1
Of course, these are 'necessary but not sufficient condition for -the existence

of monopoly incomes.

109
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Table 5.1

Earning and training coats, U.d.A,

(in dollars!)
...

Iverage .Lnnual earnings
Year

'939 1949 1950

High school aduate 1,980 4,315 5,985

College graduate 3,30C 7,470. 10,366

Physician 5,'74 13,883 19.710

Dentist 3,512 '8,%74 1 58
. C

..-

4 1

Total'co4t of training

Coltege xraduates o'' 3,7(7 9,090 13,299

Physician . v 1,815 24,310 38,905

,3.fitiat 7,943 17,913 27,749
..

1 -I

.

.;ourre: Hansen (11 4), P.87.

Table _5.

Rates of return by speciality, U.S.A.

ercentage)

.

jpecialty

Year

1 1119 ' 1949 1956

_ .

Co1.14ie graduates 13.1 11,5 11.

(,
PsiCians 11.5 13.4 12.8

Jen-Us-Ls 12.1 13.4 "2.0

,;ounces Hansen (19!4), p.8!.

1 i 0

a

.41
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Benham,. Maurizi and Roder (1968) aleo used state observations to
to'

analyse the relationship between doctors and dentists' incomes, their

location of practice and other, state and individual characteristics. Table 5.5

reports some,of the authors' findings., Doctors' and dentists' income was 4,
_regressed on the number of medical places in tiiejtate, the barriers to entry

4 (as measured by the peicentage of applicants for licensuxe who fail examinational

and a set of other variables not reported here. Although the results are mixed,

they Confirm the earlier finding that it is dentists rather than physicians

0 .
who benefit from barriers to entry. For dentists, the exam failure rate is

positively and significantly associated with higher income. The physicians'

aarninga are negatively related to barriers to entry and the statistical

significance of the regressions coefficibnts is less than the one for dentists;
4'

Furthermore, the availability of training facilitiies does not seem to be

significantly related with income in either profession. And the explanatory

power of all variables diminished over time.

Carol and Parry (1968) used Census data to carlsate net present
7

values in sixty seven occupations. Uting t 5 per cent liscsdnt rate they

estimated what each occupation is worth over the irlivilual's lifetime, after

deduction-of costs. Table 5.6 shows the relative ranking of selected

occupations. Once again, dentists come first on the liat while physicians

rank fifth. It should be noted that difficultto-enter blue collar fields

adie makers,, machinists, electricians and plumbers) do often

rms of lifetime earnings, than occupations requiring lengthier

Se
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Table 5.1

coeffioiente of State doc ors'

Year
Train

\

facili
Barriers
to entry
.

R
2 upation

0

,1928 .

1941

1949

1960.

1963

-.84
(.05)

10.61
(.51)

9.92

(.79)

-48.62
(1.50)

59.36
(.93)

\

\

\\

-8.67
(.20)

&,97
.00P''

\\ -25.8
\ (1. )

°-
\

.65

.( 1'91)

.

-67.
(1.44.

.14

.45

.22

.10

.04

dicians

%

.

1929

1937

1948

1961

1963

11.00

(.56)

-20.32
(2.02)

33.25
(.80)
.

-6.08

(.35)

-14.86
(.17)

/

9.2
(1.19

-7.4
(1.01

61.99
(2.70

59.01'
(5.03)

38.27
(1.47)

.64

,.19.

i

..49!

q Dentists

C

JoUrnes,Benham, !1aurizi and Rader (1968), P.

Notes: Numbers in parentheses are t4ratioe.1
in the regression are state per capii
population living in urban areas of 0
persons and per capita number of medd

a

1 1 2
d.

the
inc
re th
e ih th

variables
state
2,500
state.
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Table 5.6

Discounted net lifetime earnings in

selected occupations. U...A.

Rank
%

T

Occupat ion n::et. Pre.ret
value (in )

1 Dentists 109,070

5 Physicians any surgeons 94,44°

8 Toolmakers, lie maker* -ell settere, r1: ;447

10 Lawyers =4 ,pidges 15o1 r'4

14 Accour.tarts
a

81,05O

17 7.:rectri c i an:. 71,5rir
.,..

21 Plumber.; and pipe fitters 77,390
I.

27 Kachinists and jot setters 7.°,',416

t:G Teachers, secondat7 ecool
e

{4,477

45 Helical anti dental tecaniciar.s ..loll')

67 Kitchen workers (except private rouseholi) 27.5r?

ource: C;rol.nt (10

: 00; ao z or. par cent rirn--orri r tR 1.1 fter
a 9 .reirrs.

.;loan (1)70) stitlied the supply dresponse of residents in various

specialties to lifetime earnir.r,s. Using it speci-.1 cruiate: or ioctorsi salaries

tre ororucet net 'resent valuez to gercerl practice :all mire epecialties in 1155,

1)5) an! 11:5. The interr.al rates of returr. toefour.yadrs of -ericailclool

plus one ytwrr of interns'd.p were found to be rather sub_ ( gee Table 5.7).

However, tc r41.rns to tie apeci.-ilties over general praetio-e is control rroup,

were on the low site fins sogeiValts negative.' Radiolor was the specialty, wit)

the nighest rate of return or r.et present value (see Table 5,r).
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ipablt 5.7

Rates of return to four years of medical school

-4
and one year kiltergJLIP,

(:9pert.re) A

Year
y

h.4e of return

1955 29.1

1959 23.7

19(5 24.1

.Sourne, ..loin 0974). P.49

Table 5.R

Present values and, rates of return -to medical specialties

over gtneral practice,_11.3.A., 1965

jpecialty

lki,

Present value

(i ,= 51
.

Rates of return
(per cent) .

Anaesthesiology A 26,44 10.0
4

General surgery

internal medicine
4 .

Obstetrics Gynaecology

3,250

29,321

1,279,"

5.2

1.5

4.8.

Ophthalmology 67,937 12.4

Orthopaedic surgery 167.599. .. 13.8

sot"

Paediatrics ' 36,298
h-

negative

a
4Psychiatry 8,662 :3.9

Radiology 115,10; 16.1
. .

.source : Sloan (1970), p.48.

114'
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rein and deber (1)71) wing data frama variety of sources, estimated

tne private rate of return to cu with a Bacnelorle legreele equal to

15.1 per cent. This figure corresponds to tneir assumption of zero annual

income gi.owth and no military experience au to be comparable with the other

figures reported in this review.
1

Furthermore, Peircand 'Weber report time aeries rates of return to medicItl

training contained in another study by .;loan (1)68). These rates are

shown in Table 5.9, and are evidently calculated on different assumptions

than those reported Oirkier bi t14 same author (Tables 5.7 an4'5t8). Apart

from 1941 (which might have been a particular year for compirieon.with the rest)

no clear overtime trend of the return'to education can be detected.

a

Table

Rates of return to physicians' education. U...1..

(percentage)

Year ,, Rate of return

a
1941 1 3.2

1)47 17.9

1959 14.7

19r2 1r.r

1903 15.9

1964 16.1

19(5

1966 . r

17.5

18.2

,...4

...__ ,

. _. 4.o.

Somste; Jloan (1968), p.164 as cited by .

Fein and deber (1971), p.24(,.
!

Ii)

at'
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Richardson (1971) repeited the Priedman apd Kuzneta experiment reported

earlieruising, however, improved statistical techniques and data at several

pointe in time. The estimated rates Or return to physicians relative to

denttate as the control group appear in-Tabis 5.10. These rates represent

the compensation to about 2.5 extra years ot traintpg for physiOtane.

:However, physicians work aboUt longer hours than dentists. When the extra

hours of physicians are valued at %4.75 r hoer, the rate of return to physicians

over den9ete.falle to zero. "Po put it in otter words, the two.professions

are equally pro table ter' adjustment for hours worked..

Table 5.19:

*Rates of return to C.P. xhysiCians vs. O.P. dentists

(percentage)

Year
.

Rate of return
.

)
1936

1949

1952

1955

1959

1962

1963

19(5

.
.

.
4

.

6.3

18.0

12.9

13.o

26.8

26.7

25.0

20.9

Sourcet Richardson (1971), p.96

Motet Rates are before adjustment for
hours worked.

t



Using male college graduates as an alternative control group tha

rates of return to Medicine appear de follows in 1965: \

After correction for hours workel

Before correction for hours worked

'Pt

In ite of the drastic redevtior of the returns after the adjustment,

the fact ains that medical education is more profitable than, say, a .

10 per cen alternative rate and also the returns have been rising over

time. In view of this evidence, amd after several qualifications, the

author concludes that there have been restrictions on entry into the U.S.

medical sector as a whole. This is because of the rising rates of return

to medical educat n over time.

Richardson also -ted the returns to nine specialties over genial

practice. The results shown in Table

of wide dispersion between the return to different specialties. Anaesthes,.ology.

arld radiology yield the highest rewards, while the returnst0 internal medicine

and psychiatry are very low. .What is important for oar purposes is whether
*

the differential returns are due to restrictions on But no statistical
4

relationship was found between the returns to different ecialties and failure

rates on certifyi4 etaininations (TOle 5.11)

The reduction inthe apparent high returns to certain professi after

adjusting for hours worked is made clear in the work of Eckaus (197

1)/(Fora summary, see also Eckahs 1973b). Using 1960 U.3. CSesus data he

estimated tne return to education within 70 occupations. Table 5.12 shows

11414

.-0

the est I tee for selected occupational before and after standardising to

2,000 hours o1 work per year. The results are consistent with earlier

findings that dentists are better off than doctors.
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medical s eoialties and failure

rates on board examinations. U.S.A. 1965
(percentage)

SpeciallA Rate of return. Failure rate
..-

Paediatrics Negative 17

. Maesthesiology 36.0 n.a. '

.. .

Internal medicine 1.5 n.a.

Paychiatry .5
51

Obstetrics Gynaecology 7.3 32

OphthalmolOgy 18.7 18

.

Radiology 27.0 29

General surgery 6.3 , 17

Orthopaedic surgery V 20.2 34

1

Source: Richardson (1971), pp. 204, 227.

Notes: Returns are relative to general practice.
n.a. . not available.

118
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Table 5.12
0

Returns to educatiran within selected occuoatione.

before and after adiMPtment for hours worked.

U.S.A. 1960

(percentage)

Occupation
Private rate of return

Crude turn- Adjusted.

Acchuntante
.

ate

Lawyers

Phyeiciana

Managers, employed

negative

37,5

4.0

9.0

over 100.0

',negative

,, 19.5

negative

5.0

over 100.0

3ources Eckaus (1973a), Table 3.

Motet All rates of return refer to 5 years or more
of college relative to 4 years of college.

Lindsay (1973) studied the relationshiP between hours worked and the

returns to medical education in the U.S. For this purpose he re.- calculated

the net present values of doctor training,using the data of three existing

atudies, before and after adjusting for hours worked.

/n the first place, Friedman and kuznetal (1945) 1.17 warranted

differential of the earnings of doctors relative to dentists become 1.32

after taking into account the fact that doctors work 62 hours /Week while

dentists work only 55. The t.32 value happens to be exactly equal to the

one observed by Friedman and Kusnets and, therefore, this finding implies no

restriction to entry into the medical profession. Table 5.13 shows that the

Fein and Weber (1971) earnings data when adjusted downwards from 62 to 40

hours worked gave a negative present value at the 10 per cent rate ofliscount.

That is, medical training not only did not imply a monopoly income, but was

also unprofitable. The same result wasbtained by recomputing Sloants (1970)

119
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'rates. Adjustment for hours worked gave a modeot preoent value in 1959

and a negative value in 1955.

Table 50\

Not present values to medical trainins before

e)ond afteadJustment for hours worked

Study Year

Vet present value
(in")

Crude

.

Adjusted for
houra

Fein and Weber (1971)

loes (1970)

*
.

_.

1966

1955

1959

24,176

33,542

-11,660

.4,580

39,84%

1,950
.

.

Source: Lindsay (1973), pp. 338, 340.

Note: All adjustments a to 40 hours worked.
Discount rate use equal to 10 per cent.

Turning to England, Morris orthcoming) estimated rates of return

to medical practitioners using the 1966 follow-up sample of the Census of.

Population. Tbf rates of return to different occupations appear in Table 5.14.

As in the case of the United States, medical education in England does not

appear to exhibit "excessive" private returns;

The ,11Wadis (1960) Report looked into the doctors, dentists and other

erofessions reimuteration. Table 5.15 shows median animal earnings and lifetime

earnirgs.at a zero discount rate. The last column in this table adjusts for

the differential age distribution of earnings within professions. As shown

in this table, many other professiOns exhibit higher earnings than ddctora.

Of course, consultints is the top category, followed by actuaries.

0

O'
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Table 5.14

Rotor: of return br.000uoation. U.K. 1901

(percentage)

Occupation bb Rate of return

Miblical practitioner° 16.8
d

Ar8hitecto
1

13.4

SOlioitare 19.9

Accountants 19.3

....

Source: Morris (forthcoming),
Table 10.

It is worth noting that all National H alth Service doctors earn exactly

/over theirlifetime as much as all graduate in industry. This is certainly

not evidence of existence of mipopoly prof Is in the medical profession.

The U.K. Royal Commission (1972) up-d ted the figures reported earlier.

Table 5:16'reveals the same pattern,'namely that many Occupations exhibit

higher earnings than doctors. This is a1s4 the case with the recent figures
a

from the U.K. Department of Employment (Table 5.17). Academic university

'staff appear to earn, Ifn fact, more than doctors and dentists in general.
a

This is, of course, surprising and one wonders whether the low returns to

4

medical training might be caused by under-reporting of eaxninge. The sake

picture is revealed in the latest 1973 survey of earnings of the U.K. .

Department of EMployeent( TOP 5.18).

Turning to another country, Levy-Carboua(1973) analysed the data of

the 1970 I,N.S.E.E. survey on the earnings of qualified persons in France.

The resultsoin Table 5.19 indicatelhat doctors in France earn.about double

the amount of higher education graduates in general. 'Unfortunately, these

figures have not been related to costs and therefore we cannot assert whether

doctors in France enjoy monopoly profits.
t.

121
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Table

Annual and lifeline earnipifo by occupation_. U.K. 1955/56

I
Occupation Annual

income
Lifetime
income

General medical practitioners

Consultants

or hospital medical officersT
All NW.S.*doctots

a.

General dmntal practitioners

Accountants '

.

Actuaries

barristers

t .

Solicitors (England and Wale

Architects

Srmineers
w

.

University' teachers :40

.

,Graduales in indust7 * .

t2,1(GO.

'3,353

1,974
P

..

\2,273

1,6,4

2,785
.

2,t

2,205

1,365

4,497

1,541

1,660

..

.

.4

£79,000 ..

07,000

73,000
.. -

84,000

/9,600.

71,000

000

.e92,
.

u
88 '0,0 4

54,010

59,000

63,000 .

84,000

.

.

\

O

4

Source: Pilkington (i9fi0), pp. 40, 44.

a

4.

,./

122 0.
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Table 5.16,

Annual.easniogs by occupation. U.K.. 1971-72.

OccuDatijr" Annual earnings

Rouse officer
r

Senior House officer knjmimum)
..--

Registrar (minimum)

'Senior registrar.(4th point)

Consultant A

'

Barristers(1967768)

Solicitors (1968-69)

Architects (1969-70)

Actuaries (1968-69) /4

Engineers (median
,

Chemists (median)

Physicists (196
-

University teachers (1960-0)

UniveSsity professor

Head teacher,grammar school

-
- k

.'

.

-

'

-

4

,

.

c

.

£1,755

. 2,040

2,328

3,237

5,676

3,210

5,373

3,613

5,9b

2,841

3,220

3,300

2,570 .

5,808,

4, 36&

A

&dire?: U.K. Royal Commission (1972)r pp. 52, 54-56. j

Note: All figures are means unless specified otherwise.

4

1 2 3

11
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Table 5.17
S

Earnings by occupation. U.K.. April 1972

Occupation Annual earnings

Civil engineer £2,631

University academic staff 3,380 ,

Schoolteacher 2,189

Medical or dental practition4 3,224

Accountant 2,324

Surveyor 2,215

Miner, underground 1,799

Source: U.K. Department of Employment (1972).

Notes Weekly median earning* multiplied by 52 weeks
for all ocoupations.

,Table 5.1e

Earnings tlf occupation. U.K. April 1971

Occupation Annual earnings

Accountants £2,574

Civil servants 3,016

University academic staff 3,968

--ttectical practitioners - 3,136

Source: U.K. Department of Employment (1974.)

121
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Table 5,19

Peakannual and lifetime earnings by occupation, France, 1970

Occupation
Peak
annual
earnings

Lifetime
earnings

ledoctor

All higher education
graduates

P 119,600 P 900,680

56,900 420,00

Sources Based oh L4vyGarboua (1971), pp. 13, 32.

Notes Lifetime earnings discounted at zero interest
rate.

Per eleence on the possible existence of monopoly incomes in other

countries we,turn to the work of Zeitovsty (1966a and 196E10. The author's

main concern was to teat the hypothesis that with the advancement of

democracy and availability of university places, the status of the

professional classes worsens over time. Purthermoro (in a crosssectional

sense) if, say, Prance ass more democracy than America, then professional

incomes would be depressed in France relative to America. In other words

Scitovsky tests for the existence of supply effects depressing professional

incomes. In the presence of such, supply effects certain categories of

professionals night try to defend their interests by restricting supply.

.icitovsky studied five professions in eight countries from about 1900

to WO. The professions were medicine, law, dentistry, university teaching

and higher civil service. The countries were the U.S., Canada, U.K.,

France, Germany, Damiark, 3weden and norway. Consilering professionals as

a whole first, jcitoveky s%ows that there exists a supply effect. In Figure

5.2 the salary of a professional relative to an unskilloi worker is plotted.

against enrollment in higher education. 'The majority of countries fall within

the shaded area. Namely, the higher the university enrollment rate, the lower

123
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the professional salary.

Turning to particular professions Scitovsky.comPareeMearninge within

,countrieo relative to the country's per capita income. Concentrating on the

moat recent data,Table5.20showe the relative positions of thi five professions

in the eight countries studied. Reading horizontally, medical doctors are

better off than other professions in moot countries. A notable exception

4

is university professors in Germany who are better.off than dootore.

Reading vertically (within occupations) doctors are doing better in the U.S.,

U.K. , France and Sweden relatiie to other countries. However, such

comparisons should be treated with caution as all figures do not refer to

the same year. Moreover, svidenosPon monopoly incomes cannot be established

by only looking at the revenue aide. The costs of training must be taken

into acoount am well.

But Scitovekes work is a landmark in comparisons of this kind because

of the time- series versus the cross-sectional dimension of his analysis.

Table 5.21 shows the over time movement of the number of physicians per

100,000 inhabitants in the United States along with their absolute and

relative earnin HowevezT the reader has already been warned about

apparent comPariso)s of thistype.

126
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Table 5.20

Profeesional earnings by occupation as multiple of
Ow

ter capita income

Occupation

Country
Doctors 5entiste Professors

...
Lawyers

Top level
civil
servants

..

U.3.A. 4.2 2.8 2.1 1.4 4.1

U.K. 4.3 3.3 3.8 3.2 8.9

Cansda 2.9 ,2.1 2.0 2.6 4.1

Prance 4.8 5.5 2.9 n.a. 3.7

/::hmark

2.6 1.9 4.1 2.9 6.7

,// 3.0 , n.a. 2.3 2.6 2.6

Norway 2;2 2.4 20- 2.2 2.2
1

.

4 sue ten 4.2 2.2 2.4 3.9 .2.6

I. i_ _

Jource: Scitovsky (19((a), pp. 935, 38-40.

1;ote: Figures refer to most recent year.

c
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Tabl? 5.21

Physicians. U.S.A.: Time series of professional e;!rninrA

Year,
Physiciazx per

100,000 inhabitants

Annual...professiona. earnings

Ind As multiple of per
capita income

,

.

1900 ' 15(

1910 14C

o .

1920 117
,

1928 125
1

1929 5,224 2.9

1930 12.:. 4,870 3.2

19.31 12 3,700

1939 137 4,730 3.2
.

1948 13C 11,330 3.2

.1950 114 12,120 - 3.3

1951 13,430 3.2

1952 132

1956 112 ' 19,1SO 1.n

4
1358 132 21,570 4.2

.Source: ScitQvcky (19:/a), ;).35 anal 4citov3q (19ab), p.1PC
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Do educational restrictions renernte monopoly incomes?

In iris chapter we !.:ave preuentoA A 1:,rpe bony of evilence on the
ea.

existence or non-existence of monopoly intones. This evidence could be

divided into two part:::

a. Jynotomatic or intuitive evidenno, like physicians-to-

population ratios and relative earnings in iifferent

professions, anu

b. evidence tnat could really help us in asseesing. the.

existence or non -existence of nonopoly incomes like

benefit.-cost ratios.

For reasons stated in the introductionievidence under a. above, is deficient

for our purposes and tnerefore cannot be called _in support of the hypothesis

of existence of monopoly intones. Therefore, we have to concentrate on evidence

under b.
1

As a postscript, let us illustrate this by considering the moat recent

data on doctors and dentists in the U.K. The 1;11.; scale salarioras of I April,

1973 were as in Table 5,22. The stocks of- doctors and dentists as well as

the annual intake of the respective schools appear in Table 5.23.

Table 5.22

2Rctors and dentists salaries. 1913

Category4 Annual aalal7

House officir £2,061

Jenior holm% officer 2,664

Registrar 1 3,192

3enior registrar. 3,655

Consultant 6,341

General dental. surgery 3,682

jource: U.K. Royal Commission (1973)

4

4
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Table 5.21, v.

Stocks and flows of doctors and dentidte.U.K.

e
Category

.

Doctlrs Irtiste

Stock
Annual
intake

1.stock Annual
int e

..

General practitioners 23,250

Hospital training
grades 16,700

Consultants 11,500

IA11
dentists

.

1962

.

12,054

.

.

1972 . . 87

1960 2,020

1970, 2,870 ..

4
I

Source: UM. Royal Commission (1972).

Although doctors applitar to earn more than dentists one should5 into

account the fact that dentists start their careen earlior (am 22 or 2 and

go directly into practice. Doctors graduate from the aed4cal school at .he

age 23 or 24. -Then they spend at least one yfar at a house officer-pos.0

order to.lualify for registration witih'the British Medical Council.

It is only then that they pan enter general practice, unless theyl'ollm

a hoppital Areer The latter involves several extra years in training poet

as Senior House Officer, Iegistrar, Senior Registrar and eventually and

also, hopefully), consult t. The typical age of entry into general practicegml

is 30 while the typical, age f becoming Consultant is 37. To all that e

mist add the longer hours of work, particularly during the junior traininog

i 41 Nposts.

13JL
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The evidence on cost-lbenefit analysis presented in this paper suggests

that although the existence of monopoly incomes cannot be dismissed its

extent is not as, much as intuitively thought. There are Weveral factors

acetpunting for this conclusion:

a. The higher training costs of:those with higher eventual incomes.

b. The longer hours worked of thoie with higher incomes, and

c. The lifetime aspect rather than a crosssectional comparison at

a given age.

pe simple comparison of incomes of different professias, as traditionally

done by the layman, would mask all'three factors above.

With respect to particular epfeesions it man be said that dentists

are better off than doctors in general and that this migli the result

of restrictions. Within the group of doctors, certain specialities like
er

anaesthesiology and radiology seem to generate rents. It cannot be

established, however, whether these rents are transitory in nature (quyi

rents) or that they will disappear as more doctors are attracted 'Co them.

The conclusion that the existing evidence does not fully support the

existence of monopoly incomes becomes stronger when qualified as follows.

Our main concern is the role of schools in the generation of monopoly incomes.

Whether monopoly incomes exist or notjit should be noted that reatriction

of the output of schools is but one method of preserving monopol coaM6.0

illir(U.K. Monopolies Commission t970). Other methods include impcsi on of

further (nonschooling) costs, age, nationality and sex discrimination as

well as restrictions on immigration. Further costs include examination, entrance

and subscription fees. For example, the cost of the M.R.C.P. examination in

the U.K. is' £55, while the annual subscription to the London Stock Exchange

is 1262. Age limit's are set by professional bodies for Hitting at qualifying
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examinations or for corporate membership. For example, tne working rule

of membership to the Association of Professional Engineers in the U.K. is

27 years old. Until very recently, the London Stock Exchange did not admit

women. Furthermore, the U.K. Law Society and tne Stock Exchange restrict

membership to British subjects.

Immigration restrictions are more common in the medical Profession.

Under the excuse of domestic consumer protection the local medical association

usually asks for a demonstration of comPeterce by foreig doctors. For

example, in theP.S., foreign doctors have to pase the E.C.F.K.C. (Examination

VO
Council for Foreign Adical Craduates1;, Furthermore, restrictions on doctor's

mobility is imposed even witlin countries, e.g. by the State licensing.boards

in the U.Z. Immigration restrictions can, of ceurse, account for differencee

in dectors* earnings between countries. For example, one of the reasons why

relative doctors' incomes are depressed in the U.K. relative to the U.J. is

that British immigration controls on doctors are less tight than in America.

Therefore, there exist a host of difficulties of entry into a profession

other than education. Hence monopoly incomes are not only generated by

veducation. But against thisqualification) the possibility of underreporting

of incomes in the medical profession must be stated.. Most of the

doctors* earnings analyses presented in tnis paper utilise data from"

1.Zdical Economics. The hypothesis cannot be rejected that professional bodies

have interest in withholding information on the exact earnings of tneir
4

members.

Another counter-qualificatiOn is that the hoursworked adjustment night

have been carried too far. If physicians are loopy gith.the amount of hours

theywork and have an upward sloping supply curve for their cervices. then one sho

not correct their earnings downwards in the hours-worked-cdjustmeni process.

The reason is *at such individuals might place a lower value on leisure than
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41the one suggested by the last hour worked, and therefore experience no

disutility by working longer hours (Richardson, 1971).
. .

?

PurtheniOre, the possibility of restriction via increases in the*cost

of study must he mentioned here. If, say, the doctors' associs ion requires

excessive training for,the sake of quality and if this training dt.

necessarilY increase doctors' Productivity, then this is a epee of restriction.

Less doctors would be employed becauao of the increased coat. .At the same

tine, the returns...to medical education might.appear "normal". (Sloan 1973,

p.346). Of courae, the available evidence cannot eatablich wW0ther ouch kind

of restriction exiate or not.

13i
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Chapter 6

THE FRINGE BENEFITS OF EDUCATION

1

Earnings datatas usually recorded iff official statistics,do not take

into account fringe benefits. If more educated labour enjoys more fringe,

benefits than less educated labour, crude earnings differentials under-

estimate the returns to education._ There exist hundreds of items of

fringe benefits in additiii$ to basAc pay. These range from pensions, life

assurance and stock option scieme &, gto subsidised meals and holidayd. Of

course, in our survey we would like to i lude all of them, but unfortunately

we are restricted by the available data.

How to quantify. non:pecuniary fringes?

A total compensation package, call it Y, can be decomposed into three

parts.

(q .Basic pay, Yb, which reflects the time rate or, in the case of

civil servants, their grade and step in pny scales.
9.

(b) Pecuniary fringes, Fp, such as life assurance and paid leave, and

(c) Non-pecuniary fringes, Fro like leisure time and working conditions

(e.g. use of air - conditioned office).

In assessing the true pay package

y
b

F
p

F ,

the obvious question is hob& to put a monetary value OR the secondAponent

of fr;pinges,

Some of the items within the non-pecuniary category of fringes can be

quantified, for example, by applying the person's wage ratevko his leisure

hours. But note that this is not entirely satisfactory as the person might

be willing to work overtime at a higher rate of pay. He might even place

'r
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a lower opportunity cost to his leisure hours and, therefore. work for

less (Carroll and Ihnen 1967. p.869). Other items, however; such as the
ti

working environment, will remain unquant-i-f-i-e-eeuld only qualifY

that the monetary value of the total pay package arrived at in this way

4
represents an underestimate.

7,:). Data sources

Information on fringe benefits in general is abundant. But data on

fr nge benefits classified by the educational level of the recipient are

very scanty.

The'data sources can be classified into five distinct groups.

(a) Various malogrnOts on fringe benefits like Moorman (1974), Reid and

Robertson (1965), Burgess (1963) and Ruhkr (1962). The problem with

these monographs, however, is that they give a too aggregate picture of

fringes for our purposes and the fringe benefits are classified by industrial

or occupational categories. On the other hand this source of data is useful

in assessing the importance of t'e total fringes in the pay package and their

overtime trend. Moreover, if One establishes an occupation into education

translation. some light can be thrown on our problem.

' .

(b) A number of Government publications Provide the same kind of

information on a regular basis. The most useful appear to be the U.S.

Bureau of 1,W,our Statistics surveys of employee compensation, the U.S.

Chamber of Commerce biennial survey of fringe benefits and&the U.K. Depart-

ment of Employment "New Earnings Survey". The problem with this type of

source of data, however, is that although the industrial dimension is

covered in great detail the occupational dimension is either absent or

treated at a very aggregate level.

132
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(c) Evidence on fringe benefits by ation Zan be found by

Scanning the pages pf s ecialisod male 1 e the harvard Erminesa Review

and the Monthly Labour Review. a prob m with the former is that it

seals almost exclusively with top ex utive pay and, therefore, the educational

,T) dimension is absent. The problem ith the latter is that it provides

extensive coverage on the industrial but not occupational dimension of

fringe benefits.

(d) Further evidence on fringe benefits by educational level car.

extracted from ad hoc tabulationkencountered in the literature. This is

wren an author's main concern was not the study of fri elienefits but in
4

the process of analysing earnings he Produced a useful tabulation for our

purposes (e.g. Carroll and Ihnes 1967).

(e) Finally, the civil service ray scales can be used as a basis for

computing fringe benefits by educational level. But the reader should be

warned that although civil servants' fringe benefits represent a private

gain, one is not certain whether this reflects a social.gain as well. The

reason is that Government does not obey profit paximiaing principles and

therefore a diyergence may exist between private and social returns computed

on the basis of rarnin,s of public.sectcr employees.

In what follows we first assess the importan of frinre benefits in

the total epployee con7ensaion. Then we procee tc alternative classifica-

tions of frinre benefits, i.e. by occupation, eco omit sector, sex ant!,

finally, education. T-e reason for 'the alternat' e classifications is

that direct evidence on frinre benefits by educat nal level is practically

non-existant. But the extent tp which certain o cupations are more education-

intensive than others Provides indirect evidence on the educational dimension

of fringe benefits.

1

1
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The evidence

Let us start by presenting some information on the significance of

fringe benefits as a whole relative to be money wages. Tables 6.i and

6.2.show that this is not a negligible percentage. In some countries the

proportion of fringes relative to money wages can be as high as 100 per cent.

And this - information relates to the late fifties. Table 6,3 shows that

the importance of fringes increase over time. Whereas a limited
1

categor

of benefits represented 1.4 per cent of the total compensatto, in 1929, it

now represents nearly 1C per cent. Finally, Table 6.4 shows

/
/the composition

of fringe benefits at two points in time in the United States. Pension

plans and paid holidays account for the majority of supplementary expenses.

In terms of absolute magnitude Gordon and Le Bleu (1970) report that

U.S. companies spent 100 billio dollars in 1967 on employee benefits which

is about, onefifth of ttie count sai Gross National Product. And in terms

of relative magnitudes employee enefits expanded more than twice as fast

as wages and salaries. The 19?9,-1967 average-annual rates of growth are

as follows:

Wages and salaries 3.9%

Fringetentfits 9.6%

In'the limht1 of the above evidence we conclude that the inclusion of

fringe benefits is a must in any analysis of earnings. Our problem, however,

is to classifylPem by educilional level.

1
As specified in the footnote of Table 6.3

4
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Table 6.1

Fringes as a percentage of money wages by country

Country Pe reentace of.'wage'

U.S.A.

U.K.

Austria

Belgium

Canada

France

Denmark

_Germany

Greece

Israel

Italy

Netherlands

Sweden

Turkey

:23

15

50

31

22

52

17

14

A
39

301

15

43

Source: Rubner (1Q62), p.231

Table 6.2

Supplementary labour costa as percentage of earnings by country

Country Percentage of supplementary
- labour costs .

f

Beligium 46.8

F4nce ; 80.0

West Germany 61.8

Italy 99.3

Netherlands ,

Y
ti 50.7

U.K.

i

30.0

Sodrce: Reid (1965b) 9.119

Notes Data refer to the chemical industry in 1961
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Table 6.3

PercentageImportance of selected fringe benefits in the

4 O.S.A. 1929..1969

Year TFringe benefits 4*as a percentage
of total compensation

1929 ' 1.4

1970-34 1.7

1935-39 3.4

1940-44 3.8

1945-49 4.6

1950-54 5.3

1955-59 6.7

1960-64 8.4

1965 -69 4.5

Source: Bauman (1970), p.19

a. Includes social securtiy, unemployment,

life and health insurance ae well as pensions.

Paid leave and bonuses are excluded.

Table 6.4

- Fringe benefit components as a sercenbage of total payroll,
U.S.A.

Item
. oe

1947 1961

Legally requirement payments

..2

2.9 4.5

'Pension plans 4.1 8.7

Paid rest peilAs (lunch, travel etc.) 1.6 2.5

Paid holidays and sick leave 40 8.8

Profit sharing and bonuses

6

...

..
11:2 ,M . 1.9'

Percentage of total payroll 14.6 26.4

Source; U.S. Chamber of Commerce (1962), p.28.
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Alternative dimensions of fringes

In the absence of direct data on fringe benefits by education we

have to look at alternative dimensions of fringe benefits such as occupation

and economic sector. To the extent that the labour force in certain

occupations -or sectors has a higher level of educational attainment than

others, such toibulattons can yield indirect evidence on our problem.

Since most of the data examined in this paper refer to the.United

States and Great Britain we present below some evid nce that this is, in

fact, the case. As Tables 6.6 and 6.7 indicate, t1ere exists a considerable

spread of educati 1,attainmenti(in terms of the average yesis of-schdbl

completed) between occupational and industrial sector employee group's.

In Great Britain the difference between the highest (professionals)

and lowest (miners) occupations is 3.9 years of schooling. The corresponding

difference in the U.S. haPpens,to be identical, although the average level

of schooling of the U.S. labour force is higher than the U.K.'s. Finally.

table 6.7 thous that certain industries like commerce and services are

more education intensive than-others (like construction and agriculture).

-

14i
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Table 6.5

Education by occupation, U.K. 1961

Occupation Average years-of
schooling

Proka4onal, technical and
rilmtied workers 12.4

Administrative, executive and .

managerial workers 10.7

Clerical workers 10.2

Sales workers
el

9.4

Craftsmen, production and
process workers 6.3

Miners F3.5

Source: O.S.C.D. (199). P45

Note: Rased on the following assumptions on the years

of schooling corresponding to terminal education agem'

Terminal edi4ntion Years of
age schooling

Less than 15 8

15 10

16 w 11
17-19 03

Over 20 16

itA

14j
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Table 6.6

Education by occupation, U.S.A., 196C

Occupation Average years of
schooling

. Professional, technic and
related workers 14.6

Administrators, executive and
managerial workers 12.5

Clerical workers 12.0
.

.

Sales workers . 11.7
.

Craftsmen, product on- process
workers f 10.7

'111,pers 10.5

__Pit

O.E.C.D. (1969). p.112

Note: Based the Aowinr assumptions on the years
Ls

of scho ling correspond:no to 0.E.C.D.'s classi- ,

fi

ficatio s:

Less than 4 years of high school = 10

4 year of high = 12

1-3 years of college . 14

4 years of college

5 years or more of college = 17

TZ)
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Table 6.7

Education by economic sector, U.S.A., 1960

Sector Average educational level
of the labour force (in

years)

Agriculture 8.1

Mining
'

9.4

Manufacturing 10.0

Construction 7.6

Electricity 10.3

Commerce 10.9

Services 11.3

Source: Based on 0.g.C.D. (1969), p.114..,

blibcupation

Table 6.8 piesents evidence On the differential fringe benefits,

$between office and non-office employees in the United States. Office

,

employees not only have a higher level of compensation than non-office

employees, but they also receive more vacation and holidays, retirement

plane and bonuses. Although the exact educational content of the two

kinds of employees cannot be specified, fringe benefits are highly

14 related to education.
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Table 6.8

Fringe benefits for office vs. non-office employees,
USA 1968T

inge'benefits as percentage of total
compensation

Fringe item
Offide

emprloyees

Non-office
employees

'Vacations' and holidays 6.1 4.8

Retirement programmes 6.3

Health programmes 3.3 .1

Bonuses 1.8 5

Total catpenaaion
(Dollar(' per hour)

4.62 3.20

Source: U.S. Department Of Labour (1971), p.14.

f

Table 6.9 presents milar evidence for the U.K. The occupational levels

distingukAhed are now op ratives versus clerical workers. The latter are

clearly treated better in' almost every respect. They receive more holidays,

they work less and enjoy such fringes as not having, to clock on, and no pay

deductions for bings,late.

4 Table 6.9

Frill/1 benefits by occupation, U.K.

(Percentage of establishments in which
different conditions apply)

Coitid

on Operatces Clerical workers,

-Noli a: 15 days + . 38 74

Normal working time 40 + hours/week 97 9

Sick pay employer's scheme 57 98

Pension Toployerts scheme 67 d ,90

Personal time off with pay 29 83

Pay deductions for ieteneas 90 8

Ho clocking on . 2 48

Source: Wedderburn (1972). p.177
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Table 6.10 refers also to the U.K. and gives an alternative' occupational

contrast-between manual and non-manual workers. According to the most

recent earnings survey of the U.K. Department of Emplovent, basic pay

represents Only 71 per cent of manual workers' pay. The rest has to be
a

made up by overtime or payment by results. But more educated non-manual

workera' pay consists mostly (9 per cent) of their basic pay. Therefore,

non-manual workers do not have to work as hard to achieve an even higher

level of total ,earnings(S48 versus E38 per week).

Table 6.10

Composition of the Warnings of manual and nob-manual
men, 04., 1923

.Earnings component Manual Non-manual

Basic pay
4

Payment by results

Overtime
/,---

Shift and 74mium pay

7.1.W

9.6

16.3

2.6

93.8%
.

2.8

3.0

.4

,

Groas weekly pay'

log% '

08.1

100%

t48.1

Source: U.K. Department of EmploYment (1973), Tables 67 and 68.

An alternative Occupational distinction that relates to education

is between "works" and "staff" employees. ,Reid (1965a p.42) presents
/

the following evidence on supplementary labour coats for the two kinds

ot employees: works 11.8 per cent and staff 18.1 per cent of total

remuneration.

14
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Moonman (1973) reports fringe benefits by using afurther alternative

occupational classification: that between hourly, weekly and monthly paid

employees. As shown in Table 6.11 weekly and jOntHly paid employees

(presumably with higher levels ofeducational attainment) enjoy more paid

holidays. Moreover, they receive more benef?ta4n terms of pension and

life insuranceinsurance plans (Table 6.12). According to Moonman, the overall

cost of fringe benefits amount to 21 per cent of the payroll or £325 per

employee. However, it should be mentioned that her sample is biased

towards large companies.

Table 6.11

Annual holiday; and coat by type of employee, U.K.

s'

Employed;

.. .004)

Average number of holidays
Per year (in dlks)

.

Cost o ual
h6lidaY

s er
cent of p 1

..1.

Hourly paid 1%1; 6 . 6.1

Weekly or monthly paid 16.3 767,

Senior executive 19.1 -

.
8e5 ,.

Source: Based on Moonman (1973), pp.17-1e.

Table. 6,12

Percentage of aompanibs providing pension and life assurance by
type of employee

Employee Pereege7g7";(COMpanies

Hourly paid 82.5

Weekly paid
/

92.5,

,Monthly paid and Senior
Management 100.0

Sources Moorman (1973), P.52.

149 O
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. .

MovAng up the occupational ladder, Mooven cites evidenceithat the
di

coax of fringe benefits to executive in the U.K. is £770 per head. per year.
;

Vhis figure covers meals, bonuses, penala and cars. 4 .

Lewellen, (1968) studied the top five executives in'the.50 largest

U.S. manufacturing corporations. Ca analysis revealed that the basic

salary and bonus ore only one third of the executive's total pay package

('able 6.13).

I

Table 6.13

Average ester-tax income of t4 executives, U.S.1925-63

0*

Compensation ,'
I /

, $

-

56 .

Salary bonuo ..

Pension ben Its

Deferred comenuation
andprofit sharing .

Stock options

1

..

....

.

..)

A0,830

51,290
.

23,640

.7t,9gp

. .

t,

35

25:

.

1l

. 36

.

.

0 4'

Total
.. 402010,66 100 71

Source: Leuellen (1968).
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-The Associated Industrial Consultants publish data on the fringe

benefits of executives in the U.K. Table 6.14 shows how these 'benefits

0
have gr 11: within five years. The greatest shifts have been tewards

life assurance and private nedicalAXelitment plans. ",

Me.

Table 6.14

troportion of executives receiying fringe
benefits, by item

Fringe item 1
')

1963 1968'

Bonus

Company car

Subsidised lunches 't.
Allowance for use of.iwn car

Free life assurance

Insurance for private niedica ,

treatment

. sr
"41.1

. 32.5

...i.

40.5

3.9
k

3.2.

2.2

40.6

45.4
o

1 79.3

27.3

79.0

26.4

Source: Associated Industrial ConAultants (190), p.4".

sal

Ow'

4

- 1 5 1
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Industrill
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Turning now from an occupational to an industrial classification

of fringes we observe education intensive sectors (like banks and

finance)' exhibit h gher rates of fringe benefits. This statement is
a

supPorW by the data published by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce (Table 6.15).

Table 6.15,

Fringe benefits by industry.groupU.S.A. 1961

4.

Industry group Fringe,benefits as
percentage of payroll

Manufacturing .-

Public utalitilps

Trade

.,

---,..._

Hotels

Banks and finance

Insurance ., '

23.6

25.6

22:2

20.4

33:5

.27.7 . .

.1.

.

Source: U.S. Chamber of Commerce (1962), p.1C.

In another study Condon and LeBleu (1970) found an even greater-1;-

spread of fringes between different' economic sectors. The percentage of

fringes ranged from 15 per cent to agriculture and services to 32 per
. -

gent in finance. What is more important for our purposes, howeRer, is

thpt the effect of labour unlinks on the amount of fringes was minimal.

extra
'

The impact of the stronger unfOn'(over non- unionaation) was an eltra 3

per cent of the Payroll spent for pen

,

qn and hazard protection.
a

1 .5 2
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4

Another classification of fringe benefits that Might reflect
o.

)14tcational differe'nces is by sex. Cohen (1971) reports the results of a

1968 University of Michigan Survey 1n which, the median annual incomes of

men were 0,200 and of women $4,500. As shown in Table 6.)6 women also

receixed lower fringe benefits. Thin finding is consistent with Riie

(1966) who reports that lower paitrworkers receive lees fringes than
. .

bleier paid workers.(60th in absolute and:pereentape terms)s

Table 6.16

Recipients of fringe benefits, by sex

(percentage)

16

Fringe item ' Sex

Male Female

Medical insurance 85.0 70.0

Life insurance 74.6 60.9
.

Retirement programme 72.3 57.2

Profit sharing 22.4 16.1

Stock options . 21.2 13.2

Mean paid vacation days 11.6 9.0

Kean paii sick days allowance 21.8 13.3

Source: Cohen (1971), Table 1
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Education

.Carroll and Ihnen (1967) may be the only explicit source in the

literature where some evidence is given on fringe benefits by educational

level. The authors compared two groupsof graduates. one with secqndary

school qualifications and another with 2 year post-secondary technical

qualifications. The differential fringe benefits for the two groups of

graduates appear in Table 6.17. The two extra years of education are

associated with higher fringes in every respect. However, the educational

levels compared-are very limited and moreover the evidence is based on 87

observations.

Table 6.17,

Fringe benefits of 2-year post secondary_technical school graduates
relative to high school graduates

Fringe item

(

Technical
graduates

p--

High school.

graduates

Required hours of work/week 1 40.5 43.2

Days of paid vacation/year 9.8 - 8.9

Days of paid holidays 6.7 5.5

Maximum paid sick leave/year 30 24

Dmployer's share of life insurance
premium (t/ 81 71

Employer.sponsored retirement programmes 37 27
A --

Sources Carroll and Ihnen (1967), p.873.

Another source of data on fringe benefits is the Civil Service. This

source has one advantage and one disadyantage. The advantage is that the

public sector hires mostly on the basis of qualifications and therefore

one can readily arrive at fringe benefits classified by educational level.

1.5i
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The disadvantage is that the.public'secior is not a profit mAimiser and

therefore fringes (or earnings in general) do not necessarily correspond

,to the valite marginal product of labour., But note that this shortcoiAingr 44
7Ao
is relevant only in assessing the social returns to education. The private

.414

return& remain valid even if they are based on non-profit maximising

behaviour.

Table 6.18 presents evidence on1the importance of one particular fringe

item in the U.K. civil servants pay. The differential amount of annual '

holidays, when valued at the going salary rate results to 5.8 per cent

monetary benefit to non-qualified employees and to almost 10 per cent of the

annual salary of highly qualified employees. As shown in the last column

of Table 6.18 fringe benefits increase by educational level.

Table 6.18

Fringe benefits by educational level, U.K. civil servants

Occupation Annual
pay (L)

Typical
qualifications

Annual
leave'

(days)

Leave benefit
as percentage
of annual pay

-

Messenger 996 None 21 5.8

CleriCal officer 1,489 0-level 24 6.6

Executive.officer

Senior executive

2,159, A-level

A-level

28 7.7
0

officer. 3,6)8 or degree 30 8.2

e
Assistant '

secretary 7,2 Degree 35 9.6

_.

Source; Based on information supplied by the U.K. Civil Service Department.

I 5
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The evidence presented in this table covers only one benefit, i.e. annual

leave. But since all pension and retirement plans are based on the employee's

salary,the same pattern of increased benefits by educational level appears

when other fringes,are examined. Moreover, less educated employees are

required to work longer hours, as shown in Table 6.19 below.

Table 6.19
4

Minim hourSoof attendance per week, U.K. civil servants

Occupation Hours

Most occupations 41

Messengers and telephoniets 42

/leaners 43

Source; U.K. Civil Service Department

Turning to another country, Table 6.20 presents evidence on the allowances

received by Iranian civil servants. The information is based on the

computerised records of practically all public sector employees in Iran.

The "allowances" includes all pay other than basic salary. The same pattern

is detected in Iiran'as in the U.K. Namely more, educated employees enjoy

higher
n49

percentage benefits above thAr basic pay.

But what is of special interest ,ja the Iranian case is that two kinds

of employees are distIntmished; "permanent" and "contractual". The

latter are hired on a non-tenure basis and, as evidenced 17; the differential

allowances they get, represent the most difficult to hire specialists.
k

In other words, the allowances system is used to bypass the rigid salary scale.

Since contractual employees are hired in the competitive labour market,

their differential allowances might better represent the true fringes by

40(

5 j
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educational level. Of course one should look At differential allowances

in a vertical sense in Table 6.20 as the absolute magnitude of them reflects

outdated milky scales.

, Table 6.20

Allowances ea a percentage of basic pay' by educational
level, Iran Civil Servants

Educational
level

Percentage allowances
.

Termanmt employees contractual employees

Illiterate 6.1 27.2

frimary ' 4.1.7 24.f,

Secondary 8.5 21.7

w-
Bachelors 27.0 q8.4

r'aster's 27.8 136.7

Doctorate .4.5 1.'C.3

Source: Poacharopoulos and WIlliwns (1973f, p.47.

Unemployment

it.
Another item which could be included in a aurvey of fringe benefits by

educational leVel is differential unemployment rates for graduates of

various schools. If annual earnings take into account unemployment within

the year then there is no reason for at unemployment correqlon. But if

earnings refer to theoretical monthly or annual rates of pay one should

ad,iust them for unemployment. To the extent ant more educated persons are

less liable to unemployment this is a fringe benefit dim to education.

Z.
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Table 6.21 pelisentSdifferential unemployment rates by educational

level An the United Statef. There is a clear overall pattern that more

educated labour is less subject to unemployment. In evaluating the monetary

value of this fringe benefit, however, we face the earlier problem discussed

in conneotion with valuing extra leisure time. Shall one use the going

wage rate or maybe use a lower Value as the unemployed benefit from some extra

leistsre? Any solution in this respect would,be arbitrary.

Table 6.22 presents similar evidence from other countries. Although

the overall Pattern is the same as in the U.S.. there exists a peak of

the unemployment rate at the aecondary school level. The reason is that the

educational system in t*eae countries is such that creates a bottleneck at that

level. Namely, academic curricula form a pattern of aspirations among

students to obtain universitY degree. when they !graduate from the secondary

levels however, there are not enough places for them to enter higher education.

therefore then remain unemployed.

Table 6.21

Unemployment rates by education, U.

(percentage)

Years of school completed Unemployment rate

Less than 8 years 6.6

8 years 5.2

.1-3 yeara high school 6.8

4 years high school 314

1-3 years college 3.1

4 years or more college 1.4

Source: Pancroft (1966), p.215

Note: Data refer to males.
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Unemployment rates by-ed69,tional level

(percentage)

Country Illiterates Primer*" Secondary Higher N
Colombia (Males)

Argentina

Venezuela

India

# Ceylon

Malaya (Yalta)

Syria

Kenya

Iran

4

kb

11.5

.8

4.3

1:2

7.18

10.4

4. .3

21.0.

10.0

15.3

4,5

7.0

2.7

n.a

19.5

11;9
*

21.0

8.1

14.9

5:7

10.2

7.0

11.8

30.9

b1.7

13.0
d

13.0

13.2

3.3

2.3

2.P

2.3

15.5
.

4.4

17.0

2.6

9

Source: First seven countiPes from urnham (1971), rattle 111.3.

Kenya from ILO (197.'), p. 9.

Iran from Psacharopoul and ailliams (1975), 11,54.

Notes: a. Includes primer; rifs 1 -4.

b. Includes primary education.

c. 5 -6 years of schooling.

. _

d. 11-12 years of schoolinp.

e. 13-14 years of schooling.

The 100 per cent in all cases refers to the number
0.

of persons in the labour force with a aiven educltionato

qualification.

I 5 o
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How important are fringe benefits?

Any conclusions reached from our survey will necessarily' have to

be based on limited information. It should be remembered that data on

earnings by educational level are still in limited supply around the world.

Data on fringe benefits by educational level are even more scanty. Yet

the different pieces of data presented earlier allow us to draw some

conclusions on the issue we are concerned with.

In the first place, fringe benefits increase by the le

salary, Since more educated people earn higher salaries it is obvious
zr

that the higher the level of education the higher the level of fringe'

benefits. Therefore money wage differentials understate the true

differential in compensation (lice 1966). Table 6.23 presents some

additional evidence in this respect from the U.K. Fringe benefits as a

percentage of basic salary are three times as high for the)upper relative

).
to the'lower income level.

Table 6.23

Fringe benefits by income level, U.K.

Basic salary

(in t) 4

Fringes as per cent of
basic salary

1,050 11.2

2,850 16.5

4,200 21.3

7,000+ 31.1

Source: Lydall (190), p.269.

Note: Figures relate only to managerial staff.
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Moreover Cohen (1971) in an econometric analysis of the determinants

of fr:nre benefits found hirh a mciations between the amount of frinres.

male sex and professional occupations. rheae variables arc of course

positively correlated with tie educational and income level of the-recipient,

Furthermore, Bailey and .chwerik (197/i based on a 196: survey of compensation

tottering the entire U.S. Oivate non -fetrr economy concluded :cat supplementary

benefits on orivate retirement and insurance plans account for a lamer

proportion of compensation in large establishments with high rates of pay.

In order to put our findings in a nutshell we could utilize the concept

of "dual labour" markets. Following Doeringer and Piore (1971. p.lt5)

we cokke claasffy labour markets into "primary" and "secondary" ones.

Jobs in the primary market exhibit high salaries. Rood working' conditions.

employment stability. chances of promotion and enuitv. Jobs in the

marketsecondary labour market have low wares, poor
0
workinr conditions, high

labour turnover, little chance of promction and often arbitrary and

capricious supervision, It should be obvious that the better educated are

mainly employed in the primar..- labour rarket and tpherefore enjoy a whole

string of frinre benefits relative to the less educated vo-0 are mainly

employed in the secmndary labour market.

Havinr establiched the existence of differential frinre benefits by

educational level, tne next question is whet difference does'itatake for our

mimeses? To narrow down this iuestion we will relate it to cost-benefit

analysis in education that has traditionally nerlected,frinri berepdtsi
7,

how ruck does the retultinz undirretatement of eArninrs di gals effect
ea -

tre rite of return to investment in education?

Out of the AanY iters of frinre benefits lit or select the most comrcn

to all employees, nnrely holidays. Carroll air' Ihnen (1^f^) found that
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the differential holidays and leisure time, when valued at the going salary

rate,are worth $4h6 i..er Year to the tec4iical sc,,00l graduates. This

differential had the effect of ineressinP the rate of return to technical

school graduates from 16v to 20.1 per cent. In other words, when only

one item of fringe benefits is taken into account it is sufficient to raise #

the traditional rate of return to investment in education by one fifth of

its value.

This finding is of particnlar importance in the controversy regarding

the various adjustments performed on a rate of return. As we have seen

earlien in this book much of the controversy has centered around the ability

adjustment, which, after all, has proved empirically insieificant. Now

we are faced with on adjustment o:ieratinP. in the opposite direction (i.e.

towards raisin.; the rate of return) and which is of a *sae that cannot

be easily neglected. :he historical reason why researchers in this

field failed thus far to take fringe benefits into account is simply lack
fib

of data.

Thl mafnitude of the adjustment esented above is a minimum value.

When fringes otter than holidays and le,sare times are token into account

this adjustak should be even :higher'l Therefore, the explicit considera-

Lion of fringe benefits is a must in any future analysis of earnings.

vs

1It should be remembered, however, that monetary fringe benefits may not
be directly related to educt:on but in tr,rt'to wane levels and the
e:-ployer's desire to minimise quit rates. DifferAntial unemployment may Ar

also be related to turnover and job search behaviour.which is a function of
job experience and therefore not directly related to schooling.

4

9
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Chapter 7

INTERNATIONAL EARNINGS PATTERNS
1

Thus far in thiN book we have been dealing with methodological iasues-

'11d earning ata interpretation problems. Moat of the evidence cited

rtlierred.to the United States, as this i r only countrplor which detaile

earnings aatiere available. In this cha temwe focus our attentAon to

. earnings data injthe'O.E.C.D. countries as a whole.' '

The chapter's function is twofold: fii.-stly, it is informative in the

..
senae of assembling'a bibliography of the scanty evidence of earnings Ay

education in O.E.C.D. countries. Secondly, it is analytical ie the sense of

attempting to examine aggregate relative earnings relationships'within and

between 0.E.C.D. countries. The analysis.1towever, is highly aggregative.
.

#

T6 reason is that earnings data in most countries (other Lbws the U.S.) are

not as refined as to permit more detailed international comparisons.
-

In what follows two types of relationships,are examined. Firstly,

cross- country by educational level and, secondly. time-series within countries.

The last type of analysis is performed in etiee countries) only, U.S.A.,
. .

1 Japan and Italy as being the only o es for which earnings data exist at more e-

a

than one point in time.

The A0endix to'thia chapter2 presents the relative parninri'breducation

and the sources on which the analysis in:this chapter is based.' The ,earnings,
s 4' so

.t.) data are as unadjusted 4e ossiblVas t6 avoid mixing different ashumptions
t

in comparing various count ies. .1

!I

International comparisons add notoriously kno:Nit non-comparability

between clasoifications..AfinitOns, number of years of schooling

1

1Robin Shannon %the responsiblle forithe statistical material in this chapter

and the li

and in the appendix.

?The Appendix is at the end of this volume:

i

f3'

ti
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Although within-country comparisons do not suffer from that comparability

- Wiciancies, they present other problems. Data on earning by education

have become only recently available and researchers have been eager to use

them without always questioning their validity.

Most of the analysesipresented earlier in this book were of the within-
,

country cross - sectional type ,Chapters 3,410 and 6) and therefo e do not

suffer, at least, from the international comparability problem. The analysis
a

in this chapter, however, is of the international type and therefore the

data might not be absolutely comparable. On the other band, the international

analysis Is performed at a high,levei of aggregation which compensates to some

extent for differences in classifications.

But several further particular data deficiencies should be mentioned

at this point. The first one refers.to disaggregation by sex. With the

exceotion of a few countries,moat available data on earnings by education are

based on urban males only. or are simply not classified by sex. This is very

unfortunate as the sex-education dimension of earnings can be used not only for

0 assessing discrimination against females butIalso for studying the supply

side of female labour, force participation by educational level.

A second serious deficiency refers to the variance of earninvs. Most

statistics of earnings by education aPPeart;i the form of tbulations of

average earnings. However, these averages risk the variance of earnings

within a, given group or, graduates. If tlieaVariance of earnings were known,

the returns to education and elasticity of substitution estimates would

come ig a ranee...form than as point-estimates. what is more important is

that one could attach a rigorous measure of statistical significance to the

results. This deficiency might disappear as analyses in the economics of

education are now increasingly performed using individual data. However,

ID
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these analyses are necestarily limited to special surveys containing a

stall number of observations and

States.

refer almost exclusively to the United

Another limitation refers to the missing, age factor. Earnings

differentials are not constant
0
throughout the lifetime of the indiVidual.

They vary according to his age or experience; let alone the particular career

4
, he follows&

tt

But,'it is hoped that the gradual inrovement of statistics %ill soon

' permit more rigorcus hypothesis testing concerning the role of education in

society in a wider number of countries. This volume is a modest contribution

towards this enc.

Cross-country comparisons

Table 7.1 presents indexes of average earnings by education in ten O.S.C.D.

countries, standardised to primary education = 100. ?efore attempting any

interpretation'of the data several remarks are in order. In the first place,

the data are not absolutely comrarable between countries. The non.comparability

mainly consists of the differing meaning of the same "ech.caticnal level" in

different countries. The primary level represents 5 to A years of schooling

in most countries, the secondary level 12 to 14 years sand t"e higher level 164

years. 1.;ven if the lengths of schooling were atsolutely comparable, there

remain important nudity differences between scnooling stendsrds in different

couotries. Furtr,rmore, the coverage and cor.rehensivenesslit t"e various

esrnin-s sources varies enormously between countries.

:n spite of these non-cw-parabilities some more or les:- clear patterns

&Inger7.4\from Table 7.1. Firstly, * higher level of schooling is associated

with subatantiallv higher incomes. e.g., with the excen"ion of qelviumi,

copletion'of secondary education means, on the average, an extra 4C per cent

main in annual earnings.

1The "odd" observation for Belgium might be due to Vie fact that the edutvtional
classification has been based on an occurational distribution of earnings.
See Benison (1967).
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Table 7.1

index of Average annual earnings of labour by level of education
in O.E.C.D. countries

Country Year-

Educational Level

Primary Secondary Higher

Belgium 1960 100 251 502

Canada 1961 100 144 263

France 1968 100 ; 183 289

Greece 1960 100 139 220

Italy 1969 100 141 ,244

Japan 1968 100 117 - 162:

Net land 1965 100 132 152

Tway . 1966 140 213

1 u .A. 1967 129 20Cu.K.A

196 jE 140 225

Source:See Appendix.

Subject to the qualifications presented earlier in this book, this aggregate

finding is consistent with marginal productivity theory. Namely, extra

schooling renders the individual more preductive and 'this is reflected in the

remuneration he receives. SecIndly, the higher the levels of education compared,

the higher the marginal gain in terms of extra earninrs. With the exclusion

of Belgium. higher. education is associated on the average with a 77 per cent

gain over secondary education. This finding is again consistent with

marginal productivity t,.eory in the sense that higher education is more costly
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than s(condary education and there the graduate commands an atra'premiUm

as a compensation for the extra cost: To put it in terms of the other side

of the coin, the employer is willing to pay a relatively higher salary because '

he gets a relatively higher marginal product from the graduate (versus the

aecondary school leaver).

. Looking now across countries,. we discern a third pattern whIph is not

as clear as the previous two. Namely, rircher countries within the 0.E.C.D.

group show lower higher/primary relativloarninps. This pattern becomes

clearer when providing a control group of countries at substantially lower
o

levels of development than the 0.E.C.D. group of Countriese(see Table 7.2).

dhereas in the 0.E.C.D. countries higher education is associated with an

approximate 2^0 per gain over primary, the correspondins gait. in poorer

countries is more than sixfold.
1

o
. .01

This finding, is again consistent' with marginal productivity theory.

The level of economic develooment is a surrogate for a set of other character-

istics connected with the market for educateilJtour and the output of schools.

Although countries differ in many other respects, high income countries have
1.

high proportions of labour with university qualifications and there is usually

no restriction of entry into institutions of higher education. The opposite

holds in developing countries where stocks of highly edubated labour are low

and tkere exists restriction of university places. 'This set of differential

characteristics might be repponsible for the observed narrower earnings
. ,

\'',0ifferentials by education in advanced countries and wider differentials in leas

advanced countries.

1
For a similar finding in comparing relative wars in Lomtaz City and the United

States, see Kothari (1970).

169
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Table 7.2

Relative tarnits in O.E.C.D. Countries and in lower income
countries

1

Country 1 Educational level
group

Primary Secondary Higher.

O.E.C.D. 100 140 219

Other 100 239 639

Sotirce: "O.E.C.D. countries" from Table 7.1, excluding

the observation forlielgium. "Other countries"

are Malaysia. The Philippines, Ghana, South Korea,

Kenya, Uganda, Niieris and India, from

Psarharopoultos (1973a), p.132.

Comparison over Lime

11_

Time series evidence elearnings by education exist only in the U.S.,

and Japan and, to a limited extent, in Italy. For the purposes of comparisons

over time we will concentrate on the higher education differential. Table 7.3

shows the earnings diffe ntial in indeg form in three countries. The

general pattern is that the higher education differential narrows over time.

Subject to the qualifications presented earlier, this observation is

also consistent with marginal productivity theory. :he tile span covered by

the three country cases corresponds to the period of the most rapid expansion
a.

of laigher education relative to the other levels. For example, the percentage

of those with higher education in Japan has more than doubled between 1950

and 190, and almost doubled in the U.S. between 195? and 197?.1

1See tahlas A. and 41.1.5 in the Appendix.
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Sable 7.3

&Index of changes over time in the hlrher education. earnings
differential in three countries

Japan
V
U.S.

,
Italy

Year Index Year Index Year ( Index

1454 100 1949 100 1967 100

1964 98 1959 100 1968 99

1969

l

93 1971 85 1169 92

Source: .Japan from Table A.7.

U.S. from Table A.12.

Italy from Table A.5.

Note; The higher educational earnings differential is

relative to the secondary level in Japan and Italy

and to 8 years co: schooling, in the U.S.

The constancy of the U.s. differential between 1959 and 1969 has.

puzzled economiata for a long, time. A hoot of explanations has been Riven

in terms of capital skill coniplementarities. hirh income elasticities of demand

for skill-intensive Product, and unskilled labour-saying technical chanre.1
em

Although differentials have been narrowing, t!'..e decline is far from

dramatic. The sma)1 change of earnincs differentials relative to tha h:rh

increases of tlye sway of edacated Persons has another ecanomic arverpretation.

1See 8owman and Anderson (1974), Iriliches (1969), ;riliches (197C), Welch
(1970) and Bowman (1971) .
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It means that there exists flexibility in production and various mixes of

qualified manpower can be absorbed witho.t drue'icelly affecting relative

wages. To put it in other words, the slow narrowing of the earnings differential

indicates a high elasticity of substitution between educated labour. Empirical

estimates of the magnitude of this elasticity indicate that, although not

equal to Infinity. It is high enough to warrant the use A- cost-benefit analysis

in educational planning.1 But a high elasticity of substitution, although

imcortant, it is not sufficient to generate the observed slow, if any, narrowing

of earnings differentials. In order to explain this phenomenon one must also

emphasise the role of growing demand for educated labour in the period under

consideration.

A

1The elasticity of substitution is found to be statistically higher than I
and less than infinity. See Dougherty (1972) for substitution evidence in the
U.S. and tsacharopouloe (1973b) for a review of substitution evidence ina number
of countries.
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8

Tar we have treated a ariety of

r we first t

This, inevitab

education. In this final chapt

and assess what we have learn

ice related to earningS and

pull the threads together

leads to the realisation

art of this chapter isof major knowledge and data gape to which the sec°

devoted.

The reader is minded that the choice of toPice tr

the present state of our knowledge in the economics of edu

ed in this volume reflects

ion. We know,

for instance, that the returns to investment in education are

Particularly at the lower levels of ecnooling and in less advan

We know that the private returns are higher than the social ret

nerallY

countries.

and we

know that the degree of substitution bbtween educated labour is on t

aide. Moreover, weAlso know that education has something to do with

income is distributed in our society.

Therefore, we have made an effort here to move beyond what we already

seem to have knowledge of and concentrate on some topics about which we are

doubtful. These topics were the role of differential ability in the earnings

determining process, the importance of schooling quality versus years of

schooling completed, the existence or not of monopoly incomes due to

restrictions of entry and, lastly, the importance of omission of fringe

high

way
ffo

tl

benefits in usual wage statistics. !Anse much of the evidence on which our

knowledge is.based comes from the United .itates, another function of this

book has been bibliographical in the sense of documenting earnings by education

data sources in other 0.21.C.D. countries. But we haVe also moved beyond the

bibliographical aspect and present some agcregate statistics an4 analysis of

earnings, by education VI 0.Z.0.0. countries.

17.1
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Synopsis of indines .

Subject to the 4ualificafions discussed throughout this volume, the

review of evidence supports the.followitig five propositions: 4

0f
a. The importance bf differential student ability is not as

important as intuiirVely thought in determining earnings

differentiald. Whereas in the early sixties the proportion of

the earnings differential due to education was assumel to be

equal to our empirical_ review indicates that a more plausible

value is .9. This means that the influence of aqilly on

a
earnings vaciations by Ipvel of education is rather small.

b.' Our review indicates pat the quality of education is

very important in determining earnings. Carly work in the

eoonomics of education neglected variations in uchool quality which

now appear to have a significant impact or c-rdings: In fact,

the recent evidence indicates that expenditures on improving the

.quality of schools might have Ahigher yield than expenditures on

providing extra yeiis of schooling.

c. It appears from our 5nalysis, that monopoly elements in

earned income by level of education are negligible. The

classical oase df alleged monopoly income because of restrictions

to entry is that medical doctors have high earnings relative to

other occupations. However, the greatest part of these earnings

represents compensation for higher training coeds or longer howl:,

worked. After adjustment for these factors, the yield to entry

into "high -pay occupations" becomes similar to that in other

occup..tions.,1 however, the assibility cannot be excluded that our

results are biased in view of prolMalla under- repo'rting,of professional

earnings.

175 4
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i

d. Our review of fringe benefits revealed that earnings

differentials are seriously under-estimated, Unless remuneration

other than basic salary is taken into account. It is.very

\nfortun$e that past research has almost universally neglected

fringe benefits in analysing earnings by education due, of

7
course, to lack of data.

,
.

e. The relative earnings by education in O.i.C.D. countriee

presented in this volume have been used to derive crosssectional

$ and timeseries relationships. When the cresssection .refers

to different levels of education, a pattern emerges of increasing

earnings differentials by ascending educational level. When 0

the crosssection refers to various countries, differentials narrow

as a function of development or the proportion of qualified persona;

in the lebour. force.

Finally, the timeseries analysis indicates a arrowing of

d"Fer\rniearnings differentials within the countries where data on e nes are

available at more than one point in time. These findings are consistent

with the "economic" spirit of this volume, namely simple supply and demand

conditions can generate the observed patterns of eirnings differentials

by level of education in 0.Z.C.I6 and other oountries.

A Poet ecrint.on further research

It is relatively easy at the end of a volume like this to draw a long

list of itema one would like to see researched. Por example, we could argue

for the development of a better "ability" measure or a better index for

assessing the "quality" of different Reboots. In what ,follows I try to

move a little beyond what has already been diecuseed and suggest a limited

number of topicirthat, in my opinion, should receive increased attention in

the years to come.
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Starting from the issues sgain, we noted earlier that .we wi h to

itcrease our knowledge on the role of education in society. In this

0 1
volume we limited ourselves to the economic role of education amongothe

many other functions of schooling in our society. One of the reasons why we

wish to,know more about the economic role of education is in implementing

the right kind of policy. For example, on efficiency grounds one such

policy might be to expand the X level of education relative to level Y,

while on equity grounds a different policy prescription might have resulted.

The essential analytical ingredient for arriving at such policy decisions is

thi earnings of labour classified_by educational level, and this voluip
i

was deVOted to some piloblems related to the interpretation of such data. Of

course, no one would claim that further problems 4 not exist, and many

would keep asking how good)Ohwervod earnings data are in the first place.

This is a questilm that has been asked over and over again, and to

which no definitive answer can be given. The answer depends on what we

want the data for, and also or their source. If the purpote of the analysis

is, for example, the study of the reac*ielof individuals to signals in the

labour market, the question of how or bad the observed data are beoomes

trivial. The reason is that indi uals respond to private incentives which

are measured by observed market wages. The situation is different if one
.

wants to estimate social efficiendy paiametere. Then the validity of the data

becomes crucial. For if observed waive do not approximate te social marginal

product of labour, then all the analyses described earlier in this volume

become pointless. Thii problem has been."solved" by the usual "marginal

productivi4fassumption", namely that observed before'tax wages reoresent the

social marginal product of labour.

Improvements over this assumption (that many might consider as naive)

consist of either using econometrid-techniques for the derivation of the

171
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shadow price of labour or.by limiting the analysis to labour markets where

we have reason to believe that labour is competitively hired. The

econometric techniques have the disadvantage of the pr lea a fated

with production fulFtions. Namely, it ia very diffic It t find

ddaaggregated data of labour by eckfcational Level., specify and fit an

.

production function. In view of these difficulties my first

suggestion is to increasingly:

a. Study earnings in competitive labriir markets

It might be better (if not simpler) to concentrate future analyaia

of the Alpe described thus far in this volume (and below) ondata raised

in competitive labour markets. Although this-shifts the problem as to

what Is a really competitive mirket,'data from public'sector employment,

aggregate lemma data and sectors with strong union influences should be

Jxcluded.

Understandably. the first analyses in the economics of eduction were

based on whatever Wage data were available. But it iF my opinion that we,

now can afford to be more selictive. Moreover, the earnings structure in

a competitive labour marKet will aim as an imi.ortant "control group" for °

thestudy of earnings structures in less competitive markets, like the

civil service.

b. Concentrate on starting wages

Much' of the analyies pr6sented i ume dealt 'with the werage
qc

wage of one individual over his life VMe. Thi is an awkward concept indeed.
Ay 4- -

Earnings do change over the life cv le and therefore different results are

ogtianed by taking into account the true are-earnings profile of tre

individual. The way in which age-earnings profiles have mostly been

constructed thus far is by means of cross-sectional earnings data of

people at different ages. This, of course, not satisfactory in itself

as there is no reason why the current cross-sectional pattern should

178
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IA)

extrapolate into the future. Although longitudinal awe-earnings profiles

have also appeared in the literature, they also suffer frcm the same'

defect: they are valid for a historical analysis of earnings. But why should

history repeat itself into the future:

The answer tc this is LFb coneentrate the analysis on seirtih'salaeies

by educational level. The reason is that starting salaries are less subject

to social custom arguments regarding the procehs of wage determination.

Moreover, they can serve as a parameter on which marginal decisions on

education can be based. Relative starting salaries by educational level

show the relative weight employers put on different levels of education.

Moreover, trends of changes in relative salaries can be very useful in

assessing changes in the labour parhet for recent graduates. Note that

avera'e salaries by educitional level (or cross - sectional are-earnings profiles,

or even longitudinal ones) are ati,:dy contaminated by the experience

dimension and, therefore, cannot be used as a basis for formal'edimptional

.001'
policy.

Starting salaries are also useful in the study of career patteps. For,

assume we have established the earnings profile of a given career using

conventioral cross - sectional o' longitudinal data. Then recent starting

9 salaries of persons entering this career-would provide the shift factor

of the whole lifetime profile.

w-

c. Diasggregate the analysis'of earnings by /sect

.

0'
Much of what we know on'the returns to education refers to the educational

level as the unit of analysis. So we know, for example,.that the lower

' educational levels are more profitable (socially and privately) than the \

higher levels. However, evidence vs very scanty on the retu s to education

. within levels disagggegated by subject. For example, what are the retur to

different subjects of seconder,. technical education? Wit ar the retu ns^to .

1'

7, 179
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particular fields AS higher education?

Answers to questions like these could also be used as tests of the screening

hypothesis. If persons with, say, a first degree in chemistry working in

the chemical industry earn more than persons with the same degree working,

for some reason, in another industry, this observationruns against the

screening hypotheais. To put it another way, education of the rsght kind

has a value when used in the right place relative to another place. If

employers were qlply using the first degFee as a screening device, the

chemistry subject would not be relatadto earnings.

d. StudSr individual_nrivate choices

0
Maybe too much attention has beempaid to the esti a on of social

efficiency measures in education and title effort to fPnderstanding the t
response of individuals to signals in the labour market And, in fact, most

of the objections in this field 4-latello the social dibension of educatiolL.

e
But the majority of countries, particularly the advanced ones, base the

expansion of their educational system on social demand. Namely, regardless

of efficiency considerations they provide the necessary laces to those who

wish to study at a given educational level and have the q lifications to do

so. Now the institution of, say, a new pay scale system of civil servants

by level of education will have an impact on the demand for school places.

In order to anticipate this demand and to avoid bottlenecks it is important

to know the individual response to changes in the private returns to eduction.

Another reason why the assessment of private (read, social) demand is important

is that countries increasingly shift part of the cpst of education to the

'!'

11111

' individual, particularly at the higher levels of education. Therefore, it

comes en interesting question whether the educational explosion of the ..i'''

last decade will continue in the future.
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e. Elaborate the determinants of earnings

This is an issue dealt with in patches above and t? which we now return.

Is it years of schooling, ability, school quality or what that deteratif.29

earnings? What is the relative numerical importance of ea h facto;? Are

these really "determinantk" of earnings or simply associati A? .How can one

disentangle the role of ability from that of the socioeconomic background?

To what extent do earnings-determining factors interact?

Although we do have some kgowledge on the above issues,this is a subject

0-at should receive increased research attention in the years to come.

The reason for this is that answers to the above questions have a wide area

of policy implications. For example, a kind of policy might be instituted

thtt would be more effective than others an altering income distribution.

f. Study post- school investments

ms,o,or what has been described as attributable to schoolinr in this.

me, must of course be aontaminnted with returns to pest school investments.

Furtherrorh, parental investments in preglool children are part of the human,

.capita'. embodied in the individual. Clic way of distinguishing between school

and other human capital investgents is by conducting the earnings analysis at

'incer's "overtaking age".

g. Improve European earnings stletistics

,Much of th research results reported in this volume refer to the

,Uni.ed :,tat s. hapter 7 has shown that although earnings statistics do exist

ti

in European countries, they are not yet detaild enough to repeat.the

Aegican an'alysir' and compare results. Moreover, new innightl might develop

- by studying individual earnings ty education in a socioeconomic context

different from the U.S.

Therefore, letlet un close, this volume by a plea for increased availability

and immroved ouasity of European earnings by education statistics.
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APPENDIX
.

COUNTRY TABLES AND DATA SOURCES

%This appendix to chapter 7, above, presents summary tabulations of

earnings by education in O.E.C.D. countries and also discusses the sources of

data. The following aixt \n counttisa are covered;

Australia

Belgium

Canada

Denmark

FraAce

Greece

Italy

Japan

The Netherlands

New Zealand'

Norway

Spain

Sweden

Turkey

United Kingdom'

United Staies

' There already exist.three studies containing detailed bibliographies

on earnings sources in different countries. These are Denison (1967).

Lydell (1968) and Psackaronoulos (1973). This appendix updates the above
v

sources and also gives summary tabulations of relative earnings by education

-whenever possible.

Australia

Shandy and Goldsworthy (1973) discuss earnings data from /three sources

n Australia. However, the raw data do not appeal in this document.

182
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Belgium

Frank and Associates (1964) contains earnings by occupation rather than

education iri 19b0. 11147occupation to education translation yields earnings

by"- education as in Table A.1.

Age-earnings profiles by education in Belgium are found-in DesaeYert

(1969). However, the earnings data are based on a number of surveys among

professional workers only (the most detailed being for econoeists"who

represent 10 per cent of the sample).

!

Table A:1

Earnings Differentials iN Belgium, 1960-

Occupational
Group

Typical years of
school completed

Mean income
(Group I

100)

I 7-8 100

II 9- . 130

III 12 251

IV
.?

14-16 349

V 16 or m6re 502

Source: Based'on Frank and Associates (1964).

Canada

Age earnings profiles by education exist in Canada find are based on

the 19E1 Centus. (See Canada Dominion Bureau of Statistics 1963).

These data have been analysed by Podoluk (1965) on w 4.ch Table A.2 is based.

o For further analyses of incomes in Canada,see ?ertram(1966), Wilkinson

(19(f) and Denison (1967).

18.3
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Table A.2

Average Earnings by Age and Saected Level of..Schooling:
Canada, Males, 1961

(dollars)

Age Schooling

Elementary

5-8 years

Secondary
4-5 years

University
degree

39,

20

21

22

23'. -

24

25-34

44

5-64
55-

1550

1800"

2000

2210

2425

2550
.

3418

3807

3,544

370I

1600

2000

2500

2850

3100

,3400

\4760

5779

4431?

-

'

3550

4100

6909

9966

0822
1

10609

Source: Podoluk (1965), p.69

Denmark

There exist ?several sources of earnings data for Denmark. However,

the form in which theclata are published do not allow indexes Sy level of

schooling to be derived. Steenetrup (1968), analyses earnings based on a

N s

special 1966 survey. Sansen (1066) deals
.

with the returns to education in

Denmark but does not reproduce the age-earnings profiles used. Finally

Bjerke (1964) uses a skill rather than educational classification of earnings.

EgUEI

The basic sources of earnings by education in France areJallade (1972)

and Levy-larboua (1907) and (1973). The former analyses three special samples

4if woiters in private firma and the French railways) Table shows

C:average earni s by level of schooling befOre,dd'after adjustment for age and

experience.

4



Table A.3

Mean Monthly Wages by Level of Schooling in Frappe: private Firms and ,State Railways (SOW. 1968

(Males)

Years
of

Schooling .

Educational Level
at the time of'hiring

Private Firma State Railways (SNCF)

Not
Adjusted

(1)

.

Aijusted
(2)

Index
(3)

Not

Adjusted
(4)

Adjusted

(5)

Index
(6)

_

-..

..

..

7
8

9
10'

11

11

12
. 12

23-15

15

17

.

Primary dropout
Primary
Lower secondary
Technical secondary (short)
Technical secondar7. {long)
BAC - 1st part
BAC - ten/In:Teal g,

BAC - general

University dropout
University

Graduace study
"Grandes Ecoles",
-- .

1388
1388
1235
1632

2157
2167
2443
3023

3023
3420

4415

5235 '

1110
1318

1897
1686
2239
2369
2666

3043

3043
3650

4449

5136

_

84
100
144

128

170
180

202
231

2%
277

338
390

,1192
1694

1924
1734

2256
2256
2477
2477

2477
2865

2865
3046

3
586

1892
1776
2069
2149
2416
2362

2362
2612

2953
2953

4-
t

.

..y..

87'

100
119
112
130

155
152
149

149

165

189
189

Source Based on Jallade (1972), Table 1, p.45

Note: 154in columns 3 and 6 based on columns 2 and 5, respectively. Index base is the

average salary of those with 8 years of shooling.
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Age-earnings profiles in 'lemony were analysed by Schmidt and

mgarten (1967). Howeier, it is not possible from the published data

to construct a comparative table for the purp&ses of the appendix.

Greece

There exists a single source of earnings by education in Greece

(Leitenstein 1967). this was utilieep by Bowles (1969), Bowles (1971),

Psscharopoulos (1970) and Psacpiropoulos (1973). Table A.:. presents

indexes of relative earnings based on this source.

Table A.4

Index of Average Annual Earnings of Males
tinthe Labour Force by Educational Level,

Greece 960

Educational
level'

Index

Primary 10C

Secondary ' 139

Higher' 220
It. _......4

Source: Psacharopoulos (197

Italy

The sole source of earnings by education in Ita y is Bank of

Italy (1971) and (1972). Table A.5 presents indexes of earnJrg3 by

different levels of schooling at three points in time.'

.4
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Table A.5

Relative Earnings by Education, Italy

Educational
level

Year

1967 1968 . 1969 _1

Illiterate 31 29 3?

Literate
sa

40 - 42 4
Primary 70 6e 69

Lower Secondary 100 100 100

Upper Secondary 128 139 141

Uni4ereity degree 264 261 244

Source: Bank of Italy (1971) and (1972), Table 10.

7

'ATE

Japan is relatively rich in earnings by education data. Furthermore,
a

time-series evidence on earnings exists. The basic sources are Japan

Ministry of Labour (various years), JeoAn Ministry of Labour Statistics and

Information Department (11,72) and Japan ^ffice of the 1-rime Minister .(annual).

Analyses of Japanese earnings data lre found in Stoilov (1973) Bowmen (1970),

Danielsen and Okachi (1971), Watanabe (ISM and Kanamori (1971 and 1972).

Table A.6 showarrelative earnings by education in Jaoan in lo6P,

whereas Table A.7 shows the over time pattern of relative. earnings. Table

A.8 presents the over time distribution of educational attainment in Japan

for the purpose Of time series analysis of earnings.
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-Table A.6

Indexes of Earnings by Education, Japan 1968

Years of
schooling

Index -

-I

8 100

9-11 -

12 117

13-15 136

Over 16 161

Source: Kanamori (1971), Table 4.4, page 55.

Table A.7

Relative wages of Males a ed over 25LbysEduc on, Japan,

1 1

..Year Elementary
i.

ScHhooghl

Junior .

-College
4.--
University

1

1954 83 100 122 140

.1958 83 100 121 132

1961 86 100 \ 123 140

.1964 86 loo .116 138

1965 - 86 100 119 134

1969* 93 100 114 131 ,

Source; listanaile (1972), Table 5. page 39:

Note: The educational levels correspond to 9, 12, 14 and

16 or more ears of formal education, respectively.
go
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Table A.8

Distribution of Educational Attainment in Japan. 189501968

(percentage)

Year None Elementary Secondary Higher
.- .

1895 84.1 15:6 0.2 0.1.

1905 52.3 41.6 0.9 0.2

1925

1935

20.0

7.1

24.3

82.1

4.9

0.2

0.8
_,

1.6

1950 2.3 78.5 15.8 3.4

1960 0.5 63.9 30.1 5.5 ''

1968 0.4 59.2 32.4 8.0
. c.e

Source 1895-1960r Lydell (1968), Table 7-10, p.228

1968: Japan Ministry of Education (1970),

Basic table 30, p.215.

Netherlands

Data on ea ge by education in the Netherlands are found in

Netherlands Centre reau of Statistics (1964, 1967 and 196e). The last

source of data has be analysed by Wolff and Ruiter 9968). Table A.9

gives earnings differen als by level of education in the Nether ;ands in 1965.

New Z aland

arniars by education 2 New Zealand are analysed in Ogilvy (1970).

Howev r, we are unable to pres here a comparative table of indefes
1

for t is country.

1 8 9'
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Table A.9

Indexes of Median Earnings Differentials of Males by
Educational Level, Netherlands 1965

Educational
level

Average years
of education

Index

0

Elementary t,m,*fi 4.i7;0 '11.00'1

Lower secondary, 10.5 209

Middle 13.7 131

Semi-higher 16.0 152

Higher 20.0 267

Source: Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics (1967)

Tables 1, 2 and 3.
1.

Norway

The sole source ings by education in Moivay is Aarrestaad (1969).

These data have been aly'td in Aa;Testaad.(1972). Table A.10

presents an index of rela pings by education based on Psacharopoulos

(1973).

.§2211

Earnings by education in Spain exist in Grifoll Ouasch (1969). However.

the data are based on a small sample survey in Barcelona only and no

comparative indexis presented in this appendix.

Sweden
VL

There exist Tree sources of-earnings by education or occupation) in

Sweden: _Magnusson (1970)f NagnUsson and7Tycheen (1971) and Klevmarken (1972).

However.. no comparative table can be readily constructed from these sources.

Turkey
4

,Krueger (1972) analyees'earnings,ny education in Turkey. However, only

lifetime eavangn aregiven and therefore cannot be used for our purposes.

190
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Index of income classified by years
df schooling. Norway. 1966

Years of
schooling

Index

.

8 100

12' 240'

16 213

Source: Based on Psacharopoulos (1973).

United Kingdom

There exist several sources of earnings by education in the O.K.

These are Slaug (1965), H.M.S.°. (1071), Morris and Eiderman (1971), Layard

et.al.'(1971) and H.M.S.0. (1973). The.problem with U.K. earnings data,

however, is that they are usually classified by terminal education age rather

than the true level of schooling completed. Table A.11 shows an index of

earnings by education in the U.K. as found in Psaearopoulos (1973).

Table A.11

Relative Earnings by Education, U.K. 1967

EducationalEducational
level

Index

Primary 100

SeCondary 140

'Higher 225

Source: Psacharopoulos (1973), p.185.
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United States .

Earnings by educptiOn data are abundant in the U.S. The sources

are the 1940, 1950, 1960 and 1970 Censuses as well ae a host of special survey's.

Classic analyses of earningp by education in the U.S. are found in Miller (1

Becker (1964), Hanoch (1967) and Eckaus (1973). Table A.13 gives thO time

series distribution of educational attainment in the U.S.A.

Table A.12
.

"

Indexes of income or earnings by years of achool completed U.S.A.
19494 1959 and 1971

Years of school

completed
1949 , 1959 1971

50 --51

1-4 65 61 82 '
.

54 8o 83

8 100 100 100 #

9-11 115 " 116 113

12 140 135 129

13-15 ,165 165 150

16 n.a. 216 n.a.

16 or more 2,35 235 200

i

17 or more . n.a. 258 n.a.

. ...I

Sources 1949 and 1959 from Denison 41967), p.374;

1971 from.U.S. Bureau ofthe Census (1972)9 p.112.
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Table A.13

Educational Attainment of Workers age 18 or overt selected years,
1952-1972. (Percentage of civilian labour force).

-

Years of school completed
and date,

'Dab
sexes

Kale Female

Elementary: '8 years or less
Octoblor 1952
March W62 '

Marc, 1972 a'

High school: 4 years or more
October 1952

. .

March 1962
March 1972 a. e .:

College: 4 years or more
October 1952
March 1962
March 1972 a'

37.9
.27.0

14*.9 .

43.3.
53.8
65.9

8.0
11.0
13.6

'

41.2
29.6
17.0'

39.9

5
63.

8.1
11.7
15.0

,

71.0
21.8
'11.6

5Q.6
59.4

69.2 .

7.7
9.5

. 11.4

.1ft a

Source: U.S. Departmenl of Labour (1972), Table 5, p.40.

Note:, a. Data dre for 16 vears old and over.
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